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DISCLAIMER 

 

Femdom scenes of the sort I (and most serious femdom enthusiasts) prefer are intense, and 

extremely “mental” in a way, and can really, really impact one’s pysche both emotionally and 

otherwise for those that aren’t used to it. Work into them with caution.  

If you have any questions (and it’s best to be safe before actually DOING it!) – ASK! My “kink 

therapy” services cover questions of this nature as well - - in short, be darn sure it’s a) SSC 

(safe, sane and consensual) and b) you KNOW exactly what you’re getting into!  

The author does not accept any responsibility for “bad experiences” or “frustration on the part of 

either party”, and so on and so forth. However, that said, all of this has been written from real 

world experience, and it WORKS!  

Some of what I write about beneath might come across as extremely controversial and “jarring”. 

So be it. I’ve always  been a huge believer in saying it like it is, and voicing my true 

opinions/thoughts based upon actual experience (life can be a great teacher if you let it!) and that 

is one of the veins this manual, as well as all my other femdom related books have been written 

in.  
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Famous Quotes  

 

“The worst of experiences can be turned, and indeed do turn into the best at times, and Madam 

Krystal, Madam Sugar, Madam Yang and the scores of other utterly lovely dominant Chinese 

ladies I’ve had the great privilege of “being with” if I might be permitted to use the term bear 

striking testament to this” 

 “There are no depths of degradation that cannot be plumbed, no humiliation too extreme, no 

punishment too severe for a servant, especially when with these lovely, dominant, demanding 

and imperious Chinese ladies, and Madam Krystal is at the very top of a most illustrious “heap” 

if I might use the term.” 

 Mike Watson, October 2017, “Krystal – the Teaching Assistant – the Second Sequel” 

 

“Servant! Turn off the light, and rub my lower back for me! I want to sleep, be quiet now!” 

 Madam Suvi, October 2017, “Mai, my lovely maid” 

“She’s a stunningly beautiful 23 year old lady from Guangxi province in Southern China, and 

can speak a little English (not a lot). She works as a generalist in one of the factories around 

here, but of course, as with most of the Chinese ladies I’ve met, she’s got but one goal in mind, 

and my legs literally melted upon looking at that picture, those large knowing black Chinese 

eyes, and that lovely long straight hair of hers … and that look, God, that look that blazed out at 

me from the word “go”! 

My God, it reminds of me a young Empress Cody, and though I’m not in the least bit concerned 

about the Empress’s age, I suppose that is another reason I bring this up here.” 

Mike Watson, October 2017 “Empress Cody – Volume #4”  

At the end of the day, true femdom can but be measured by ONE thing and one thing alone - - 

that “look” in the eyes. That knowing look. That sly titter- - that tacit acknowledgement of a 

submissive lady in HER presence, the goal being ONE - - that is to use, and manipulate for HER 

own pleasure … as it always SHOULD be.  

Mike Watson, April 2018, “A complete guide to the mainland Chinese female for the 

truly submissive male”.       
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INTRODUCTION  
 

What qualifies me to write about all this? Why did I write this, 

anyway?  
 

   

I’m Mike Watson, author of over 35 femdom novellas and short stories, and quite a few femdom 

themed self help manuals which can be found on my site www.spicyanderoticfetish.com.  

I’m your average everyday guy that has been interested in Female Domination ever since I can 

remember. I’ve been writing fetish oriented novellas for a while now, and I have the good 

fortune to meet a lot of ladies that have been more than willing to enjoy my “servitude” to them 

in “real life”.  

And when I say “real life”, I mean real life.  

I don’t mean “play time” when I refer to massaging her feet (or “pressing her feet” as some 

Chinese ladies like to term it, hehe). I mean I do it for her after a hard day, and usually after what 

would be considered “vanilla” conversation.  

Or her head, back or shoulders, for that matter.  

I have a very strong foot fetish and this morphs into ALL aspects of my daily life (as well as other 

female domination related “interests”).  

Other than  my femdom activites, interests and writings - - I also find time to maintain a full 

fledged fitness business, and workout regularly - - and WRITE on fitness as well.  

Quite a full life, you might say, and that is how I like it. Never a moment that passes by idly, and 

I believe this spirit is reflected in all my writings and books thus far.  

Something I’ve often spoken about with regard to my writing is “reality mixed in with a dose of 

creative license” - - or a HEFTY dose, for that matter.  

And it’s true. While creative license has certainly been used in most of my writings and will 

continue to be used, for the most part, everything that has happened is REAL - - and the ladies 

themselves are most definitely real too.  

So, given I’ve written a lot of femdom tales … and plenty of  “how to’s” as well (which have 

helped many a BDSM practitioner with their play / lifestyle /both), why did I write this particular 

book?  
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Well, while folks enjoy my stories - - as well as the play scenes in there, stories at the end of the 

day are just that – stories.  

True, they’ve got experiences within them - - experiences a lot of subs would LOVE to have - - 

but first, one has to get to the point of having them experiences, and having them regularly (and 

with minimal effort invested in “trying” to find the right partners to do it with!).  

I’ve often  mentioned how effortless it is – and has been, ever since I can recall for me to “draw” 

femdom in all it’s wily shapes, guises and forms to me - - and vice versa, for ME to drawn to 

dominant ladies without EVER consciously TRYING! 

Why is a moth attracted to a flame? 

Why is a honeybee attracted to pollen? 

Why are men that respect women at a deeper level than just fetish/sex the ones that “get laid” all 

the time without even thinking about it or – get this – even “desiring” it? 

Why do we always “succeed” at things we rarely think about on a conscious level?  

There’s a scientific and rational explanation for all this, of course, especially the last one which 

is key. 

But the key thing my friends, is FEELING – and vibration. And THIS vibration, these VIBES, 

my friends, are what CONTROL ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR LIFE BAR NONE. 

Anyway, that is a tip right there for you - - but moving ahead, lots of folks have asked me just 

how and why it’s so easy and seemingly effortless for me to have the experiences I do.  

And while I’ve already mentioned it - - and will mention it numerous times throughout the tips 

mentioned beneath, there are those that still wont “find the secret”.  

To those people, read this manual – re-read it, and then re-read it AGAIN until it literally 

becomes a part of you, and therein you have part of the secret.  

I wish I could tell you what the secret is in plain English, but I can’t.  

First, it’s not that easy to define (well, it is, but it isn’t a one size fits all classification) - - but 

more importantly and second, me telling you what it is would deprive you of the wondrous 

benefits YOU will receive once you do some deep, deep soul searching and make the 

“discovery” your own way!  

Third, lots of folks need to know “how” in addition to the “secret” … more how to’s than I cover 

in my books etc.  
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Useful, practical workable tips that WILL (much like in my pathbreaking “A complete guide to 

understanding dominant Chinese women from the mainland) get you further along the path to 

finding the perfect match in terms of a dominant lady for you … and QUICKLY at that!  

So here goes. Dive in, enjoy – and be sure to let me know your feedback!  
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Who did I write this for? 
 

This book is for YOU if you’re  a male submissive, and …   

• Looking for tips on how to take your submission to the next level.   

• Looking for the perfect ways to not only FIND - - but attract, and keep the dominant lady 

of your dreams in regal style as she so deserves!  

• Someone that is looking to learn the mental tips and tricks of domination, and how to 

attract domination/submission without even seemingly “trying”.  

This book is ALSO FOR YOU if you’re a dominant lady, and …  

• You are interested in the MENTAL side of BDSM, and using the MIND to enhance play 

more than actual “physical actions” ever could.  

• Someone who is interested in learning more tips and tricks to further humiliate, debase, 

degrade and emasculate your “man” - - as he (she?) deserves to  be!  

• Learning how to enjoy living life as a true Queen (as you DESERVE to be!)  - -and how 

to get there!  

• Going way, way into a man’s subconscious - - and literally “dinning” home his servitude 

to her until it becomes as natural as breathing!  

And last, but not least, remember one thing – this book works equally well for M/M D/S scenes 

(or F/F for that matter).  

Sure, I’ve written it with a F/m twist, but take that away, and use your creativity - - and you can 

just as easily apply it to other (aforementioned) categories of “play” as well.  

So there is something for everyone here!  

Enjoy – and as always, keep it safe, sane and consensual!  
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Am I experienced in this personally? 

You bet I am! My current sex life involves nothing but humiliation, denial and NO orgasms, and 

curiously enough it’s done (for the most part) without my S.O. forcing it either. And yes, I’ve 

had plenty of instances where I’ve sucked cock … and plenty of instances where I’ve fantasized 

about doing so as well, and then done it.  

Cuckolding and big black cocks (or cocks of any color) are a recurring theme in my books, and 

for good reason! ;)  

On that note I’ve been meaning to update my recent adventures with Madam Su as well. Stay 

tuned in that regard - - as well as for more on the regal Princess Joanie who quite literally never 

left my dreams ever since I met her last November (Nov 2017 to be precise). 
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What you’ll learn from this book 
 

If you’re a dominant Lady …  
 

• 25 REAL world, practical workable tips on how to further debase and emasculate an 

already servile male - - or get him to the level of degradation and servility you so 

desire! 

• You’ll learn the value of making him do simple yet humiliating tasks – daily – day in, 

and day out!  

• You’ll learn that it’s all about the mind, and once you control him “deep down inside” 

and either change/enhance who he truly IS at his very CORE - - then there truly is no 

turning back – either for him, or you!  

• You’ll learn about the power of DREAMS, and how to program your mind to dream 

precisely about the type of scenes you’d “like to” - - along with examples from yours 

truly!  

• You’ll learn about the power of THOUGHT - - and while you’ve always known first 

impressions count, you’ll learn that when it comes to a man … it’s his first THOUGHTS 

that really count, as opposed to simply the first impression he makes upon you.  

• The value of vibes - - something you already likely know as a dominant lady, but you’ll 

learn  more on the sheer power of, and how to harness said vibes as well.  

• How to get him to orally please you like you’ve always dreamed of, but never really been 

“bold” enough to get him to DO! (Hint – this includes ALL the body parts you’ve 

dreamed of as a dominant Lady – parts that most men wouldn’t come close to, but parts 

that he will learn to and enjoy worshipping galore “by and by”!)  

• How to get him to acknowledge that it’s always well and truly about YOU - - and you 

alone!  

• How he should properly address you - - and what he should be doing during that 

time (hint – you’ve likely NOT thought of this one before!).   

• How to have him at your feet, at your  mercy … perennially!  

And far more …  
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If you’re a man …  

 

• How to take your submissiveness to new “heights” – or lows – with these practical 

workable tips that I lay out for you, in easy to read “digest” format.  

• You’ll learn about how to truly accomplish something that most femdom/”play” 

enthusiasts don’t over an entire lifetime - - that being to TRULY enhance, sear and 

IMPRINT submissiveness to females into your very core, so that it becomes as much a 

part of you as breathing is!  

• You’ll learn about plenty of ways that you can “silently” and “unobtrusively” serve her 

… ways that will eventually become natural to both you and her, and ways that will 

enhance her dominance over you every time you perform the tasks!  

• You’ll learn (and very quickly, if you follow my lead!) that male orgasms are meant to be 

controlled … and rarely, if ever allowed - - and WHY.  

• You’ll learn that the only male orgasms that DO matter are when she’s being served by 

another man, and HIS orgasm … not yours!  

• You’ll also learn (again, if you follow my lead!) first hand the benefits of male chastity, 

and once you go chaste, and learn to appreciate the benefits, believe me, you’ll never, 

ever, ever want to go back!  

• You’ll learn about the body parts she MOST wants and prefers worshipped on a regular 

basis as a dominant Lady.  

• You’ll learn about the art of washing her feet, and why it’s so vitally important to do this 

at least once daily.  

• You’ll learn about the repeated power of affirmations, and how you can use these to 

literally change your life around in terms of the VIBES you’re putting out right now 

(femdom related vibes).  

And way, way more…  
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25 Femdom Tips that will turn you into the perfect slut (or “toy”!) 

for Her.  
 

Are you truly submissive?  
 

Something I’ve written about a lot in all my writings is the topic of “if you’re TRULY 

submissive” as opposed to it being simply a “kink” – or as opposed to being a “switch”. 

It’s an interesting topic indeed, but more than that, believe it or not – whether or not your 

TRULY submissive – and TRULY want to (note – this is different from “am” or “are doing right 

now”) serve a dominant Lady as she deserves to be – has a very important part to play in terms 

of attracting the right women into your life. 

I have often spoken about (and written about, hehe) the various dominant Chinese ladies I’ve met 

in my life – and get this. 

NONE – I repeat, yes, NONE – of these ladies came into my life as a result of any direct or even 

thought out effort! 

It was all truly a case of me attracting what I thought about – and FELT – at the very deepest 

levels of my core, and those vibes ended up attracting ladies that FELT the same way (whether 

they knew it or not). 

And so it, is it any wonder that I’ve had all the experiences I have had  – and the somewhat (as 

people say!) different and “enthralling” life I’ve been privileged to have thus far? 

And in that regard, of course – a huge, huge thank you to ALL the ladies I’ve been involved 

with until now. None of this would be possible with you!  

A huge thank you also to all my readers – and fans – and loyal followers on social media etc – I 

would not be where I am today with your support, either tacit or “direct”! 

And now, for the “are you truly submissive” test.  

Last night I was at a social gathering of sorts – something I did NOT enjoy one darn bit if just for 

all the fake “glam and glitter” around me (I’m sure you know what I’m referring to, eh?). 

It was one of those so called “highbrow” events where “look” is way more important than 

anything else – and the term superficial comes to mind when I think about it. 

But amidst all that, amidst all the nonsense, amidst all the folks gorging on unhealthy stuff, 

taking selfies etc … something stood out. 
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What was that, you ask? 

Well, there were a ton of ladies – heavily made up ladies, and most of them on the heavier side 

as well physically, hehe, and nigh all of them looking GORGEOUS to a “T”. 

I still remember a group of 40 something year old ladies taking selfies as a group … and that is 

what sparked me to bring this post to you. 

When you see a woman – any woman (and note, I’m referring to women you don’t know – 

women of the sort you “just see on the roads”) – what are your thoughts? 

Where do you instantly LOOK – or want to look? 

What thoughts run through your head? 

Note I’m talking about thoughts “on the spur of the moments” (along with associated feelings 

that you don’t think about – you just experience!). 

I’m talking about your first reaction – impression – and thoughts!  

The nature and SPECIFICS of these thoughts, and a few more could well determine if you’re 

truly a submissive or not! (and there is nothing wrong with either option, of course). 

For me, the first thing I look at when I look at a woman is NOT her breasts. NOT her legs, 

although that’s a pet favorite of mine. I look at her feet – and thats the first detail that sticks in 

my mind. 

After this, it’s her hands – her eyes – and her ASS … all not necessarily in that order! 

Whether or not she is overweight or not matters now. Her financial status matters NOT. Her 

make up – or lack of it – doesn’t really matter either. 

All that matters to me in terms of initial impressions is that LOOK in the eye – that naughty 

GLEAM – and her VIBE – and if it’s even in the slightest way dominant, well, I’m HOOKED. 

Most men, including subs tend to describe women as “having big ….” or perhaps “not in good 

shape” or … any number of other things. 

That isn’t necessarily bad, of course, but a true sub? 

A true sub would probably never ever think of those things – and his first thought would be one 

of dropping at her feet – kissing them – carrying her bags – and generally humiliating and 

debasing himself galore in front of her! 
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A true sub would probably NOT think of sex – if ever at all. I know I don’t – and I’m far happier 

being denied – and my own pleasure, strange as it might sound, originates from worshiping her 

sexually in bed – and giving HER freedom to do as she pleases with other men! 

I posted this on Twitter a couple of days ago, and I’ll post it here again – 

Worshipping her #feet, #armpits and #ass should be at the TOP of every true male sub’s list – 

not necessarily in that order tho!  

And that is truly how I feel – and how any REAL sub should feel! 

When I see a lady, my only “sexual” thoughts are to serve her – and in bed, it’s only my tongue 

in her ass – as she relaxes, and enjoys – and perhaps prepares for a real man to ravage her 

thereafter! 

It’s always about HER – and always about her having the best of both worlds, in other words! 

And so forth. 

Get into that sort of mindset – and STAY there – and you’ll be attracting female dominance to 

you like “moths to a flame”. Yes, there is a reason I mention that on the homepage! 
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She has to enjoy it FIRST! 
 

I had a few interesting dreams last night. Nothing out of the ordinary for yours truly of course – 

I’ve long been fascinated by my dreams, and have been a student of dreams for as long as I can 

remember. 

Dreams, for me, have been prophetic in many ways – in that what I experience in dreams HAS 

actually come true at some point down the line. 

In fact, I dreamt of a person last year – I “heard” his name in the dream – and even “saw” the 

guy – and was “asked to go to his bar” in the dream – and remember, I did NOT know this 

person from Adam at the time. 

Yet, a few weeks later, I ended up working for this person doing some part time (and well paid) 

teaching! 

Mysterious and esoteric are the ways of the Universe – and if we only let things unfold while 

playing our part as we should, the world would be a far, far better place than what it is today. 

So, the dream itself was complicated – and I’m not going to get into that – but a girl showed up 

in my dreams. 

A girl I knew in high school – and a girl that was always (and seemingly by nature) – deliciously 

dominant! 

No, she wasnt good looking. Her figure … well, average to say the least. She didn’t have “legs 

that never end” (as Princess Joanie does! ;)). 

 

And so forth – but as I always say in my books, true femdom isn’t about looks. It’s about the 

attitude – that look in the eyes … and that naughty SPARK in the eyes when it comes to talking 

about, discussing or engaging in femdom! 

 

When I was in high school, this girl often playfully referred to me as her servant – I have NO 

idea why – and another of her friends, always with her, giggled away. 

Though most of the folks at that school were of Indian descent (subcontinent), astute observers 

of the subcontinent will know that the North Eastern part of India has more than a few people of 

“Chinese” descent – and her friend was one of these. 
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And even at that young age of 13 – when I had just well and truly awakened to my fetish – I was 

“attracting” Chinese women to me – or those of Chinese descent! 

We truly do attract what we think about at the deepest levels whether we know it or not. Again, 

and as I said in the last post – like moths to a FLAME! 

I still remember being told when I was young to “stay away” from Chinese women by my 

parents (with whom I don’t have a relationship for various reasons) – a highly idiotic comment if 

there ever was one (and one in a long line of idiotic, baseless, and senseless comments made by 

them) – but one made because though I hadn’t quite realized my love for Chinese (or Asian) 

women at that time – they probably picked up on it subconsciously. 

I still remember my Dad looking at me mournfully and saying “they’ll grab you!”. 

“You won’t be able to escape!” 

And curiously enough or not those are the exact same words and phrases I’m using in my books 

years later – and not just because my wussy father said so – it’s because these words and phrases 

have come TRUE for me over the years – and I’ve come to enjoy said occurrences immensely! 

And that brings me back to the central point – that being SHE should enjoy it first – and 

more – for it to be successful. 

 

Remember – guys often try and “force” their women into femdom and the woman often ends up 

doing it out of “obligation” – but doesn’t really like it. 

In “Humiliation Central” I write about an experience I had with an ex – and though I did NOT 

force her into femdom (quite the opposite, actually!) – I DID tell her freely of my preferences, 

and though she tried to “dominate” me – it was NEVER a satisfactory experience because she 

was NOT into it. 

Of course, if I had known what I do now about how to get your woman into femdom, it might 

have been a different tale, but thats another story for another time! 

Back on point (yet again, I know!) – it’s all about her – and even vanilla relationships work the 

same way. 

If the woman isn’t happy about things in a relationship, it’ll never really work out. 

The girl I referred to in high school “Shikha” (I believe that was her name) was, on the 

other hand, truly enjoying calling me her servant (for whatever reason!) – and she’d even 

put her leg up on a chair on occasion, point to a dirty black “boot” of sorts, and tell me to wipe 

it clean … while her other friend giggled away next to her. 
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Is it any wonder I’ve experienced the exact same thing years later and have written about it? 

I think NOT! 

Anyhow, point is this – SHE has to enjoy it first – else it won’t work – and that is PRECISELY 

why I wrote “A complete guide to understanding dominant ladies from the Chinese mainland“, 

and though I’ve mentioned Chinese ladies repeatedly in that book, truth be told, what I’ve said in 

that book holds true for ladies – and D/s relationships – anywhere in the world. 

It’s a great, great lil’ read – and one I highly recommend reading if you haven’t been able to find 

your dominant lady as yet – or if you’re currently in a D/s relationship that “isn’t quite working 

out from a D/s perspective”! 
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At her feet, at her MERCY …  
 

I’ve been having some particularly vivid dreams as of late, and most, if not ALL of them 

incorporate a female in some aspect or the other. 

A couple of days I had a vivid and harrowing dream of being in a confrontation with a “strange 

woman” (with other identifying aspects I’m not going to get into) – – and daggers, darts, and 

arrows being thrown at me – – and while this isn’t a dream journal by far, lets just say that I 

ended up in some sort of a similar situation “at home” just a DAY later – – replete with 

VERBAL arrows and the like. 

I’ve often spoken about the subconscious in terms of VIBES in all my writings – books and 

manuals included, and as I’ve said, and continue to say, there is a very real vibe emanating from 

all of us – – which comes straight from the subconscious. 

And until and unless we acknowledge the part of us that is the subconscious, we’ll always be 

“tearing away at ourselves until we come full circle – to terms with who we REALLY are” to a 

degree as I’ve quoted in “Serving an Indian Goddess – the Sequel“. 

I’ve used this above line galore in all my writings, and it has a very significant portent. 

Anyway, females have been showing up in my dreams GALORE over the last few weeks – or 

even months! 

I had this dream where Jodie Foster, dressed completely in white was sitting next to me – – 

helping me fill out, of all things a bank application! Where from this actress showed up in my 

dreams I have NO idea – I just know she was dressed completely in white – which is always a 

good thing. 

I’ve been having dreams of ladies driving me around. Of ladies being offered – of all things – 

bread (though don’t discount the spiritual significance of bread), and out of curiosity, I decided 

to research further. 

WHO are all these women the subconscious potrays to me in all their various guises, shapes and 

form? 

WHAT do the scenarios mean – and HOW do they fit into a blog such as this one? 

Well, the answer is blindingly simple as it often turn out to be and I’ve found it now – the 

subconscious is many things, but primarily CREATIVE in nature – – and is, as you no doubt 

know what controls the way we act, live, “think” – and indeed, the material aspects of our 

outward life. 
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And it is FEMININE in nature – – overpoweringly so. 

We can try to get away from this side of us – – such as males, for instance that have homosexual 

encounters that turn ’em on – but are afraid to admit it! 

In either Humiliation Central or “15 ways to give him a ruined orgasm” (I cannot remember 

which) I wrote about how it was perfectly acceptable (well, sort of!) for a female to have lovers – 

or for a female to call herself a lesbian – but have a guy do the same openly, and watch out for 

the social stigma shortly thereafter – initiated, curiously enough by guys themselves. 

I was once, many years ago in a similar situation when I had a homosexual experience – one of 

many – and something I immensely enjoy given the right “cock”! 

This theme has made it’s way into my books and writings. Starting with “Meeting Ms. Chen“, 

and ending (for now!) quite appropriately with the “humpie, boy!” theme in Empress Cody, and 

many in between … 

Those homosexual experiences aren’t just sexual. They’re a part of you that is normally 

repressed by most men – but is yet THERE. 

It’s always there, and its yet another reason the “alpha males” out there are usually the biggest 

cucks and “submissives” in the bedroom – – because they’re SMART enough — and “alpha 

enough” to recognize that submission to one’s feminine side, and indeed, the right dominant lady 

can only be a good thing! 

And if there’s one thing to takeaway from today’s post –if you’re a guy-  it is this – get in 

touch with your feminine side – either creatively – or fetish wise – and preferably a blend 

of both.  

Be at your subconscious’s “mercy” – always at her beck and call!  

You’ll never be disappointed – I guarantee you that, and if you’re a lady, well, embrace your 

femininity all that much more. 

There’s plenty of pressure on ALL of us – males and females included in terms of achievements, 

material wants, accomplishments – in short, the FIRE part of all of us which is male – but the 

REAL driving force behind any of this fire is FEMALE. 

Creativity spreads much like a bushfire would, but it cannot quite be “put out” the same way a 

hose of water can lay waste to a raging fire!  
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Talking to her FEET – and not her! 
 

As you start getting deeper and deeper into your dream D/S relationship – there are many,  many 

ways you can spice up your relationship – and your life – both in the bedroom and OUTSIDE! 

And yes – true femdom does NOT limit itself to the bedroom. True femdom does NOT need any 

special occasion or event or location to manifest, and neither does it require “play” necessarily 

(although that usually follows!). 

True femdom is, well, just there. 

It’s inbuit in the lady – – that look in the eye, her attitude, that casual, yet so meaningful raised 

eyebrow, or index finger, or combo therein … 

And since it’s always THERE in most ladies, the key thing to remember for you subs is this – 

TREAT her as an Empress as far as possible – sometimes literally! 

Again, there are tons of ways you can do this – – and I’ve mentioned plenty of them in my 

manuals – as well as books – – but today I’ll go over one way that I have NOT covered before – 

at least not in my manuals!  

This one way is a sure shod way to humiliate your man like never before over the long term – 

and for you male subs – and especially foot fetishists, it’ll be like manna from heaven, or 

BETTER, given it’s a true Goddess that is sending it your way! 

And that being – talk – not to her – but her FEET – and soles in general! 

I’ve mentioned this often in my writings, and it was an integral part of my training with Madam 

Krystal as well. 

Always keep your gaze down, and eyes firmly fixed on her feet, boy!  

The words still ring out loud and clear in mind, and as for Goddess Priyanka – as well as Madam 

Carrie if I recall correctly, they quite literally had parties where I’d be recognizing the ladies not 

by their faces – – but their FEET! 

And while I certainly don’t recommend this straight up when meeting a lady – no better way to 

turn a lady OFF, by the way – it’s certainly something I DO recommend after you get to know 

her, and start to incorporate BDSM into your life. 
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It’s something that is easily doable – anywhere and everywhere, really. It’s something she likely 

won’t mind, but will giggle away at, and it’s also something that’ll embed your submission to 

HER as deeply into your mind as it’ll SEAR her dominance over you in hers!  

In ancient times, Emperors and Empresses in the Far East used to have their minions and 

servants bow upon greeting them – – and also to walk “backwards” out of the room with eyes 

downward, so that royalty never saw their backs – – and they never looked royalty in the eye! 

In India, it used to be common place for indentured labor – and servants in general to “press their 

owners feet”, and wash them – or take their footwear off as soon as they entered the house – or 

even (and sadly, all this persists today in a NON FETISH setting – which again is sad) not be 

allowed to sit on the same chairs their employers sit on or use the same utensils, etc etc. 

And so forth in the West too I’m sure, in days bygone! 

And so – what better way to truly make her feel like a Goddess when there are extended periods 

during the day where you do NOTHING but stare at her feet, or better, her SOLES as you 

pamper them as they deserve to be? 

I’ve done this a lot with Madam Pearl – – every night in fact. In fact, as I write about in many of 

my books, the soles actually took on a life of their own as I’d massage them, and as their owner 

slept comfortably, blissfully unaware of the “servant” at her feet, toiling away into the early 

hours of the morning (and sometimes all night!) – they’d actually TALK to me! 

I’d see – not just feel – the foot relaxing, and by extension the entire body. I’d “see” the soles 

smiling at me, and telling me that “this is my true place in life!” 

And so forth – and any true male sub that has really submitted fully to his Owner will know what 

I am talking about here. 

Ditto for Carol (her of the lovely feet) – – and many, many other women I’ve been with over the 

years. 

And here’s the best part – you’ll love it, and she’ll love it even more – and at the end of the day, 

there’s no possible better physical connection that strengthens the mental connection between 

Domina and sub even more than THIS sort of a connection! 
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The “Yes Ma’am affirmation” 
 

Something I've made a habit of doing - and something that works very well for me indeed is an 

old trick that I learned a long time ago from one who is truly a "Master of the game" - a trick that 

speeds up the process of achieving one's goals ad infinitum - and more than you ever could by 

sheer dint of will power. 

There are a few books that I'd literally classify as being LIFE CHANGING for me, and while 

"Think and Grow Rich" by Napoleon Hill is one of these books - and a fairly well known one, 

there is another "oldie but goodie" which is oft ignored and forgotten. 

That being, the Magic of Believing by Claude M. Bristol - a book which deals with BELIEF and 

goes on to state, rightly so - that belief, and solid, pure, firm, unwavering BELIEF in any 

cause or thought or goal is ultimately what causes manifestation of said goal. 

'Tis true my friend - and it holds true for all areas and aspects of life - femdom INCLUDED! 

And the only way to achieve this true state of belief - or to convince the subconscious, in other 

words is repeated firm thoughts - and affirmations mixed with BELIEF and EMOTION - done so 

ad infinitum until the goal manifests, or even after that! 

As Bristol correctly noted in his book -- and as you SHOULD note as well - - 

Repetition of the same chant, the same incantations, the same affirmations leads to BELIEF - 

and once that belief becomes a deep seated conviction, things begin to HAPPEN". 

In "Cuck Central" I write about the importance of convincing the subconscious in terms of 

cuckolding TRULY being what one or both partners want - and this is one of the main keys, 

more so than the tips themselves given in the book. 

Your subconscious is what rules your life, my friend - the thoughts and beliefs you hold deep 

down inside of you - who you really are at your CORE once everything "outer" is stripped away 

- is really what you are - and who you are - and what you manifest in your life - femdom 

included! 

And the affirmations are something I do daily in terms of my goals - and femdom? 

Yes, sir - there too - or should I say "Ma'am"? ;) 
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EVERY day without fail, without even thinking about it I'll either look at pictures of ladies while 

writing my books and manuals - or perhaps see gorgeous ladies on the road - or, if it's a day 

spent entirely at home, just see them in my mind. 

But EVERY TIME I see 'em, it's natural for me to say (either silently or loudly) "Yes Ma'am!" 

and mentally salute - or kneel - or silently leave the "room" with eyes downward! 

EVERY TIME I see a lady, I make a note to tweak my nipples thereafter (privately, of course) if 

just to remind me that actual sex is NOT my prerogative - it's HERS - my only purpose is to 

serve and worship her - at her ass, feet and armpits sexually - and her beck and call otherwise! 

And as I think along these lines, it's another "Yes Ma'am", or "Paye Lagu, Malkin!" that I utter to 

myself - and I'm done - and this dins in the fact - my submissiveness and self denial DEEPER 

into my subconscious each time I do it. 

It's already a part of me, of course, but I do it anyway - because it's so enjoyable - and all this 

being said, is it any wonder I'm manifesting female dominance without even TRYING? 

As I said before, it's like moths being attracted to a flame! 

Anyway, I'm well aware that there are those that will "pooh pooh" this suggestion as being too 

esoteric or "out there" - and for those folks I have this to say - TRY IT - and then get back to me! 

And if you don't want to try it - well, be my guest there as well. I can only take the horse to 

water, as the Chinese say, but I can't make it drink! 
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The subtle art of male humiliation 
 

Many years ago, I was contacted by a masseuse on WeChat – a “clinical” looking lady, and 

dressed accordingly, as you might expect in your typical spa, in a white “clinical” looking dress 

(at least that was the picture she had on!). 

But though I had no idea who she was, I accepted her “Friend request” on the app – and why? 

Because the VIBE she gave off, from that first “Hi!” was anything BUT clinical, my friend. 

Not only did she have that piercing, naughty “I know what you want, bitch!” look to her eyes – – 

she was also fairly friendly and kept asking me to come in for a massage, which I eventually did 

one fine Sunday evening. 

And of course, one of the first things that happened during the massage was that her fingers 

moved artfully – very artfully indeed! – up to my nipples, and they sprang into attention almost 

instantly. 

Ah, those lovely Chinese female forefingers – – if there’s ever ladies who are NATURALS at it 

(at least ALL of the many I’ve encountered!) – it’s ladies from the Chinese mainland – they’re 

naturals, of course not only at nipple play – but keeping a man SUBMISSIVE via various 

methods – but we’ll get into that later! 

So, as she gave me one of the best handjobs of my life, I came – in SPURTS, all over her lovely 

little hands. 

And as I “made a mess”, she made the comment. 

“Hmmm!!!!” … and she might as well have been a Victorian era school teacher reprimanding a 

relactricant kid – this despite the fact that I was the paying customer! 

The way she looked at me, the way those eyes sparkled with mischief and that “I’ll get you, 

boy!” vibe — for a minute I imagined she might make me slurp that cum up right from her 

dainty little fingers, and judging from the LOOK in her eye – the sheer sparkle, she might well 

have! 

Nothing of that nature happened, of course. The massage continued, and I left later – tipping her 

profusely as she deserved (yes – they ALL deserve it! ;)). 

Many years ago, I had a similar experience with a lady of the night doing much the same thing, 

but in this case, her reaction was even more extreme in a way. 
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I came not all over, but INTO her cupped palms, and the look of sheer disgust she gave me (and 

I’ll admit – there was a LOT of goo!) was to be seen to be remembered! 

Though I was paying her – and paying her well – she looked at me as you might something the 

cat brought in from the rain, and then at my ejaculate with an equal, if not more amount of 

distaste and disdain. 

Now, you might think she was handicapped in that I was a paying customer – and she couldn’t 

say much? 

Well, words aren’t necessary at the best of times, my friend – that LOOK she gave me spoke 

Volumes – and she might as well have been an earlier incarnation of Madam Carrie – who 

delighted in making ole Watson slurp up his own cum (when he WAS allowed to cum) in the 

most distasteful and DISGUSTING manner possible! 

There’s so many different ways you ladies can humiliate a man — and it doesn’t have to be overt 

all the time! 

And it’s been my experience that ladies from the Chinese mainland do it the best – almost as if 

they’re born to rule – which they are in a way, of course!   

Anyway, like I mention in my writings (all of them) and my manuals as well – the look in the 

eye is KEY to any sort of sexual (or other) relationship. 

It’s that LOOK IN THE EYE which tells you how she TRULY feels about things – and how she 

TRULY views a man as the pathetic little worm he is (pun intended!) – – to be used for one thing 

only- – to HER advantage! 

The eyes are a window unto the soul – – and in the case of these lovely ladies I’m mentioning, 

a window to the depths of their lovely dominant souls … 

And I’ll end today’s missive on that note. FYI, humiliation is something that is a turn on for 

many into femdom – and if you’re even in the least bit interested in this theme, my latest manual 

on humiliation is a must grab. 

It covers 25 different and creative ways – – and the THINKING involved in those ways – – 

that will well and truly bring a man to his knees and keep him there forever — for HER. 

As it should be, of course!  
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Washing her feet regularly 
 

Something I’ve written about extensively in my books is foot massages (as well as other styles of 

massages) that I’ve experienced during my stay in China. 

And while I’ve waxed lyrical about the physical pain some of these masseuses can inflict (and 

you’d be surprised at how much that seemingly innocuous prodding and poking can HURT if 

done RIGHT!). I’m not a lightweight by any standard when compared to some of these girls – 

but I’ve screamed out loud in agony many a times while being massaged, I’ll tell you that! 

While they all giggled at this for the most part (the “strong” foreign devil in so much pain from a 

simple Chinese style massage) Wu Xiao Lin, one of the ladies I mention in Sin City Diaries – 

Volume #1 especially enjoyed it – and she’d poke her fingers in RIGHT where the pain was – 

which was a good thing overall as she’d “knead it out” – but boy did it hurt at the time! 

She’d even imitate my “sailor’s language” at the time … or try to! 

Anyway, these foot massages would all start with simple foot washes – the theory being the 

masseuse was supposed to actually wash your feet – – but in reality, all you did was put your feet 

in a basin of hot water while she sort of swirled the water around before getting down to the 

massage. 

Sure, it was still demeaning in a way for the masseuse – if just symbolically. 

And this symbolism is what I’m going to talk about today. 

I don’t know if I mention this as a specific tip in “A complete guide to understanding dominant 

ladies from the Chinese mainland” – but the bottom line is this – as with the tip I gave you in 

one of the last two emails I sent – THIS one is worth it’s weight in gold as well. 

Wash her feet – as often as you can – and as regularly! 

Make it a practice to wash her feet after she returns from work – or shopping, for that matter. 

Make it a practice to do this daily – for at least a month or so – and even if you do nothing else, 

you’ll be nigh amazed at how blindingly dominant your lady will start to become – or seem to 

become – but the net effect will be the same! 

Most ladies love to wear high  heels, flip flops, and other sorts of foot wear that show the feet off 

– – and the soles are usually dirty even after a short walk outdoors. 

And ALL ladies I’ve known love foot washes – especially when done right. 
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Don’t just “swirl” the water around. Treat each foot as the gem it is – – ah, yes, I DO believe I 

mentioned this part in the first newsletter I sent out (Submissive Musings) – – and carefully 

wash it with soap and water with the reverence it deserves before moving on to the other one. 

Again, do this at least once a day – preferably first thing after she returns from work – or a 

workout – or something similar. 

And it’s easy enough to get the materials to do it. A large tub, some towels and soap and water 

(and lotion) is really all you need – – along with an uber submissive mindset (you’ll need to seat 

her comfortably) and willing, helpful fingers that will literally make her feel that you’re 

“washing her feet by hand!” 

And the sky is the limit from there. Perhaps you can “wash your mouth” out after doing this, 

hehe – with that same water. I’m sure Madam Lin (her of the scene I mentioned above!) would 

have made me do this if I got to know her well enough! 

Perhaps she’ll simply kick the water away when she’s had enough – and you’ll be mopping it up 

– as Madam Krystal often did! 

And so forth. 

Key thing is this – maintain the submissive vibe throughout, and just do it daily. You’ll be 

amazed at the results it produces! 

Well, my friend, that is IT for now. I saw a lady last night who I can’t get out of my mind. Long 

slender legs, and feet that looked like JEWELS …I’ll write more about her later though! 
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Doggie boy training 
 

So I just got done with a great workout outdoors – – and it being winter in this neck of the woods 

(or close to it, anyway – it doesn’t seem like it during the day though!) – – it gets dark earlier 

than usual. 

And that is fine for me – especially when I’m working out outdoors. 

As I’ve mentioned in my books plenty of times, I’m NOT the sort of person that enjoys being 

disturbed while working out – and some of the more “extreme” workouts I partake of that keep 

in great shape and give me all that testosterone to keep writing the stuff I do  … and to keep 

my hormones RAGING do cause people to stop and stare, and comment etc. 

I’d rather work out undisturbed, and the dark allows me to do so – as well as concentrate and 

THINK during the workout in terms of goals – both femdom related and otherwise! 

Now, I’ve mentioned I keep attracting woman of a dominant nature to me without consciously 

trying (vibes, vibes, and more vibes!) – – and tonight was no exception as I saw a rather “loud” 

middle aged lady clad in a blue dress pulling a rather naughty dog along with her.  

She was taking the dog for a brief outing in the park, and my dick twitched to life in the 

moonlight as I could see the outline of her lovely legs – and the faintish gleam of red on those 

lovely toes of hers – long, beautiful and BROAD feet that were clad in flip flops. 

I have mentioned before that it’s very hard for me to get distracted during my workout – but if 

there’s one thing that manages to capture my attention, albeit briefly, it is that! 

And I don’t think I need to tell you the other reason for the hard on, do I? 

The dog was on a leash – – and this brought back memories – – many pleasant memories of ME 

being leashed as well in a past “life” to a lovely Chinese lady. 

Her name started with S, and ends with A, and has a Madam in front of it – and you’re right – its 

the indomitable Sophia Bai I’m referring to here! 

Now back to being leashed – this is a great, great way to humiliate a man – – and one I haven’t 

mentioned inHumiliation Central. At least not in this Volume – – but it’s sure food for thought 

for future installments of the same book! 

Being forced to eat – drink – and even urinate like a dog while leashed – and completely naked is 

one of the most humiliating things that one can do to a man, and anyone that’s ever been in that 

position knows exactly what I’m talking about. 
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It’s a position that is especially good for foot fetishists such as us – as you are constantly staring 

at her feet, and nothing else! 

In fact, you might just get to know her feet better than HER — and talk to her FEET instead of 

her – – because you don’t deserve it  — and that is precisely what happened with Ms. 

Priyanka, the lovely Indian Goddess, and Madam Carrie, the bodacious and ever so sexy 

Chinese housing agent I had the (mis?!) fortune to meet, and many, many more! 

Oh, and Madam Krystal as well – – where I was specifically trained to talk to the feet and soles, 

and refer to THEM rather than the lady herself! 

Back to being leashed – this lends itself very well to public humiliation too, and THAT theme is 

something I do mention – in Humiliation Central as well as many of my books – the Empress 

Cody series being one of them. 

And it isn’t just me mentioning it either. There was a case in China a couple of years ago in 

Fuzhou where a woman wearing high heels (and otherwise normal attire) actually took a man out 

on a leash on a busy street, and caused quite a stir! 

He was fully clothed, but he was certainly a “dog” at that point in time as the pictures show – – 

and while the reason for her doing it is unknown, I’d bet you anything it was “play” of a certain 

nature going on. 

That was probably one lucky guy if I might say so! 
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The many benefits of chastity  
 

My preference for extended periods of chastity, and little if any – “release” (at least not what 

you’d consider a proper orgasm) is well known by most! 

I first (and voluntarily) started down this path a few years back, and have never looked back 

since – and coming from someone whose lived in a part of mainland China which used to be 

known as the “sex capital” of the world – and someone that DID participate in more than his fair 

share of “releases” (!) back in the day – thats saying something. 

Yes, as you can tell from my books and writings – I’ve been around the block a few times and 

then some, and would I trade those experiences if I knew what I did now about staying chaste? 

No – because those experiences taught me many things – amongst many things, the immense 

value of chastity itself! 

Now that I compare “now” to then – – do I feel denied? Frustrated? “Sad”? Melancholy at not 

being able to achieve release? 

Not in the least, my friend. So long as I’m giving the woman I’m with at the time plenty of 

release – plenty of freedom – and plenty of CHOICES in terms of her own sexual partners – thats 

pretty much all I want at this point – well, of course, along with a few other things – but I’m sure 

you get the drift there! 

As the lovely Ann once told me, “I don’t like to have sex too often! Thats why I left my last boy 

friend!” 

This was followed by “We may do it once a week for health, but no more!” 

… and that, in turn was followed by a meek “Yes, Ma’am!” from me, and a raging hard on to 

boot. 

It’s all about HER, my friend – and that is but one of the tips covered in “A complete guide to 

understanding dominant Chinese ladies from the mainland” – and if you’re currently unable 

(for whatever reason) to find the dominant partner of your dreams – then this is a must read! 

Folks often find it hard to understand how I can go for weeks – months – without any release – 

especially consider my raging hormones, workouts etc that all add to my “growing lust”. 

I wrote a while back about a “wet dream” I had – and yet – did that dampen my enthusiasm? 
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Not one bit – and here’s why –  because as I went along the road to chastity – I realized I was 

holding one of the KEYS to super energy – and achievement – as well as development of the 

sixth sense – all in my loins, if I might say so. 

Some of you may know that wrestlers and boxers of yore would refrain from sexual activity not 

days – but MONTHS before a fight. 

The same holds true for authors, artists, and other creative people who would literally 

CHANNEL their sexual energies into other work – and believe me, this highly charged, sexed 

work would show results – regardless of the actual nature of the work. 

It’s not so much what you do. It’s HOW you do it – and the VIBES coming off the words you 

write! 

Thats something I’ve said before ad infinitum, of course, and that is but one benefit of chastity. 

The others? 

Improved energy levels – vastly improved. Super powers of focus and concentration – as well as 

perhaps most importantly, more of a submissive vibe – and funnily enough, it hasn’t done ANY 

DAMAGE at all to how I “attract” women. 

That happens more and more – the longer I go “without”, the more the submissive vibe builds – 

and communicates itself to those that are ready to receive it! 

There’s a lesson – or several to be learnt from this. 

As Napoleon Hill correctly states in Think and Grow Rich (and no, this has got NOTHING AT 

ALL to do with whether you, the reader, wants to get rich or not), 

The emotion of sex contains the secret of creative ability.  

He goes on to state that one of the main reasons the vast majority of males out there don’t 

succeed before the age of 40 is the time spent “dissipating their wild oats” – which, given 

that the sex drive is at it’s peak at said age would be far, far better off TRANSMUTED into other 

activities in one’s life! 

Yours truly learnt this around the age of 35 or so. Although I’ve always been into chastity, 

orgasm denial and the rest of it – I only truly learned – and experienced the benefits of said 

activities in my daily life once I experimented – and this was before I read Hill’s bestselling 

book, by the way. 

And once I learned – there truly was no going back – either in terms of my preferences – or 

otherwise! 
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Last, but not least, what if you decide you’ll go down this route – but yet want a little fun every 

now and then – or perhaps more often? 

Well, ’tis your choice, my friend. What you choose to do in your personal life and with your 

“wild oats”, hehe, isn’t any of my biz – but I’ll tell you this – one MAGNIFICENT way of you 

(and your lady partner) having ya’ll’s cake and eating it too is this – RUINED ORGASMS! 

Yes, these can give you AS MUCH (if not more) mental pleasure if done right – and even after 

three of these, chances are your lust won’t dissipate if you’re horny enough. 

At that point, you can transmute this energy into something useful – like serving your lady – 

“pressing her feet” (oh, that term, how I love it!) – or doing your own work.  

And it’s when you get familiar with this sort of thing that you’ll TRULY start to experience and 

realize the wonders – and many benefits of staying chaste – or close to it! 

Ok, so thats it for now. Ponder what I’ve said above – and in the meantime – if you’re currently 

reading a BDSM book of any sort – happy reading! 
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The SPICE in staying chaste …  
 

Well, so I’ve been pre-occupied with some business matters for the last week or so, and haven’t 

gotten around to posting as much as I should here. 

I’ve also been chaste, obviously – – can’t remember the last time I “came”, hehe. Oh wait. ‘Twas 

in April – – back in April around the middle of the month if I recall correctly, and after a hard, 

hard workout (and a shower, of course). 

And even then, despite my raging lust it was a ruined orgasm – – four in a row at that, haha. 

And it left me wanting “it” even more – – and those that have been there and done that in terms 

of ruined orgasms know exactly what I’m talking about! 

Ruined orgams, my friend are a great, great way to spice up YOUR sex life – and this applies 

equally to women as well as men, but more so to you ladies out there I’d say. 

It’s a great feeling to know that all you’ve gotta do to drive him insane (if you do it right, of 

course!) is to sit with your feet up on a table and command him to “ruin it” (or do it for him). 

Believe me, I’ve been on the receiving end of this multiple times, and I could tell by the look in 

her eyes – the power exchange was not only a turn on for her, but the humiliation was 

PRICELESS! 

And of course, my lust wasn’t sated, hehe, which made it better for both of us. 

Trouble is, though most people do ruined orgasms WRONG. Most people watch porn videos and 

go by what is done there, and truth be told, most porn is set up to pander to male desires anyway 

– – and more so in terms of what is commonly out there in terms of BDSM. 

So here’s a tip – don’t go by what they show in the porn movies. It ain’t worth it! 

I’ve put out a nifty little manual on this which gives you 15 ways to go for a ruined orgasm – 

either solo or with your S.O. (or partner) – and believe me, it works great solo as well if you 

cannot find the right partner to share your desires with (this is KEY). 

That manual is available right HERE – – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/ruined-

orgasms/ 

Otherwise, the longer I stay chaste, the more it seems I ATTRACT women into my life – 

whether I want to or not, and most of the time I’m not even consciously thinking about doing so 

– or how to do so. 
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In fact, truth be told, ALL my thoughts over the past week (except for last night) were about 

other business (other than this site). 

But as they say, and as *I* often say, you can’t get away from who you REALLY are, my friend. 

You can never get away from who you really are, and who you really are “manifests” itself 

whether you want it or not – helped along by “unsated lust”, of course. 

Like moths to a flame as I often say, and like attracts like. I was thinking about the lovely 

Princess Yvonne last night (she deserves a story all unto herself, on that note!) – and those 

thoughts manifested in the form of some leggy lasses this morning as I completed a brisk jaunt 

outdoors. 

Ah, that perfume, that intoxicating scent, and  … that LOOK in the eye. That KNOWING look 

in the eye that speaks volumes, and gets ALL THE MORE “piercing” the more I “deny” myself 

of pleasure! 

It’s ALWAYS all about her. She knows it, too!  
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Thinking outside the box 
 

Many moons ago, yours truly was involved in a (very pleasant!) online exchange on a forum 

with a lady in the BDSM field – an experienced lady I have the utmost respect for, and a lady 

thats done a LOT throughout the years for BDSM. 

I’m not going to mention her here, but she set up a nifty little online forum ( yes – them were the 

“pre Twitter” and pre-dumbphone days, hehe) which compromised a core group of femdom 

enthusiasts as well as the lovely ladies involved in it and I recall partaking in not one – not two – 

but MANY an interesting discussion before heading off to work in the mornings! 

That was of course my pre-do my own thing days as well too, hehe. Mention the term “work” to 

me nowadays and I’ll look at you as if you’re smoking something. 

To me it’s all about FUN – and ACTION these days – as opposed to a “job” – – but funnily 

enough, those exchanges inspired me so much that I actually had a good day ahead at the “job” I 

was working back then (made plenty of sales there, ah, but thats a different tale). 

Not only that – I ended up meeting my current S.O. while working there. 

Now, this wasn’t by far the only reason – sure – but it was ONE of the reasons, and if it still 

stands out about 10 or so years later – there’s a darn good reason! 

Anyhow, there was this discussion about “married folks visiting Dominas”. 

Though yours truly was well versed in fetish etc — and had NO qualms about explaining his 

desires — or being “open” to other kinks – – there were still several areas my mind was not 

“open” as yet. 

My first comment to this discussion was along the lines of “well, thats great, but he’s married, 

and … uh … isn’t that cheating …?” 

Fast forward to today, and you’d never catch me making that comment. 

Not because it “is” or “isn’t” cheating – – it’s because it’s always shades of grey – – and because 

there is no “one size fits all answer!” 

And the lady  I’m referring to wisely replied “Mystery, cheating?? Shouldn’t we have a more 

open mind??” 

She was right (btw, Mystery was my nick on the forum) – – and amongst other things she also 

said this (with regard to another discussion): 
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“Mystery, you’ve always got great input to share. You sound wise beyond your years!” 

Well, maybe so in certain regards – but not all at that time – and thats why   I am sharing this 

little “blast from the past” with y’all today! 

It’s so important to keep an open mind, my friend. It’s so important not to get caught up with 

“what they’ll think of it”. 

It’s so important, for instance, not to worry about “what your friends would say if they saw you 

worshipping her feet”. 

And so forth. 

Key here is do what makes YOU happy – keep it SSC – and always remember — life, and 

especially fetish is shades of grey. There’ no “right” or “wrong” here! 

Anyway, that’s the takeaway from today’s email. On other fronts, I’ve been getting some 

interesting inquiries as of late. 

It seems some folks want to write stories – – and have them featured right HERE on this very 

site for sale – – and though I hadn’t done this on a large scale before, I’m doing it now. 

So if you’re looking  to submit stories etc for publication by us – – feel free to do so either via 

the submissionspage (we’ll have a form etc up there shortly, but it’s email for now) or simply 

email it over to me atinfo@spicyanderoticfetish.com and we’ll go from there. 

That above page will have more info as we go “by and by” … 
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Thoughts truly are THINGS! 
 

Last November or so, I was reading “Think and Grow Rich” by Napoleon Hill – – a timeless 

classic I’ve read so many times over that the book’s contents are probably imprinted in my mind 

by now. 

I love Hill’s work – and am an ardent follower of his style in my writings (both fetish wise and in 

my OTHER writing ventures) – in fact, we appear to share the same “brutally direct” uncanny 

style of “getting straight to the point” and really “zeroing in not just on the facts but the emotions 

behind the facts – that LED to the facts!” 

Sound confusing? 

Well, I’ll explain. 

As you go through this though, remember a Hill quote – – Thoughts truly ARE things. 

Claude Bristol wrote a great little book “The Magic of Believing“, and in it he mentions the 

following – – 

See yourself actually doing the things you visualize, and it will all work out, because sooner or 

later every thought materializes after its kind.  

Now, back to last November. 

It was around 1 A.M. in the morning, and I was restless. I was thinking of a few new products to 

create, but my mind wasn’t on it, and what was uppermost in my mind was a LADY. 

A Chinese lady … a truly dominant Chinese belle … from the mainland at that, and idly, I turned 

to my Wechat contact list to use the “look around” feature. 

Those familiar with my writings know how I’ve visualized and ended up meeting people 

“seemingly out of the blue” on Wechat … and I’ve written about the occurrences thereafter. If 

there’s ever a better testament to the power of visualization and the wonders it can 

magically create, its right THERE!  

And I was adding ladies idly, looking at their profile pictures, but not really hoping I’d find the 

“right one”. 

One of these pictures stood out to me though. 
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A cute little Chinese girl (face) with “cat whiskers and ears” painted on her face (that’s 

apparently a popular thing to do in China; they have some app wherein the girls take pictures of 

themselves and then use the app to paint on “whiskers” as it were). 

No idea why this sort of thing is popular, but popular it is, and it’s kinda cute in an infantile way 

in my opinion if you look at it but that’s not the point, of course. 

No, this ONE picture stood out, and upon viewing her “moments” (similar to a Facebook wall in 

many regards) many other things stood out as well. 

But first things first. The profile picture was what stood out, and it screamed several things out 

LOUD. 

“Goregous!” “Dominant!” “Young and lovely!” “Unattainable!” And so forth … 

Mind you, I’m no “slouch” myself in the “overall appearance” department, and I’m not referring 

to my looks either which I didn’t do much to earn. 

I’m referring to my overall fitness levels and general “vibe” that I project that I DID do a LOT to 

earn, and all that combined together with the “moth to flame” part I’ve mentioned earlier has 

probably contributed to the wide variety of lovely, dominant Chinese ladies that I’ve been 

fortunate to have had experiences with. 

And so it may seem strange that the “unattainable” part popped up in my mind, but it was the 

eyes that did it, my friend. 

At the end of the day it’s the look in the eye that really does it, and I’ve referred to this so many 

times throughout my numerous narratives that I might well find inscribed on my tombstone when 

I die. 

Though the lady seemed young and though she was most definitely sexy as heck, what really 

stood out were the EYES. 

Firm, piercing eyes that belied the outward age and somehow “pierced” through the smart phone 

screen, searing their dominant vibe into the very core of my being. 

Knowing eyes that stared oh-so-directly into the camera (at me) and made me feel like she knew 

every little “embarrassing detail” there was to know about me, and if the look in the eyes wasn’t 

enough, the photos on her moments were. 

Plenty of photos of her enjoying herself in various locations. Beaches, spas, shopping malls, you 

name it, and the Princess was there with a smile on her lovely face, and showing her long, lissom 

legs off to max effect wherever possible – and of course, her feet, shoes and soles as well! 
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It was as if she knew exactly what I wanted without having a conscious inkling of “who” 

the strange foreigner was that was literally smitten the first time he took a look at her 

online. 

But smitten though I was, I didn’t add her. I figured she’d have a long list of waiting men just 

dying to worship or otherwise “serenade” her, and I figured it would be an exercise in futility. 

But as my index finger scrolled down the list of potential female matches (and believe me there 

were plenty, even at that ‘ungodly hour’), it kept scrolling back up to this one girl’s picture, as if 

the finger had a life of it’s own. 

It was like she was calling, nay, beckoning me from afar, and the eyes literally “bored” into my 

very being as I sent her a “friend request”, not expecting to hear back (which happens a lot of 

times with these girls). 

I added her … and the rest, well, as they say is HISTORY. Not only did I end up buying her a 

dress … I’ve even started a book about her “Princess Joanie” – and though that’s not even 

halfway done as of now, you’ll love that latest collection to the “Chinese femdom” category of 

Watson’s writings! 

And lest you think that is “coincidence”, think again.  

I don’t believe in the word coincidence anyway – it all happens for a reason! 

Those familiar with my writings are well aware of my penchant for financial domination 

(findom, as they call it) – – as well as my penchant for worshipping a lady – – at her FEET – like 

she were a true Goddess (which she is!). 

Well, I’ve written about how I met Madam Pearl – – who I not only bought a dress for, but also 

did her shopping – – all while she ordered me to do it on the phone – – all BEFORE she even 

met me and before I had the privilege of dropping to my knees and kissing those lovely toes! 

You can read all about that story, and how she literally turned me into her “pay pig” within days 

of meeting her … and how I was literally “lapping it all up” right here – 

– https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/submissivemusings/ 

(That above newsletter is a MUST read if you’re into findom, by the way!) 

Think even THAT is “just something that  happened?” 

Well, how about this – me massaging my (then) girlfriend Carol’s feet while on vacation (in 

China) as she slept comfortably – before telling me WHICH foot to massage more, and how to 

do it with lotion “because she loved it”? 
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How about the fact I can still remember her snores as she slept – and I kept massaging, the 

darkness all around me, my knees hurting somewhere far away in the distance, a gigantic 

UNFULFILLED hard on – and her lovely soles staring me in the face? 

These were ALL things I had thought of with deep emotion repeatedly in the past – and they all 

materialized without me making the SLIGHTEST effort (other than the bare minimum of 

“adding” on wechat etc) that I did to MAKE them happen! 

Wonderous indeed are the ways of the subconscious, my friend. We pick up and transmit 

vibrations all the time, and if it’s something you really, really want – it’ll happen! 

So if you’ve got secret thoughts of worshipping your dream Lady – – or sucking cock like the 

slut you were meant to be – – or dressing up as a maid in pink frilly attire – – well, as they say, 

be careful what you wish for – you just might get it – – and in this case, you’ll ENJOY it too! 

“Think” about what I just told you above – I guarantee it has the potential to change your life 

for the BETTER!  
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“You chose to make yourself a bitch!”  
 

I had the most “awesome” of dreams last night – – not that I don’t dream regularly anyway! 

As you might imagine from someone “in the flow” and spiritually attuned – – and constantly 

striving for MORE in that regard, I’ve always been a huge believer in dreams, and their 

significance. 

But though I had plenty of interesting dreams last night, the one I’m talking about here is not the 

“dry” kind, hehe. 

Nah – – it’s the WET kind – – yes – – at the age of 37, going on 38, I’m still a regular “wet 

dreamer” – – due to in no small proportion my exercise routines that keep my hormones nigh 

RAGING – – and of course, my own thoughts (and actions). 

The thoughts being that it’s far better to TRANSMUTE sexual energy into something productive 

when one doesn’t have the right partner by one’s side as opposed to “waste one’s seed” by 

jerking off, or other “temporary pleasures”. 

Believe me, this can be done, and this is a hallmark of ALL achievers in life. 

No, I’m not saying having sex is harmful – – but doing so without the proper checks and 

balances – – in other words, the “yin and yang” of this most instinctive of human activities isn’t 

always the “cure” we think it is. 

What do I mean? 

It’s certainly not the first time I’ve had wet dreams, by the way. I often wake up to massive 

erections and a light touch (literally) is all it takes for me to explode – – and I’m usually at a 

woman’s feet in the dreams immediately preceding this wet “blast”. 

But last night’s dream was different. 

I was sucking dick – – a long, “white” sort of cut cock. 

Not curved as I write about so often in my books. It was long and straight, and cut, and though I 

couldn’t see the guy’s face clearly, he was the lean and mean sort – – and with a dick to boot in 

that regard as well! 

And though he didn’t quite look me in the eye – – he might well have – – as he uttered the 

following words “You chose to make yourself a bitch!” 

As I deep throated him, his only other constant refrain was “the balls, the balls …” 
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And as I reached down towards, I felt a pleasurable sensation build, build, build  – – that I was 

trying to CONTROL – – and all of a sudden I woke up as this wet dream become reality, and 

well, the rest is history. 

As I continue to get into flow, more and more so for that matter, and continue to get in touch 

with my spiritual side, the changes in my life have been NOTHING SHORT of amazing! 

And though this dream could have many interpretations, the one that comes most readily to mind 

is that I CHOSE to get familiar, intimate, and comfortable with my feminine side, and though I 

don’t mention this in the manual ALL true submissives should have a copy of, it’s one of the 

keys to results in that area as well. 

I don’t mention it because it isn’t an actual tip – – and also because it isn’t something you can 

turn on and off at will. 

It’s something you can only acquire once you choose to get comfortable with your female side 

(for men – -and believe me, it’s THERE!) and once acquired, you can’t just “lose it”. 

BDSM, and the power exchanges therein with consenting and understanding partners are one of 

the best ways to release a man’s feminine side – – and also, on the other hand, a woman’s 

masculine side (and again, yes, this exists!). 

Ancient Chinese and Taoist philosophies often spoke of the “yin” and the “yang” being VITAL 

energies to both males and females. 

The “yin” encapsulates all that is FEMALE – – creativity, receptivity, gentleness, loving 

submission etc. 

The “yang” emphasizes all that is MALE – – drive, virility, achievement, goals etc. 

And BOTH these energies need to be present in an individual for true growth to occur. Take 

one away, or increase the other, and imbalances occur. 

And giving a man a blowjob – – a man that is so deliciously dominant – – even in one’s dream – 

– certainly signifies getting in touch with one’s feminine side at the very least! 

I often write about the “virile and outwardly MANLY” Mike Watson, and that is who I am in 

“real life”. 

And yet, I’ve got the “bitch” side to me that most that know me, even that know me WELL 

would never, ever realize I have. 

I’m called an alpha male by most – – but in the bedroom, and with certain ladies, I’m the exact 

opposite. And whats more, I love it too! 
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This isn’t as unique as you think, by the way. Many a football player in the past has been 

captured in the bedroom wearing pink thongs; and I’m not joking in that regard! 

‘Tis indeed liberating to discover and get comfortable with your feminine side, my friend, and if 

there is one takeaway from this email, it is that. 

Don’t just “think about it”. Actively work on it – – discover it – – and if that means being 

COMFORTABLE with being more submissive – – then work on that as well! 

It has to come from the inside out – – not the other way around! 

Not only will it allow you to get the dominant lady of your dreams QUICKER than you ever 

thought possible, but it’ll also make your overall life with her (and while you’re solo as well) a 

heck of a lot more pleasurable and enjoyable. 

Ok, that’s enough on this topic. I’ll write more on this later if y’all are interested! 
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Because she’s “goddamned awesome!”  
 

A few months ago, I had the pleasure of speaking to a lovely Chinese lady – a lady who is a 

recruiter (ostensibly working for herself) who had advertised a position that required those who 

“looked cool”. 

Now this was a position in mainland China – and a temp position that that – and those that are in 

any way, shape or familiar with how these positions are advertised in China know just how 

vague these descriptions can be. 

Now yours truly doesn’t work (if you can CALL it that – I call it FUN!) for nobody except 

himself (well, unless I’m “owned” – which I’m currently not  ) – so it wasn’t something I’d 

normally be interested in, and yet, SOMETHING – SOMETHING prompted me to add the lady 

and ask a few questions. 

Vibes,vibes, vibes, and even before she added me back and responded – I knew it. In fact, I 

could FEEL it, and so strong were the dominant vibes literally FLYING off her that I was 

floored. 

Now in terms of the actual position, we ended up having a bit of a misunderstanding. I’m not 

sure whose fault it really was – but hey, I apologized to her anyway – but I’m getting ahead of 

myself! 

At a certain point during the argument, she uttered the following words – – “I know, I know, 

Mike. And you know what? It’s because I’m goddamned awesome!” 

And annoyed though I was at that point about the misunderstanding (though really – I shouldn’t 

have been if you get my drift – she’s always right! ;)) – irritated tho I was at the lack of 

communication (or so I thought), I still remember the feeling I had when she said that. 

It only reconfirmed my initial feelings about her – TENFOLD! 

A few months later, here I am – speaking to her YET again – and this time, I adopted a very 

careful approach while approaching her – and guess what? 

Her entire demeanor was so friendly I wondered if she had forgotten our initial interaction. And 

tho her demeanor was certainly friendly – my own UBER submissive vibes probably didn’t hurt 

either – as you can likely tell from reading this! 

The minute I added her (again) was the minute I knew this lady had something special. And 

funnily enough she wasn’t offended at all when I brought the “last time” up. 
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Again – don’t get me wrong – I apologized anyway (though it might not have been my fault, 

actually!) – but here’s the deal. 

What deal? 

Well, this – VIBES! 

I cannot state enough the importance of vibes, my friend. I’ve said it in The Complete Guide to 

understanding dominant Chinese ladies from the mainland – and I’ve said it GALORE and ad 

infinitum in my books – and I’ll say it again. 

It matters not whether you’re tall or short – thin or fat – in shape or not – rich or poor – with half 

a dick or .. ah, but you get the point, guys! 

If you’re looking to find that truly dominant female of your dreams, then your vibes are what 

count, and will subconsciously communicate themselves to the partner of your dreams – – and 

others sharing the SAME vibes without you even knowing it. 

It matters not if your physically in a different locale. It matters NOT if languages are different. 

And it matters NOT AN IOTA  what your  nationality – or sun sign – or what have you – IS! 

What matters are the vibes you send out. Work on them, and you’ll automatically start to attract 

more of what you really want (provided you don’t “chase” it, of course!). 

Second, and the other main reason I’m writing this – and this is important – is because this lady – 

we’ll call her Madam W – was SPOT on. 

Not only is she gorgeous (and no, it’s got nothing to do with her actual looks!) and always right – 

but she’s as she rightly says, “goddamned awesome”. 

And the same holds true for you ladies out there reading this! 

I don’t care if it’s Sophia Bai – – or the lady I met in the park the other day – – or Madam 

Krystal – – or even the indomitable Madam Aa Ling …. ALL of you ladies are “goddamned 

awesome” and you deserve every bit of the praise – and worship – and more! – that is sent your 

way. 

Women in general are goddamned awesome, and I have Madam W to thank for that little dialog 

– as well as for “unwittingly” reminding the male of the species where his “place is”, haha. 

Last but not least, if you’re truly submissive – but have yet not been able to find the Dominant 

lady of your dreams, then my guide right here would be a pretty good start for you – in addition 

to working upon your vibes, of course. 

Grab it now, and start working towards “your true place in life” ASAP!   
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And … Madam W, if you were here right now I’d kiss your feet right after writing this. THAT is 

how awesome YOU are! 
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“I notice it makes me horny looking at women” 
 

I woke up at 9:40 A.M. or so this fine Saturday morning – with a gigantic, raging hard on that 

refused to quelled no matter what. 

Now this is something that is normal for me – not so much because of sexual preferences 

(chastity etc) – but also my workout routines. I follow intense workout routines that keep my 

testosterone levels at all time highs – NATURALLY – and waking up with a massive boner (as 

all men should, anyway) is one pleasant side effect (well, pleasant unless you’re physically 

locked up, but we’ll get to that too!). 

If you’re interested in the sort of workouts etc I follow, shoot me an email, and I’ll let you know. 

The first thought that came to my mind upon waking up was of a lissome, leggy 39 year old 

Chinese lass who had added me on WeChat a while ago (yes, my stories that feature this sort of 

“introduction” are indeed REALITY mixed in with the right dose of creative license!). 

She’s from the northern provinces in China, and is currently in the South – Madam Yvonne, as I 

like to call her. I added the “Madam” obviously somewhere in there, but she doesn’t seem to 

mind at  all. 

Actually, I’m calling her “Princess” these days – which she doesn’t mind either.  

And the image in my mind was a normal enough image, actually – an image of her in a short 

dress with legs stretched out – feet on display (no soles though) and a confident expression on 

her face, staring DIRECTLY into the camera. 

Ah, that “look in the eye”! I never ever tire of writing about it or even mentioning it in passing – 

and this look – and the corresponding vibes only get intensified for me the longer I’m chaste – 

and it’s been over 10 days now since my last blast if I’ve got it right. 

Not that long for me – the last time was almost 3 months if I recall correctly … but still! 

But wait a minute, you  say. What price the title of this email? Who said THAT? 

Well, thats a dude I’ve been corresponding with on Twitter – a dude that was new to chastity, if 

you recall, and a little worried about how it would work out. 

As I mentioned in my previous emails though, it’s been working out GREAT for him, and he’s 

been getting insights he wouldn’t normally have WITHOUT being chaste. 
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For instance, he was talking about how annoying it was to use the bathroom when locked up. 

“Yes, it’s annoying as heck”, I responded. “But it also makes you think about the trouble women 

have to go to when using the bathroom – to sit down every time!” 

This was followed by a silence of sorts, and then the response “Damn, dude, that was deep!” 

Indeed it was – but ’twas true! 

And it was this morning that he mentioned what he did about chastity making him horny just 

LOOKING at women. 

Heck, I can identify. Boy can I identify! A few days is ALL it takes for even the “wind” to make 

me horny at times, and that ain’t no exaggeration either. 

Dang, those lovely legs of her. Princess Yvonne, if you were here physically with me, it 

wouldn’t take much for me to bend down, kiss those lovely feet of yours and rush to prepare 

breakfast for you!  

Anyway, point to be noted is THIS – – we’ve got a great connection until now – – and we 

haven’t met physically as yet. 

Yes. You heard me. 

While we’ve spoken on the phone, and chatted a bit on WeChat, thats the extent of it, and yet … 

I’ve no doubt I’ll meet her sometime down the line – – and when we do, I’ll be sure to keep you 

posted – – but for now, remember THIS — as I mention in my books, your  VIBES do NOT 

require any real “medium” to be transmuted across to the right (receptive) person! 

If you’re putting strong submissive vibes out there, you’ll get reciprocal dominant vibes back – 

it’s just that simple. And if you’re NOT getting this, well, then you’re transmitting the wrong 

vibes without even knowing it. 

It’s an esoteric discussion indeed, but one that has a LOT of practical import as well, and is the 

first step to beginning any sort of relationship. 

Of course, initial vibes don’t mean the relationship will work for the long term. You’ll need to 

MAKE it work – and for you submissives out there that are struggling to figure out how to 

incorporate fantasy into your current relationships without it all going haywire as it often does – 

well – I’ve put together a manual of sorts only for you – and it can be accessed right HERE –

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/for-true-male-subs/ 

OK – my friend. That’s it for now. I’ll be sure and keep you posted on how it goes with Princess 

Yvonne! 
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It’s all about having FUN!  
 

Often times folks have a tendency to complicate things further than they should be – and this 

applies to life as much as it does fetish, or BDSM in general. 

We often analyze – over analyze – worry – and in general, (as the Chinese love to say) “think too 

much” about what we shouldn’t be thinking too much about at all. 

Now don’t get me wrong. I’ve written many a times about my dislike of the “you think too 

much” riposte a lot of Chinese folk give me anytime I try and discuss anything halfway worth 

discussing – but regardless, even that annoying statement does hold some merit at times. 

I’ve been chatting with a dude on Twitter as of late whose Goddess is introducing him to new 

things, and he’s understandably a bit “worried” (or perhaps “nervous” would be a better 

descriptor) of how things would turn out – specifically, with regard to the new chastity belt she’s 

had him order. 

Now he’s got a great lady by him from what he’s saying – but we’ve been chatting back and 

forth a lot about it, and today after he received his device – I sensed a bit of “trepidation” in his 

responses, EVEN though his Goddess told him she’d instruct him on usage, etc. 

Now this is normal too – but yet, what I told him was this – “Don’t forget it – its all about having 

FUN at the end of the day!” 

(I forget to type “end of the day” in the Twitter box, but I’m sure he understood my drift). 

Back when I first met the imposing, dominant, lovely, gorgeous, and oh so petite Madam Pearl, 

I had NO clue what I was in for. 

An innocuous enough chat suddenly turned into something it wasn’t really intended to be, but 

boy was it fun! 

I ended up buying her a lovely pink skirt – and more (;)) and I go into details of what happened, 

and how I reacted to that HERE (this is a good read, by the way, even if you aren’t interested in 

financial domination) – – but point being, it was fun all throughout! 

It was fun when she asked me “Do you like I plug you in the ass?” 

It was even more hilarious when she guffawed out loudly when I showed a huge pink chastity 

device I found on Taobao (China’s answer to Amazon apparently). 
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And so forth. 

When the lovely Ann said she’d “beat me with a stick on my backside” if I didn’t perform my 

chores correctly (while naked, balls in full view;)) – it was FUN. 

And again, so forth! 

Physical punishment is NOT something that turns me on, and neither is being “plugged in the 

nether regions”, but hey, none of that registered in the mind when said ladies mentioned it. 

It was fun – something new, and I’d have tried it right then and there (I actually did with Pearl, 

but thats another tale, for another long “submissive musings” newsletter!). 

Point being, I didn’t think about “how” or “if” or so forth. 

It was SSC – – and beyond that, I just went with the flow. 

And that, my friends , is what I recommend YOU do as well in terms of life – as well as your 

bdsm activities. 

It’s never ever about a script, my friend. It’s about doing things in the flow – LIVING in the flow 

as it were, and enjoying every minute. 

Try it, and let me know how it works! 
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“If you can’t satisfy me in bed” …  
 

A year or ago, I met a lady online named “Su” or “Madam Su”, as I’ve referenced her in 

the Sophia Bai series (and YES, there is a GOOD reason for calling her “Ma’am!). 

As with most of the other ladies I seem to meet regularly, I wasn’t “looking to meet” her – or 

anyone, for that matter, at that time. She simply popped up on my Wechat while I was returning 

from my (then) job in a cab and we started to chat. 

After the initial prelims, we got down to “business” as it were, and started talking sex. 

Turns out this lady was one of the growing  lot that had sex a LOT with other men – and wasn’t 

ashamed to admit it. 

“I’m not a slut though! I do enjoy sex – but only if the guy turns me on” 

This, of course, would have been enough for most “vanilla” (or should I say “straitlaced”) folks 

out there to term her a slut – despite the fact that guys don’t get near as much flak as women do 

(yes, even today!) for sleeping around. 

Anyway – while I was mildly attracted to this girl when she first spoke to me, THIS was really 

when I felt that “tinge of excitement” build, and my cock twitched just that little bit. 

My male readership (and likely the ladies as well) know what I mean by that last bit. When she 

says something without “thinking about it before”, and it turns out to be just the right 

thing …  

We then discussed polyandry (for her) at length. 

“I don’t want more than one man, to be honest. But if you can’t satisfy me in bed …” and she 

trailed off right there leaving me hanging (with a giant hard on). 

“I think you enjoy sex, and that’s good! I don’t mind you with other men … but … what about 

me?” 

“You can’t!” The response was instantaneous this time around, and there was NO hesitation in 

her voice either. 

The conversation continued – and as it went on two things were apparent. 

One, my submissive side, which I explained clearly to her, and which she was willing to explore. 
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“You can come and clean my house for me, and then massage my legs while I watch a movie. 

I’m very messy! I need someone to clean for me”. 

And then as an afterthought – “You can wash my clothes as well. Just be sure not to damage 

them!” 

(all these are real quotes, by the way – I’m quoting verbatim). 

Two, and more importantly, she was intrigued by the fact that her being with other men was 

actually OK with me. Though she enjoyed sex (no doubt about that!) her preference (at least as 

far as she was saying) was “only with me” (caveat being I should be able to “satisfy” her). 

And THIS is the main reason I’m bringing all this up, my dear reader. 

To her, it was more about commitment issues than anything else. Her thoughts were these “I’m 

looking for the right man – that won’t mind me enjoying other men – but if he doesn’t really care 

for me – and says he doesn’t mind me with other men – wouldn’t HE leave me as well?” 

That was one part of it. 

The other part? 

Well, emotional. I don’t know about Su, but a LOT of ladies find it very hard to seperate the 

“sexual” part of all this from the “love part” of it. 

So if you’re with your S.O., and she (or he) is not open to having sex with others (no matter how 

much it might turn either one of you on) – the emotional “hold backs” are probably one of the 

main reasons. 

“I love him (or her). How can I … ” 

Seperating emotions from the sexual side of this can be extremely tricky, my friend. I’ve done it 

before – but it’s a minefield to be honest, and even Madam Su – with her lovely long hair that 

weaved a trance around me even before those long legs did – wasn’t immune to the negative 

effects of it (to a degree). 

I’ll post more about her later, but for now – the above is food for thought for those of you that 

ARE in relationships where the “fetish” side isn’t being addressed. 

And if you’re truly in need of professional help to resolve certain issues – well – shoot me an 

email and we’ll see what we can do. That’s precisely why I created the kink therapy page – 

because a LOT of folks could do with some help in this regard. 

Ok – that’s it for now. A rather longish post, but hey, it’s Madam Su. She deserves it!  
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“A STUD in the gym, and a CUCK in the bedroom” 
 

Have you ever noticed – or thought of – that many a times, the most outwardly “virile” and 

macho males are often times the most submissive when it comes to the bedroom? 

If you’re ever “probed” the inner most depths of the mind of one that is normally a super 

achiever in life – chances are he loves to be treated as the exact opposite (doormat, or worse) in 

the bedroom, and enjoys every bit of it! 

And so forth. 

This isn’t always easy to notice, but it’s TRUE! 

I should know. While I’m outwardly as “macho” or perhaps more “alpha” than the next guy out 

there, in bed it’s anything but. 

If I told any of my friends I wrote the books I have – – and the manuals on humiliation, finding 

the right dominant lady – – and so forth — they’d look at me closely and ask if this was still 

“Mike” that they knew that they were talking to! 

Heck, everyone I know terms me as “alpha” – – and yes, that is what I am in LIFE – – but in the 

bedroom, it’s another story altogether! 

And funnily enough, and I mention this in it’s various shapes, forms and guises in “A complete 

guide to finding the dominant lady of your dreams”, THIS is precisely what ladies want – even 

the dominant ladies! 

No-one really wants a “true” doormat. The dominant lady not only wants a “doormat on 

command” – but also a knight in shining armor ready to slay any and ALL dragons at her 

command – at her bequest – and while at her lovely (preferably Chinese!) feet. 

This is something often ignored by most guys as they go about on their quest to find the right 

lady, and is something that you’d be best “served” (no pun intended) keeping in mind if you’re 

interested in finding the right dominant lady – but haven’t been able to as yet. 

Anyway, ’twas a busy weekend for me. I just put out the first Volume of Sin City Diaries, and 

judging from the inquiries I’ve gotten, this seems to be a pet topic for many – and those that are 

halfway into the read are already curious for more details! 

And that of course is most gratifying. Not purely because of the sales numbers, but because it’s a 

part of me that I want to share – positive emotions that HELPED me throughout my life, and 

were there with me through some of the best periods of my life – and sharing these with the 

public and my customers is one of the best things I could do for myself. 
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The other one, of course, being putting out “Volume #2” – – and worry not – – that is in the 

works as well as we speak! 

Alright, my friend. That’s it for now. I’m back to being a slave to the keyboard, hehe … 
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Being comfortable with who you REALLY are 
 

Many moons ago, I remember a (then) girl friend of mine screaming at me in front of the sorority 

dorms in the Southern United States. 

“No, we’re not breaking up! We’re going into counseling TOMORROW! We can get past this!” 

The tiff in question was (in the grand scheme of things) a bit of an immature one as well as a 

fairly irrelevant one, but my love for feet was one thing that always came to the fore. 

Feet, domination, my general “disinterest” towards vanilla sex, and so forth. 

This same (good hearted) girl often told me to “forget about my fetish”. To “seek help for it”. 

That “why would someone want a girl to be a bitch to you”? And so forth .. 

All good hearted advice to be sure, and she was looking out for me, but it was the WRONG 

advice to have given, and even a teenage Mike Watson knew in his heart of hearts that a) it was 

wrong and b) despite what “others” said about it, it’s always best to follow what makes you 

REALLY happy. 

And what makes you really happy is being true to yourself, recognizing and being comfortable 

“in your own skin” and then not worrying a toss about what others “think about it”. 

I’ve always been brutally honest and upfront (as I am in my writings) – – and this is exactly how 

I am in life as well. 

I am who I am – – and from a femdom standpoint, this likely results in what I’ve written about 

on the homepage in terms of “attracting what I want without trying”.  I used the moth and flame 

analogy on the home page – – and yet another analogy is what I posted on the Twitter account 

this morning – – that being that the sea doesn’t run after the rivers. 

The rivers just “flow” into it … 

The sea just IS – and so should you, my dear reader. 

Fetishes in general are NOT something to be ashamed of. True, there’s a fine line, and if it starts 

impacting your life to the point that you can’t take care of other facets of your life (because of 

your “addiction”), well, then a change is required – but for the most part I’ve found that folks 

need the opposite i.e. to be comfortable with their deepest desires, and express themselves as 

they REALLY want to be. 

This is key, my friend. It’s a huge key to “attracting without trying” – – and you’ll see what I 

mean when you implement this way of living into your own lifestyle. 
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So if you’ve been told to “forget your foot fetish”, for instance, forget what you’ve been told 

rather than the fetish. 

First thing you know, you’ll never ever forget what you truly want – and who you truly ARE. 

You  may attempt to escape it, but it ain’t gonna work for the long term. 

Other hand, EMBRACE who you are, and be unashamed about it – and watch what you “desire” 

appear in your life almost magically! 
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The soles were talking to me 
 

Often times I state in my books (most recently, “Krystal – the Teaching Assistant”) that if you’re 

massing her feet from a submissive standpoint, her soles should eventually start to “talk to you”. 

What do I mean? 

Well, I don’t mean they develop a voice of their own, of course. Quite the contrary – they’ll 

remain silent, but they’ll talk all right while staring you imperiously right in the face, just the 

lady herself. 

I’ve always maintained that foot massage isn’t a one size fits all for ladies in general. It all 

depends upon what type of footwear she’s wearing – how her day went – her foot size – shape – 

and her general preferences as well. 

If she’s wearing high heels, chances are you’ll need to focus upon the balls of her feet more as 

opposed to the entire foot, though that deserves attention. And if she’s been wearing tennis 

shoes, rub her soles a few times with your bare hand after taking her shoes and socks off – if just 

to wipe away the grime. 

Trust me, it’s indeed an amazing feeling to have that done to you after your feet having been 

“shod” all day long! 

I still remember one particular instance in which I was massaging my (then) girlfriend’s feet, and 

she feel asleep about 5 minutes into the massage (about the same minute as I was applying more 

lotion). 

And though I’d have loved to continue talking to her, I didnt wake her up. I continued “pressing 

her feet” as she slept, the occasional snore punctuating the darkness, but was I alone? 

No – her soles were talking to me, and as I kneaded, ever so gently so as to not wake her but also 

keep a relaxing pressure up, the soles seemed to relax themselves, and smile “dominantly” at me 

if you get my drift. 

The color on the balls changed from an angry “pink” to a lighter hue. I felt the muscles along the 

arches relax. And so forth. 

And any true male sub reading this will know what I’m talking about! 

Anyway, I recently decided to put together these and other related “musings” into a concise 

format, those being a newsletter – not quite sure as of yet if it’ll be a monthly or bi-weekly 

newsletter but we’ll see. 
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If you are a regular Mike Watson reader, you’ll enjoy these newsletters. ALL of them will have a 

central theme – and a “heroine” of the piece – usually a lady I’ve been fortunate enough to have 

met and been with (and have probably mentioned to a degree in my other writings as well). 

In that vein, then, Volume ONE is finally out – – and the lovely, commanding and imperious 

Madam Pearl is the “star” attraction. 

Check it out right HERE if you’re interested! – 

– https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/newsletters/ 
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Topping from the bottom is NOT fulfilling 
 

As most of you reading this no doubt know I’m at my “happiest” (well, sexually at least) when 

I’m on the submissive end of things. 

Nothing quite “gets me going” as hearing the word “footboy”, and other such terms in a mutually 

agreed upon “lifestyle” (or close to it) femdom relationship – this of course assuming the lady is 

equally “into it”. 

What I’ve seen happen a lot of times is that so called “lifestyle” relationships usually end up as 

the guy “topping from the bottom” – which is the complete antithesis of what a “real” lifestyle 

femdom relationship should be like. 

And I say “should be like” because it’s true. While “topping from the bottom”might sound like 

fun – believe me, it’s temporary fun – and it’s FAR LESS fulfilling than the real deal. 

I should know – I’ve been guilty (albeit unwittingly so) of this a few times myself, and each time 

the overbearing sensation was one of not being fulfilled and “something missing”. 

Of course, the “real deal” assumes both parties to be equally into it – so if the guy is “really” not 

into having sex, for instance, and perfectly happy being “locked up” (or whatever the deal might 

be) and servicing the lady orally – well, then, the right partner for him would be a lady who is 

REALLY not into having actual sex with him – a lady that’s “more into” dominating the male, in 

other words as opposed to actual “sex” (except when on her own terms). 

Of course, that  is a very broad generalization – I am NOT saying that is “set in stone” or should 

be set in stone for any sort of lifestyle femdom relationship. 

What I AM saying though is both parties need to be on exactly the same wavelength – or 

vibration – or it just ain’t gonna work. 

And how do I know this? Well, personal experience again, my friend – been there, done that – 

and I’m well qualified to tell you this in that regard. 

And that’s the reason I write about VIBES all the time in my books. All down to vibes. 

As for “topping from the bottom” – well – it’s far better to SWITCH than do so in my opinion (if 

you can). 

99% of my BDSM experiences have been as a submissive – or bottom – or “servant” – insert 

term of choice, and activity of choice, hehe. 
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HOWEVER, I’ve topped as well – and though I haven’t written much in that regard – it feels oh-

so-delicious to switch every once in a while. 

Believe it or not, some of the top Dominas in this field started out as “submissives”. 

It takes two, my friend – and you can only really “Domme” to perfection (or as close to it as 

possible) if you’ve been there and done that – and FELT it – and being there, doing that, and 

FEELING it requires one to have experienced both ends of the spectrum. 

And though I rarely, if ever switch, when I do so it feels completely natural. 

It also makes the “switch back” to my “footboy” avatar all the more appealing and sexy – and 

that’s what this is all about at the end of the day – at least to me! 

Appealing, sexy, and FUN – and that is how life should be – and why should fetish be any 

exception to that rule? 
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Transmuting your desires 
 

Those that have read the bit on the homepage have likely read the part about a “moth being 

attracted to a flame” – but have you understood this in it’s entirety? 

Let’s flip that saying around – and lets coin it as such “an oh-so-inviting flame will ALWAYS 

attract a willingmoth – whether or not the moth “knows” it”. 

And those two lines, my friend, sum it all up. Read between the lines if you so choose, but there 

it is, right there. 

And it’s happened to me oh-so-often, my dear reader, and none more so than when I actively 

learned how to “channel” my submissive desires and direct ’em the right way. 

Most of my books are written in the flow and virtually ALL of them (except perhaps one to some 

extent) are “reality mixed in with a dash, or more, of creative license and spice”. 

In other words, I did actually meet Madam Carrie, Madam Krystal, and the rest of those 

verifiable gorgeous and dominant Chinese women. 

I do indeed have a lovely “Miss V” next door that owns a beauty salon, although the exact 

wording is a bit different, and I changed the letter after the “Miss” for purposes of privacy. 

*wink wink* 

On another note, and another lifetime, “Garima Madam” is indeed a real person … 

And so forth. 

I’m not a sociable person by any stretch. I do NOT frequent bars etc, and despite my BDSM 

experiences thus far I’ve never ever been to a munch or anything of that nature. 

I used to participate on forums etc a lifetime ago, but not too much even back then. 

How then, do I “meet”, or “draw” these lovely ladies into my life. 

Or – perhaps – and more importantly – how do THEY “attract” me into their life? 

Well – simple – so astoundingly simple that most of y’all reading this will have me pegged for 

the loony bin at once. 

By thinking – imagining – and visualizing – and your subconsciousness and ENERGY fields do 

the rest in terms of attracting others with the same bent of mind from the UNIVERSAL energy 

that we can ALL tap into if only we know how to. 
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And while that might come across as esoteric, airy fairy BS – it’s really not, my friend. Its really 

not – and it’s a central concept of not only my BDSM related books – but also many others. 

Even a simple “Hi” can be interpreted 10 different ways depending upon the ENERGY levels of 

the person saying it and the person reading it – and if you have any doubts on that, well, feel free 

to peruse the “Empress Cody” series as well as the “Sophia Bai” series (or perhaps even “Serving 

Ann“). 

Those are but a few examples of how it works in real life – and how it has worked for me. 

I’ll get into this more in the future, but for now – it’s back to my fitness biz, hehe. 

Until “Madam Carrie” takes it over fully, of course…  
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Looks, and are they that important?  
 

Not for me, my dear reader. 

Don’t get me wrong – looks are obviously important, and being human, we’re all “naturally” 

programmed to look for attractive (or what we consider to be attractive) partners, and that s 

PERFECTLY NORMAL. 

But, as far as femdom, or at least my own preferences go, looks are about 8 on a list of 1 to 10 … 

And what’s #1? 

The MENTAL CONNECTION. THE MIND is where it ALL STARTS for me, and the most 

gorgeous person in front of me wouldn’t turn me on in the least if we did not have an 

intellectually stimulating (pun intended? Maybe, maybe not, hehe) conversation to begin with. 

Now, loyal readers will no doubt about my attraction towards mainland Chinese women by now, 

and have no doubt read the “moths attracted to flame” part on the homepage. 

Well, the reason this moth is attracted to that oh-so-lovely flame is not purely looks. 

It’s NOT, I repeat NOT, “yellow fever” of any form. 

It’s about the MIND, a naturally dominant, feminist mindset (without being “overly 

dominating”, mind you) and mainland Chinese women (and I’ve met plenty over my 14 plus 

year stay in China) simply fit the bill for me in that regard. 

The right blend, and thats the only way I can think of to describe it, my dear reader. 

The above might sound strange, and might sound like I’m “typifying” a certain race, but I’m 

NOT. I’m merely explaining what “works for me” (to put it in layman’s terms). 

Sure, looks play into it. I’m a huge, huge fan of “that look in the eye” and this is a term 

repeatedly used in my books. 

But what IS that look?? 

That look of sheer dominance. That look that “sums up the hapless male in nary the blink of a 

lovely eye”, to put it one way. 

That look of control, that look that might as well say “I know what your thinking, boy!” 
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And most of all, that look of “inner confidence” which says “Though this man isn’t saying it 

directly, he’s attracted to me, and he knows I’m a PERSON – as opposed to just “another girl” – 

and he VALUES me – and my time”. 

A look which states “Though he’s no doubt got his own preferences, he’d prefer to have an 

intellectually stimulating conversation with me first”. 

And believe it or not, this has been my experience in mainland China – completely contrary to 

what a lot of other folks have experienced, of course. 

But then again, my whole life has been “different”! As a certain “Lady E” (and several others) so 

recently told “Yes, your different. I know”. 

Different yes? Good – or bad – or ideal – or acceptable? 

The jury’s OUT on that one, hehe. Take your pick! 

And back to looks – so yes, looks are important, but not physical looks. In fact, some of my most 

“satisfying” experiences have come with ladies that aren’t considered to be traditionally 

attractive (or in shape, or <insert descriptor> what have you … , or “any of the other attributes 

commonly assumed to be desirable to the male”). 

NOPE. 

It’s ALL about the mind – at least for me! 
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Ass worship, and why it can be such a huge turn on! 
 

 

I wrote about a lady that I chanced upon online yesterday – a lady that reminded of the 

regal Madam Pearl – in a far, far more direct way than any other ladies have. 

(Btw, I haven’t heard from Pearl after a while. I do know she returned to her native Hunan 

province, but I haven’t heard from her since – so if you’re reading this, Madam, your “servant” 

misses you – – a LOT! ;)). 

Anyway, this lady posted some pics of her in a bikini on her blog. 

Nothing spectacular, or even out of the ordinary, but as I’ve said before – VIBES don’t need a 

reason – or a logical one at that – to communicate themselves, and much as I was “smitten” the 

minute I saw this lady’s face – – ’twas the same when I saw her in a bikini – – though NOT for 

the reasons you’d imagine. 

It wasn’t because of the skin show – or the “skimpy” attire – – or anything like that. 

It was two things – three, actually. 

One, her lovely feet on the sand – – and an image of her ENJOYING herself to the fullest as 

she deserves. This brings back shades of Princess Joanie who’d do precisely the same thing with 

her subs money as she traveled to various places that SHE wanted to – at the sub’s expense, and 

looked – and ACTED more ravishing every time she did so!  

Second, her feet themselves. While her feet are slightly smaller than Pearl’s, they are no less 

gorgeous – – and her red nailpolish is to be seen to be believed – for me, at least! 

Yes, yes, I know – enough of the vibes already you might say! 

And before I tell you the third thing – nah – she’s not “young” by the looks of it either. So much 

for traditional rules etc when it comes to vibes. 

I’ve mentioned before that somewhat “older” ladies have this delicious dominant vibe to them 

(that they may not even be aware of) that younger ladies cannot match – and ’tis a truism, my 

friend. 

The third thing, you ask? 

Well – her ASS!  
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She’s got a gorgeous bottom – – one that she terms as not exactly what most models have. As in, 

she’s somewhat on the bigger side by her own admission – but certainly not that big – at least as 

far as I can tell (and believe me, I’ve got standards in that regard too! ;)). 

All in all, it’s a picture of lady that takes care of herself – but isn’t overly concerned about what 

she looks like so long as she does what she can to stay in shape – and a lady COMFORTABLE 

in her own body, which to me is the sexiest thing about it all. 

Some of the “happiest” (pun intended – and not!) moments in Mike Watson’s life have been 

when his nose was buried deep, deep inside an ass – most often a female ass at that.   

When I could barely breathe. When all I could do in terms of talking was utter out a few 

strangled sort of sounds as the girl giggled on in pleasure, ecstasy and amusement – all in equal 

parts! 

I care not if it’s Garima Madam – – or Madam Krystal – – or even Madam Aa Ling’s mother – – 

ALL the experiences have been equally gratifying from a submissive standpoint – and judging 

by the reactions I got, the SAME was the case for the ladies involved (especially Madam Aa 

Ling’s mom – that was a new experience for me too in terms of the dynamic! ;)). 

I’ve often thought about why ass worship is also a perfect act to indulge in if you’re a 

submissive. 

And while there are plenty of reasons, one major reason I can think of is this – the ass – and by 

extension the asshole is literally the body’s “sewer” (although one with plenty of nerve 

endings ;)). 

Worship that, and you truly worship the ground she stands on – – and the “chair” she sits on – or 

farts on – or … well, but you get the drift! 

Not only that – ass worship can be extremely pleasurable for the recipient if done right. Believe 

me, I know this for a fact – I’ve been on both sides of the coin here, and “getting rimmed” has 

always been something I’ve enjoyed immensely. 

Madam Pearl LOVED this, of course. Every night I’d “press her lower back and legs” – and then 

as she’d drift off to sleep, I’d often service her asshole – – and she’d utter oohs and ahhs of 

sexual delight as she slipped further and further into sleep. 

Not only that -I’d kiss her butt cheeks repeatedly over and over again, along with her somewhat 

“fat” (according to her) upper thighs – but heck – they didn’t seem fat to me at all. They seemed 

gorgeous – a Goddess’s legs if there ever were any! 

Believe it or not, there were nights she did not want vaginal worship – it was only the ass I 

was supposed to tend to – and with a raging hard on at that! 
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And thats the second thing. 

The vagina is usually associated with pleasure – both for the male and the female, and being 

allowed to access that area automatically takes you a step above being “allowed to access her ass 

and feet (and perhaps armpits too!;))” 

And yes, most women love getting head – for hours on end – but still – – nothing quite beats 

what a S.O. of mine had me do (and still does) – – which is to alternate between ass and vagina 

until I can literally “see” nothing else before my eyes – and feel no other smell in my lungs! 

Until  my fingers are sore from … yes, I’m not allowed to penetrate her, of course.  

And the third thing? 

Well, the bottom is one area most ladies are concerned about when it comes to overall look and 

appearance. 

Not everyone is into the “big booty” look as it were – – and the ass is often times an area most 

women would LOVE to tone up upon and are conscious about (believe me – I’ve got a fitness 

biz – so I know this for a fact!). 

And if you’ve got a sub literally WORSHIPPING not only the “sewer” of your body – – but also 

a part your not that comfortable with – – or that you think might not be your best part by far?  

Well, that dynamic by itself takes the submissiveness – and by extension, her natural dominance 

to another level altogether!! 

So that’s my three reasons for the day on this one (and of course, three odes to the lovely pictures 

“Jesi” posted). If you can think of any others – let me know – shoot me an email or comment 

here – – and I’ll feature them in future blog posts if they hold merit! 
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Dreaming fetish! 
 

Nah, this isn’t about a new fetish – – although I’m sure there are those that might “get off” on 

their partners dreaming, hehe. 

This is about DREAMS – the power of the subconscious – and all of this in terms of fetish – 

spicy and erotic fetish if I might say so! 

I often say all my writing is done in the flow and from the heart – – and part  of – – or should I 

say one of the BIGGEST reasons this is possible is because my writings is done from the 

subconscious. 

Quite literally, my friend. I cannot tell you how many times I’ve started a new book on a “whim” 

as it were – – and then literally didn’t stop to do ANYTHING until I finished that book. 

And if finishing it necessitated a few hours of sleep while I was it – – so be it –  – but the intense 

effort that I put in during the day (along with singular focus on my BOOK) ensured that I had 

new material ready “at my fingertips” to write about as soon as I woke up. 

In other words, my subconscious “wrote” the book for me as I slept – – and strange, powerful or 

unique as it might sound – – here’s the thing – – there is nothing “strange” about it whatsoever – 

– though yes I’d agree with the latter two descriptors! 

Dreams are part of how this happens. 

When I first met the lovely Princess Joanie online, I didn’t start out by talking about fetish to 

her. Not at all. It was plain ole vanilla convos – – and yet, a few days after I met her I had this 

dream of her and her friend laughing at me – – and humiliating me in a “semi-public” scene – – 

just the way I mention it in many of my stories (Sophia Bai being one of them) – – and guess 

what? 

It HAPPENED a few weeks later – – without me even consciously remembering the dream until 

after it happened. 

I had a disagreement on a biz issues with a lady last  November, and a few days later I dreamt 

that I was going to “meet her”. 

The dream didn’t specify how or where – just that it would happen VERY SOON. 

And as I paid my utilities that afternoon – guess who I met – that lady – who was doing the same 

thing I was i.e. paying her utilities! 
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I cannot tell you how many times my dreams have predicted things – – and warned me of 

dangers or “problems” to come – – and they’ve been SPOT ON in ALL cases! 

There’s keys and tricks to “talking to your subconscious” of course and intensifying your vibes – 

but I could write tomes on that – and now is not the time, hehe. 

Back to fetish – my dream this morning was about a lady (perhaps my S.O. – but I’m not sure) 

reclining on a couch as another lady (presumably a maid from the subcontinent judging by the 

“appearance” in my dream) cleaned the room. 

But there were muddy footprints left ALL over the pristine white floor even after cleaning! Not 

sure why – – if that happened when I was cleaning Madam Suvi’s house, she’d put me task in 

more ways than one for sure! 

That, by the way is TRULY a case of a book written in the flow. I didn’t even pause to eat while 

I hammered out them 20,000 or so words – – and the book “Mai, my lovely Indian Maid” (title 

later changed to “My lovely Indian Maid“) is available right HERE – 

– https://www.amazon.com/My-Lovely-Indian-Maid-cleaning-

ebook/dp/B075VJ8QL8/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1506567086&sr=1-

1&keywords=my+lovely+indian+maid 

Anyway, I saw a foot in the dream. 

A small foot – shod in a sandal, and my S.O. (she’s clear at this point in the dream!) was clearly 

taunting me with a forefinger pointed STRAIGHT at her feet, as the other lady looked back in a 

triumphant sort of manner. 

“Go ahead, do it! Follow her, boy!” 

The words are still ringing in my brain as I write this – and I have NO doubt this dream will 

manifest as well in some way, shape or form as the rest have – – and I’ll certainly keep y’all 

posted on that! 

I’ve also been dreaming of a certain “Ashley” as of late. Now, yes, I was involved at some point 

in time with a lady by that name but it was a fleeting association with little or no “play” – so I’m 

not sure why my brain is “tuning into” that wavelength, so to speak. 

Maybe we’re both subconsciously on the same wavelength NOW? 

Who knows – I’ll keep you posted there as well! 

OK, thats it for now. Key takeaway from today’s email is this – pay close, close attention to your 

dreams – – both your “real life dreams” and dreams while you sleep – -and nurture them closely 

as they grow. 
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You’ll be nigh shocked at how your life changes in a trice if you do this right! 

 

 

Best,  

Mike Watson 

www.spicyanderoticfetish.com 

info@spicyanderoticfetish.com  

Instagram - @spicyanderoticfetish  

https://twitter.com/MikeWat65466269  

 

Info products by Mike Watson 
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Novellas by Mike Watson 

 www.spicyanderoticfetish.com      
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25 real world, RESULTS oriented and 

workable tips on femdom that will turn 

you into the perfect “tool” for Her 

pleasure.  

 

Mike Watson 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

Femdom scenes of the sort I (and most serious femdom enthusiasts) prefer are intense, and 

extremely “mental” in a way, and can really, really impact one’s pysche both emotionally and 

otherwise for those that aren’t used to it. Work into them with caution.  

If you have any questions (and it’s best to be safe before actually DOING it!) – ASK! My “kink 

therapy” services cover questions of this nature as well - - in short, be darn sure it’s a) SSC 

(safe, sane and consensual) and b) you KNOW exactly what you’re getting into!  

The author does not accept any responsibility for “bad experiences” or “frustration on the part of 

either party”, and so on and so forth. However, that said, all of this has been written from real 

world experience, and it WORKS!  

Some of what I write about beneath might come across as extremely controversial and “jarring”. 

So be it. I’ve always  been a huge believer in saying it like it is, and voicing my true 

opinions/thoughts based upon actual experience (life can be a great teacher if you let it!) and that 

is one of the veins this manual, as well as all my other femdom related books have been written 

in.  
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Famous Quotes  

 

“The worst of experiences can be turned, and indeed do turn into the best at times, and Madam 

Krystal, Madam Sugar, Madam Yang and the scores of other utterly lovely dominant Chinese 

ladies I’ve had the great privilege of “being with” if I might be permitted to use the term bear 

striking testament to this” 

 “There are no depths of degradation that cannot be plumbed, no humiliation too extreme, no 

punishment too severe for a servant, especially when with these lovely, dominant, demanding 

and imperious Chinese ladies, and Madam Krystal is at the very top of a most illustrious “heap” 

if I might use the term.” 

 Mike Watson, October 2017, “Krystal – the Teaching Assistant – the Second Sequel” 

 

“Servant! Turn off the light, and rub my lower back for me! I want to sleep, be quiet now!” 

 Madam Suvi, October 2017, “Mai, my lovely maid” 

“She’s a stunningly beautiful 23 year old lady from Guangxi province in Southern China, and 

can speak a little English (not a lot). She works as a generalist in one of the factories around 

here, but of course, as with most of the Chinese ladies I’ve met, she’s got but one goal in mind, 

and my legs literally melted upon looking at that picture, those large knowing black Chinese 

eyes, and that lovely long straight hair of hers … and that look, God, that look that blazed out at 

me from the word “go”! 

My God, it reminds of me a young Empress Cody, and though I’m not in the least bit concerned 

about the Empress’s age, I suppose that is another reason I bring this up here.” 

Mike Watson, October 2017 “Empress Cody – Volume #4”  

At the end of the day, true femdom can but be measured by ONE thing and one thing alone - - 

that “look” in the eyes. That knowing look. That sly titter- - that tacit acknowledgement of a 

submissive lady in HER presence, the goal being ONE - - that is to use, and manipulate for HER 

own pleasure … as it always SHOULD be.  

Mike Watson, April 2018, “A complete guide to the mainland Chinese female for the 

truly submissive male”.       
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INTRODUCTION  
 

What qualifies me to write about all this? Why did I write this, 

anyway?  
 

Welcome to Volume #2 of “Femdom Tips”! For those that have read my initial Volume, you can 

skip past this section and go straight to the tips. For those that haven’t - - well - - grab it now - - 

and read on!   

I’m Mike Watson, author of over 35 femdom novellas and short stories, and quite a few femdom 

themed self help manuals which can be found on my site www.spicyanderoticfetish.com.  

I’m your average everyday guy that has been interested in Female Domination ever since I can 

remember. I’ve been writing fetish oriented novellas for a while now, and I have the good 

fortune to meet a lot of ladies that have been more than willing to enjoy my “servitude” to them 

in “real life”.  

And when I say “real life”, I mean real life.  

I don’t mean “play time” when I refer to massaging her feet (or “pressing her feet” as some 

Chinese ladies like to term it, hehe). I mean I do it for her after a hard day, and usually after what 

would be considered “vanilla” conversation.  

Or her head, back or shoulders, for that matter.  

I have a very strong foot fetish and this morphs into ALL aspects of my daily life (as well as other 

female domination related “interests”).  

Other than  my femdom activites, interests and writings - - I also find time to maintain a full 

fledged fitness business, and workout regularly - - and WRITE on fitness as well.  

Quite a full life, you might say, and that is how I like it. Never a moment that passes by idly, and 

I believe this spirit is reflected in all my writings and books thus far.  

Something I’ve often spoken about with regard to my writing is “reality mixed in with a dose of 

creative license” - - or a HEFTY dose, for that matter.  

And it’s true. While creative license has certainly been used in most of my writings and will 

continue to be used, for the most part, everything that has happened is REAL - - and the ladies 

themselves are most definitely real too.  
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So, given I’ve written a lot of femdom tales … and plenty of  “how to’s” as well (which have 

helped many a BDSM practitioner with their play / lifestyle /both), why did I write this particular 

book?  

Well, while folks enjoy my stories - - as well as the play scenes in there, stories at the end of the 

day are just that – stories.  

True, they’ve got experiences within them - - experiences a lot of subs would LOVE to have - - 

but first, one has to get to the point of having them experiences, and having them regularly (and 

with minimal effort invested in “trying” to find the right partners to do it with!).  

I’ve often  mentioned how effortless it is – and has been, ever since I can recall for me to “draw” 

femdom in all it’s wily shapes, guises and forms to me - - and vice versa, for ME to drawn to 

dominant ladies without EVER consciously TRYING! 

Why is a moth attracted to a flame? 

Why is a honeybee attracted to pollen? 

Why are men that respect women at a deeper level than just fetish/sex the ones that “get laid” all 

the time without even thinking about it or – get this – even “desiring” it? 

Why do we always “succeed” at things we rarely think about on a conscious level?  

There’s a scientific and rational explanation for all this, of course, especially the last one which 

is key. 

But the key thing my friends, is FEELING – and vibration. And THIS vibration, these VIBES, 

my friends, are what CONTROL ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR LIFE BAR NONE. 

Anyway, that is a tip right there for you - - but moving ahead, lots of folks have asked me just 

how and why it’s so easy and seemingly effortless for me to have the experiences I do.  

And while I’ve already mentioned it - - and will mention it numerous times throughout the tips 

mentioned beneath, there are those that still wont “find the secret”.  

To those people, read this manual – re-read it, and then re-read it AGAIN until it literally 

becomes a part of you, and therein you have part of the secret.  

I wish I could tell you what the secret is in plain English, but I can’t.  

First, it’s not that easy to define (well, it is, but it isn’t a one size fits all classification) - - but 

more importantly and second, me telling you what it is would deprive you of the wondrous 

benefits YOU will receive once you do some deep, deep soul searching and make the 

“discovery” your own way!  
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Third, lots of folks need to know “how” in addition to the “secret” … more how to’s than I cover 

in my books etc.  

Useful, practical workable tips that WILL (much like in my pathbreaking “A complete guide to 

understanding dominant Chinese women from the mainland) get you further along the path to 

finding the perfect match in terms of a dominant lady for you … and QUICKLY at that!  

So here goes. Dive in, enjoy – and be sure to let me know your feedback!  
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Who did I write this for? 
 

This book is for YOU if you’re  a male submissive, and …   

• Looking for tips on how to take your submission to the next level.   

• Looking for the perfect ways to not only FIND - - but attract, and keep the dominant lady 

of your dreams in regal style as she so deserves!  

• Someone that is looking to learn the mental tips and tricks of domination, and how to 

attract domination/submission without even seemingly “trying”.  

This book is ALSO FOR YOU if you’re a dominant lady, and …  

• You are interested in the MENTAL side of BDSM, and using the MIND to enhance play 

more than actual “physical actions” ever could.  

• Someone who is interested in learning more tips and tricks to further humiliate, debase, 

degrade and emasculate your “man” - - as he (she?) deserves to  be!  

• Learning how to enjoy living life as a true Queen (as you DESERVE to be!)  - -and how 

to get there!  

• Going way, way into a man’s subconscious - - and literally “dinning” home his servitude 

to her until it becomes as natural as breathing!  

And last, but not least, remember one thing – this book works equally well for M/M D/S scenes 

(or F/F for that matter).  

Sure, I’ve written it with a F/m twist, but take that away, and use your creativity - - and you can 

just as easily apply it to other (aforementioned) categories of “play” as well.  

So there is something for everyone here!  

Enjoy – and as always, keep it safe, sane and consensual!  
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Am I experienced in this personally? 

You bet I am! My current sex life involves nothing but humiliation, denial and NO orgasms, and 

curiously enough it’s done (for the most part) without my S.O. forcing it either. And yes, I’ve 

had plenty of instances where I’ve sucked cock … and plenty of instances where I’ve fantasized 

about doing so as well, and then done it.  

Cuckolding and big black cocks (or cocks of any color) are a recurring theme in my books, and 

for good reason! ;)  

On that note I’ve been meaning to update my recent adventures with Madam Su as well. Stay 

tuned in that regard - - as well as for more on the regal Princess Joanie who quite literally never 

left my dreams ever since I met her last November (Nov 2017 to be precise). 
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What you’ll learn from this book 
 

If you’re a dominant Lady …  
 

• 25 REAL world, practical workable tips on how to further debase and emasculate an 

already servile male - - or get him to the level of degradation and servility you so 

desire! 

• You’ll learn the value of making him do simple yet humiliating tasks – daily – day in, 

and day out! 

• It’s never about your looks, ladies, and certainly not just your feet either. Any sub that 

tells you that should be discarded ASAP, and we’ll get into why further on below!  

• You’ll also learn that it’s all about the mind, and once you control him “deep down 

inside” and either change/enhance who he truly IS at his very CORE - - then there truly is 

no turning back – either for him, or you!  

• You’ll learn about the power of transmuting your thoughts, and how to program your 

mind to truly make what you “dream” about manifest (hint - -it’s simple!).  

• The value of vibes - - something you already likely know as a dominant lady, but you’ll 

learn  more on the sheer power of, and how to harness said vibes as well.  

• Your sexual pleasure is what counts, and why the MORE you get and the LESS he gets – 

the better it is for both of you! 

• How to get him to acknowledge that it’s always well and truly about YOU - - and you 

alone!  

• The one body you HAVE to control - - and torment - - and tease - -to turn him into 

the sniveling, submissive wreck he deserves to be! 

• How to have him at your feet, at your  mercy … perennially!  

And far more …  
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If you’re a man …  

 

• How to take your submissiveness to new “heights” – or lows – with these practical 

workable tips that I lay out for you, in easy to read “digest” format.  

• You’ll learn about how to truly accomplish something that most femdom/”play” 

enthusiasts don’t over an entire lifetime - - that being to TRULY enhance, sear and 

IMPRINT submissiveness to females into your very core, so that it becomes as much a 

part of you as breathing is!  

• You’ll learn that is NOT about her feet - -it’s about the VIBES she gives off! 

• You’ll learn (and very quickly, if you follow my lead!) that male orgasms are meant to be 

controlled … and rarely, if ever allowed - - and WHY. You’ll also learn that they should 

always be painful, if possible! 

• You’ll learn that thoughts do transmute - -and you will learn that we DO attract what we 

think about and believe in – no exceptions to this rule! 

• You will learn to be careful what you “wish for” - - you may just find you’ve bitten off 

more than you can chew! 

• You’ll learn that one of the things she should never ever do is take off her shoes and 

socks herself! 

• Money is important, and is NIGH important to her, and you better understand and accept 

that, footboy! 

• You already know her sexual satisfaction is what counts, and the MORE she gets in this 

regard, the better it is, for both of you!   

 

And way, way more…  
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25 Femdom Tips that will turn you into the perfect slut (or “toy”!) 

for Her.  

 

Ladies – it’s NOT just about your feet! 

 

 I’ll touch upon an aspect of femdom that is talked about quite often – and that seems to one of 

the sticking points for both men and women in terms of finding the perfect D/s relationship. 

That being looks … or more specifically, her feet. 

Many years ago an ex girlfriend once asked me “what if you leave me for a girl with prettier 

feet”? 

While I attempted to say I wouldn’t – – and while I did my best to explain WHY – – it didn’t 

seem she believed me. 

I was 19 at the time, so some may put this down to inexperience, but this same girl told me that I 

acted far older than my age (and was far more “mature” in many regards) and while that is true, I 

do not say this to blow my own bugle, but merely to tell you that “lack of proper explanation” 

was NOT a reason why she didnt believe me. 

To this date, many ladies, even those that have been introduced to femdom in the RIGHT 

WAY – often believe that it’s all about their feet. 

Nothing could be further from the truth to be honest – at least for a TRUE male sub! 

I’ve seen plenty of ladies with pretty feet – pedicured feet – but without the “look in the eye” – 

that innate VIBE of sheer DOMINANCE and uber-feminism that projects itself no matter what. 

Other hand, I’ve seen ladies that are not normally considered “beautiful” in any sense of the 

world project this oh-so-naturally, and it was ALL I could do to stop myself from prostrating 

myself at their feet right there and then! 

To me, sure, feet and soles are definitely something I look at – – but the very first thing is not 

always her feet. It’s her EYES! 

The eyes, as Emerson once sagely said carry an indicator of your rank – and it’s the EYES that 

are the window into a delightfully dominant soul, my friend. 
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It’s the EYES – that LOOK IN THE EYE, oh, that look in the eye that does the magic – and 

anyone that tells you any different is either lying or not a true male sub (or perhaps not a true 

Domina in the real sense of the word). 

And to answer the question above, NO, I would never “leave” a girl for the reason she mentioned 

above. Quite obviously not – and I’m sure a true male sub never would either. 

However, this is an issue that often crops up – and the best way to explain it is exactly how I’ve 

explained it above – and exactly how I continually explain it in all my emails and writings. 

It may take time for her to “get it”. It may take time for it to “penetrate”. But believe me, backed 

up by the right actions on a very regular basis, penetrate it will – no puns intended! – and you, 

my friend, will be in for the RIDE of your life – again, no puns intended! 
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“I  have big feet. Strong feet. Not elegant!” 

 

And now on to another topic – the main “topic” of the day – that being Madam Sophia – or 

perhaps I should say “Goddess” Sophia – or, as I’ve been referring to her as, Princess Sophia! 

I was browsing through one of my wechat groups this morning while thinking of this and that, 

and her picture just jumped out at me – and those eyes, oh, those piercing, probing oh-so-

deliciously-dominant eyes just seemed to bore straight through me, and before I knew it, I sent 

her a “friend request”. 

 

I didn’t expect her to “accept” it. After all I don’t know her – or I didnt at that point – but then 

again – vibes, my friend. Vibes, vibes and more vibes, and before long it was clearly evident my 

initial gut feeling about her was SPOT ON. 

And in this case, initial pleasantries were limited to the very basic! 

One of the things we spoke about was Madam not being able to sleep well at night. 

“I didn’t sleep well last night. No good mood!”, she complained. 

“You need to exercise more”, I said. “And probably get a nice, relaxing foot massage as well…” 

“No time”, she admonished (or seemed to, at any rate!). And the way she said it, she might as 

well have added on “boy!” to it, much like the esteemed and one and only Sophia Bai often 

did … 

Then it was on to the other important topics, of course! 

“How much deposit do you have in your account?”, she coolly asked. Bear in mind we barely 

knew each other at this point, but the way in which she asked me literally made my blood race … 

“Huh?” 

“Money, I mean”, she retorted. 

“How much money did you make at your last job?”, was the next question. 

And yet another one of these interesting question was “How many girlfriends did you have 

before?” 
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Now, all of this, mind you, when she barely even knows me, and yet the sheer confidence with 

which she asked me is by itself such a big turn on that I’m sure this one will end on a very 

interesting note! 

Now, of course, I didn’t answer her questions directly. 

And her reaction? 

“This is the difference between Asian women and Western Women!” she smugly proclaimed. 

“Asian women like to be treated as Princesses. As babies. As Queens…” 

“Of course ,Madam”, I said, feeling every bit as shy as the emoticon I used. 

“That’s why I’m calling you a Princess!” 

And the crux of all this happened, funnily enough, when discussing FOOD. 

Chicken feet (and other items that you normally wouldn’t even consider looking at, let alone 

eating – think bugs, intestines, and snakes for starters) are considered delicacies here in Southern 

China, and she asked me if I liked spicy food. 

I said, yes, of course I did – because I do. I love spicy food – especially food from Hunan 

province in China. 

“I hate those spicy chicken feet, though!”, said Madam. 

” So do I!”, I chimed. “Lady’s feet are beautiful! But chicken feet, um…” 

She giggled. 

“My feet aren’t beautiful. They’re big, and strong … and not elegant at all!” 

Little did she know that the size of her feet is hardly important – and neither is her age – or 

anything else. When there are sparks and vibes of the nature I mentioned emanating from a 

woman, she could have the dirtiest and most unpedicured feet – but I’d still prostrate myself at 

them and beg her to … well … I’m sure you get the drift, my dear reader! 

She wouldn’t believe me, of course, but a part of her was secretly pleased – as it should be.  
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And there’s more to this tale, my friend. Much, much more – but for now, thats enough for this 

tip – and it’s off with me to do laundry. Maybe I’ll be fortunate enough to do Princess Sophia’s 

one day as well. We’ll see …  
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Be careful what you wish for -you might just get it! 

 

So, one of the themes I’ve constantly emphasized in ALL my femdom books and writings is this 

– be careful what you wish for, as you just might get it!  

And this holds true, of course. As Emerson so sagely put it – “A man is what he thinks all day 

long”. 

Put another way – our dominant thoughts – those that we “think even without thinking” are the 

ones that often come true the most – – especially when you infuse them with emotion – or red 

hot PASSION – and lust (in some cases)! 

And sometimes they come true in ways you’d never, ever imagine possible – or even really 

WANT possible. 

Today’s post is about findom – and then again, it’s not – because findom is supposed to be 

consensual … or is it? 

Do guys really “want their wallets” raped to the point they have to scrounge around to find 

pennies to feed themselves, while their Domina relaxes in luxury, all the time sneering at the 

sheer stupidity of the guy? 

From a certain standpoint, I’d say Yes, Ma’am –  – and if you’re into findom – you might well 

agree! 

So, recently I was doing business with a lady named Sherry – who of course in short order 

became “Princess Sherry”, hehe. 

While I am not going to get into the specifics of the business deal, suffice it to say that something 

was promised by this imperious dame – and it was never delivered – with no refunds made. 

From a biz standpoint, the obvious stands. But this isn’t about biz … 

The first thing that came to mind when I met this lady online (curiously enough, Madam is from 

the SAME city that Madam Pearl, her of the gorgeous soles and drop-me-dead attitude when it 

comes to findom was) was this – gorgeous – and second – DOMINANT. 
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Oh, so deliciously dominant … right down to her statements about “you will do this…” (normal 

biz activities) as opposed to “you can …”. 

While this may or may not have been direct intent – the fact remains that VIBES are what it’s all 

about – and this uber dominant vibe combined with the fact that the lady seemed pretty 

knowledgeable about what she was doing made me do business with her – and that is something 

I will always regret from a biz standpoint. 

And from a personal standpoint? 

Curiously enough, I feel the same submissive urges towards Princess Sherry as I did the first 

time I “met” her (online). 

Curiously enough, if all were to go well and she were to refund my money, I wouldn’t just accept 

it back as something I deserved. I’d probably kneel and offer to kiss her feet – and buy her 

something as well – for refunding what is rightfully mine – – and if that sounds strange to the 

EXTREME – I understand – but you findom/femdom lovers out there will understand this 

feeling! 

So, what to make of the lady that had such an impression on me when I first met her? 

What to make of a completely unprofessional and dishonest woman that did cheat me in terms of 

biz -and yet – when I talk to her now – I still feel a certain sense of “honesty” emanating from 

her? 

What to make of the fact that I still haven’t reported her to the police – though I probably should 

– and that I’m still on cordial terms with her as far as possible, when it should be the exact 

opposite? 

Is it me thinking with my little head? 

Perhaps in part, but I’ve always been a highly sexed person, and trust my GUT – and my GUT 

still isnt’ willing to tell me that she is a bonafide thief. 

Now, none of this means I’m going to do what Michael Douglas did in Basic Instinct, of course, 

which was to ignore all reason and jump headlong towards sexy disaster. Nothing doing 

whatsoever. At the end of the day my biz decision was made upon LOGIC – combined with gut 

feeling … And I certainly wouldn’t send her any more money if she asked for it (which she has, 

and I haven’t sent). 
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Strangely enough, if there is one piece of advice I could give the lady though – it would be this – 

Madam – you’re naturally dominant – and femdom – or findom – comes naturally to you! 

The only area where you’ve erred and are erring is that what you did was non-consensual … 

And, this is where the law of compensation will come back to nail you. 

So, Princess Sherry – I hope you’ll learn from this experience. Money is one thing – trust is quite 

another. 

And of course, you’re always a Princess anyway – as we’ve spoken about before!       
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A mere glimpse of her lovely soles should be MORE than enough … 

 

So, it was around 5:40 P.M. or so here in Southern China. 

Yours truly was making his way back from an outdoor workout, and being it started to rain at the 

end of it all, I took an alternate route back home. 

And boy was I glad I did! 

As I walked on back home, I saw a girl sitting outside a rental agent’s office – busy on her 

spanking new iPhone – completely oblivious to the rest of the world. 

This of course shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone, especially in China, but what really struck 

me was this – as she was sitting, she threw off her shoes (slippers, I should say!) – and leaned 

back in her chair, with feet on the ground, one foot on top of the other. 

And you know what that means don’t you? 

This lovely Chinese Goddess had one foot resting on the toes of that foot – meaning a lovely 

broad ARCH was visible for all (or those interested, at any rate!) to see – and the other sole was 

entirely visible too – nary a blemish, mind you! 

Now, I’m no stranger to lovely feet – and soles, obviously. And I’ve often said that mainland 

Chinese ladies have the most beautiful feet out there – and as I looked up, I noticed her 

fingernails were polished a shade of gleaming red – a professional manicure at that. 

And the lovely face was there for all to behold, eyes on her phone, feet waving and dangling, 

completely oblivious to the effect she was having on me, my friend! 

I wouldn’t be lying to say that the FIRST thought that popped into my mind was to prostrate 

myself before this Goddess, literally BEGGING her to use me – demean me – rape my wallet – 

wipe her stinky feet on me – humiliate me – the works – and laugh while doing so! 

And while that might sounds extreme to some, it won’t for those of you that KNOW the effect a 

woman’s soles can have on you (the true foot fetishists and femdom enthusiasts, that is!). 

While this girl’s feet were the loveliest I’ve seen in a while (and that’s saying something), often 

times, it’s all I can do to STOP myself from kneeling in front of her and making a fool of myself 
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– but if I did – I’m pretty sure I wouldn’t be far off from handing over my bank cards to her – 

and literally begging her to … ah, but we got into that, did we not? 

And the best part of this is that it’s a natural pose for her – shoes off – completely comfortable 

and relaxed, and if that alone is enough to send the submissive men amongst us into a tizzy – 

well – then she deserves every bit of worship she can get! 

Her feet have been uppermost in my mind ever since I saw them, and I didn’t sleep more than a 

few winks last night as those lovely soles kept coming back to me in my dreams, sneering at me, 

literally DARING me to go for it and prostrate myself before their owner … 

Will I? 

Well, I might – time will tell – but I do know I’ve been taking that route a lot more now – this 

morning included! 

And again, for the true foot boys amongst you readers – you KNOW what I mean. 

The mere sight of a lady’s foot – preferably the soles – is enough to arouse us as we have never 

been before! 

To give that lady – that Goddess – special treatment. 

To treat her like a Goddess. To obey her every whim and caprice, difficult as it might be. To 

kiss her feet. To be humiliated by her daily. To be less than chattel for her … and all for …  

… glimpse of those lovely soles – preferably planted straight on the footboy’s face as she counts 

his cash! 

And the mere thought of this is so arousing that I better stop writing about it for now – or else! 

Have YOU ever had an experience like this – or many? 

Write back – let me know! 
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Pay to “play”, you little foot bitch! 

So, following on from what I wrote yesterday … I believe it was about ruined orgasms, and how 

a ruined orgasm (or chastity) for that matter does NOTHING whatsoever to dull a male’s libido 

or sexual energy (if done correctly, of course?). 

Yes, that is what I wrote about … and while I’ve stated many times that the proof is indeed in the 

pudding with regard to this sort of a lifestyle, I’ll elaborate a bit more on this today. 

Yesterday, I was chatting with Grace, a “recruiter” of all things. 

She recruits foreign devils to teach English in mainland China – and while Madam Aa Ling  – 

and Madam Krystal – for one (or two!) – in a long line of other lovely ladies would smugly nod 

their heads and be waiting for the “fresh meat” (as a lady recently referred to me as) – that is 

NOT something yours truly really does in real life. 

Well, I did it before – of course – but not now.  . Take that for what it may sound like, hehe. 

The stories are true – mixed in with a dab of creative license – perhaps more so – and I’ll leave it 

be at that.  

Now, this lady had actually tried to help me out on many an occasion, and I wasn’t shy of 

pointing it out. 

“Grace, you’ve been very helpful to me thus far! You deserve all the praise you can get!”. 

Her response initially was a bit “taken aback and measured” if I might say so. 

“I am not used to compliments!”, she responded. 

“But you deserve them, Madam”, I said. And I meant every word, of course. 

There was a “pregnant” pause. 

“Absolutely! I’m not used to enjoy the compliment … but, compliment me more! I enjoy it!” 

And as I happily did so (all true compliments by the way) – – she said this. 

“Yes, others said this too. Some even insist sending me red envelope for helping them”. 
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And the nail really struck home at that point! 

For those that don’t know, “red envelopes” are “online money” that can be sent on wechat (that 

oh so popular messaging app in China that features so often in my stories) … And, she wasn’t 

shy about mentioning that she had already been offered some. 

“So, do you accept them if you get them?”, I asked. 

You know, Chinese generally don’t accept “tips” – but then again, Chinese ladies know all men 

are good for is MONEY – and I’ve never ever met a single Chinese lady who wouldn’t 

confidently and very happily take a man’s money – and freely demand more, hehe. 

“You don’t know?”, she asked, a wicked tone in her voice. 

“No …” 

“Well, send me a red packet and find out!”  

Folks have often wondered why mainland China features so prominently in my stories – and why 

I have this “attraction” to mainland Chinese ladies. 

It’s because they’re brutally direct when it comes to #femdom – and definitely #findom as well! 

And it’s because Chinese ladies in my experience, MORE than any other culture I’ve “been 

with” are “born” with a dominant streak in their psyches. 

All ladies have it, of course, but in China, all it takes is a little bit of “stoke” to really fire up 

them embers – and get things going – and I’ve got no doubt whatsoever I’ll soon be kissing 

Grace’s feet – and begging her to accept my money! 

Man what a rush it is, especially when you have a real CONNECTION with the woman you’re 

worshipping …  

That last bit is key, by the way. Guys, don’t think you can run out and simply toss money at a 

woman and expect her to magically become your Domina. It doesnt work that way! 

That has been mentioned at length in my manual on this, of course, but for now, I’ve been 

talking with another lovely lady Madam Jiji, who isn’t shy about telling me that “she likes 

beautiful things”. 

And of course, that “no man ever bought them for her!” 

Where that one will go, I ain’t got a clue as yet. I’ll keep ya’ll posted! 
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The only orgasm a man should have a is a RUINED one. 
 

I don’t know if you’ve read the book “Outwitting the devil” by Napoleon Hill, but in that book 

he states that when an “inner voice” told him to complete the “Laws of Success” (a book Hill 

authored, one of many) – the “urge to keep going” was stronger than the urge to QUIT – despite 

all the obstacles standing in his path, one being the complete lack of success that he himself had 

experienced until then, despite being an author on success! 

Now, I certainly dont have the same “issues” that Hill did at that point, but I was struck by that 

same “urge” this morning – so here goes! 

Two days ago, I put an end to my self imposed chastity – all it took was a tiny touch to the 

nipples, and BAM – it was like a geyser gushing out … I didn’t even stimulate myself as I would 

have normally, as I’m a huge fan of ruined orgasms – – and yet, the orgasm in itself was nothing 

short of mind blowing (pardon the pun!). 

That night, I dreamt of a lady looking at me mockingly. 

She had lovely long slim fingers … black nailpolish, and oh, that LOOK in the eye, that LOOK 

in the eye, that vibe she gave off … I still remember that dream although it took place two nights 

ago! 

And as she looked down at me, I moved those lovely hands over to my nipples. 

Almost beseechingly as it were. I remember “begging” in the dream. 

“Nipples please, Ma’am”, and as I begged, she taunted me further while tweaking my nipples. 

I remember getting HARD – oh boy, do I remember that – and as I slept, she asked me the 

following. 

“You need a cock to suck on, boy?!” 

“Open that mouth!” 

And whether or not she actually put a cock in my mouth I’ll never know, as at that point I woke 

up … “thrusting air” as it were (humpie, boy, as Empress Cody would have us do!) – and I came 

– again, with NO stimulation, so it was a partially ruined orgasm. 
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And while you’d think these two ejaculations would have “lessened” the sexual thoughts in my 

head – nothing like it whatsoever. 

Later on that day, I came again – again a partially ruined orgasm – and this time to Madam Jiji, a 

lovely lady who I’ll write about later – and Miss Grace, another lady I’ve had the fortune of 

communicating with over the past day or so. 

And LAST night, it happened again … 

The lovely Garima Madam showed up in my dreams. Oh yes, she did – – those lovely legs, that 

long black Indian hair … and that sultry, knowing look in the eyes! 

We were in some sort of “civics class” (for some reason civics class is a recurring dream theme 

for me – perhaps because a civics teacher once “punished me” in 8th grade? Not sure … but she 

was a feminist to the core, I do know that!) …. and the teacher wasn’t her. 

In fact it was some boring dude – but she wrote on my notebook as she passed by. 

“Hi Michael. I need you to inspire me to get fit!” 

Now, why she wrote this was a complete mystery. Perhaps because of my fitness business that I 

also operate – but Garima in the dream was as gorgeous as ever, and didn’t show any hint at all 

of being “fat”. 

Perhaps it was a message from the Infinite to me to NOT ignore this blog – to keep inspiring all 

you men out there to find – and WORSHIP – the lady of your dreams? 

Or perhaps it was the infinite telling me that it’s been way, way too long of a break from writing 

(about femdom). 

Who knows! 

I do know ONE thing though – the benefits of ruined orgasms. If even one of those orgasms had 

been a full blown REAL orgasm, I likely wouldn’t be sitting here writing this to you. 

Chastity is what I prefer most of the time – but when it gets too much to handle – well – edge 

and stroke, and RUIN it guys. It’s even better if a lady does it for you – but if you’re by your 

lonesome – well – that works too! 

I’ll close this out with the following quote – the only orgasm a man should get on a regular basis 

is a RUINED one … for more reasons than one! 
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No excuses, boy! Find a way to get the job DONE – to HER satisfaction!! 

 

Oh boy. My dreams have been going into overdrive as of late, as have events in my REAL life! 

Last night was another one of those nights where I had not one – not two – but several vivid 

dreams. 

The first one involved, among many other things me being made to “kiss a girls foot” (although 

to be honest I wanted to do it anyway – and the foot was as pretty as any other I’ve seen!) – – 

and then the girl taking pictures, and humiliating me publicly – or so the dream said. 

And as she did that, and circulated the photos throughout the “office” (in my dream) (and yes, 

I’ve written about precisely this sort of thing before in my stories too – “Garima Madam – the 

Prequel” being one of them) … I was left feeling humiliated and embarassed – or so I thought! 

My “boss” in the dream told me (as I burst into tears!) that it was all ok, and it happens. 

And a part of me in the dream was telling other colleagues too – “oh, that’s ok! There’s nothing 

shameful about kissing a woman’s foot!” 

And so forth – – and while I won’t get into the rest of it here, suffice it to say that foot worship, 

blackmail, and humiliation were key aspects of said dream. 

Now, the second dream? 

Well, long story short – there was an older lady (the first was a group of younger ladies 

mockingly looking on as I kissed one pair of feet) – the older lady’s heels were cracked, and you 

know what that means for yours truly, don’t you? 

Those heels better not show a single crack, footboy! Get to work!  

And as I scurried around trying to find peppermint scented foot lotion in the cabinet – horror of 

all horrors – I couldnt! 

“Madam, may I please use oil”, I asked timidly? 

“You may!” 

She was standing on the bed for whatever reason in the dream, and as I returned with the oil … 
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“Madam, would you like me to sit on the bed, or … ” 

“No, footboy! I’m going to sit on the bed and you’re going to be on the floor – looking up at 

my soles – the way it should be!”  

These words rang out clearly and crisply in the dream, albeit in a strange language, and as I 

started massaging her feet with oil, she relaxed – and I woke up. 

I don’t know if the oil part was due to a nigh sexy video I saw the other day of a Pakistani lady 

forcing her two servants to massage her feet – and humiliating them adroitly while she was at it – 

– and believe me, it was all I could do to keep from erupting right there and then as I heard her 

words – – this despite me NOT touching myself in any way whatsoever! 

The lady wasn’t especially good looking. She was an older lady, perhaps 50 or so – but age 

doesn’t matter, my friend – and neither do looks – it’s the look in the eye, and her innate 

dominance that really matters – – and that really needs to be brought to the fore! 

In real life, meanwhile, I met an interesting lady out there the other day who refers me to as a 

“young piece of meat”. 

“Fresh meat” she once giggled, and as I’ve been talking to her, her meaning becomes more and 

more clear. 

She wants a boy toy – and preferably one that serves her than the other way around! 

And of course, she has a 27 year old daughter – who I’m slated to meet for lunch (with her mom, 

of course ;)) in a few days. We will see how that goes – I’ll keep you updated. 

Shades of “Owned by Madam Aa Ling”, perhaps? 

Perhaps, my friend, perhaps – and as I end this little note – I’ll leave you be with reader feedback 

on that book – – 

During the Great Recession, Michael, an IT ,professional is laid off. He diligently searches for 

a job and happens upon an advertisement for teaching English in China. As his options in the 

US run out, he applies for a teaching job and flies out to China, where he is set up by Jesse, a 

Chinese coordinator, in an apartment, introduced to the school where he will teach and he 

begins teaching. 

Michael is out of shape, fairly typical of IT workers and really admires Chinese women. For 

fun, he visits Chinese brothels and drinks too much. Then he runs into Aa Ling.  

She oozes sexuality, even though she does not measure up to his standards of beauty and their 

first meeting leaves him unsatisfied. During the course of their relationship, she places him in 
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a position of inferiority that builds as his desires for her are never completely quenched. She 

takes him in hand and starts to improve his physique somewhat molding him to her liking. 

The author tells this story from Michael’s perspective and builds wonderfully on his desires 

and fetishes, many planted into his mind by the imperious Aa Ling. 
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IF you want her – you better cook and clean to her satisfaction! 
 

So, as I “recovered” (not really, hehe) yesterday from the multiple and VERY ruined orgasms I 

had, I was talking to Madam Su. 

It wasn’t “that” Su – but another Su I’ve recently met, and going by what she’s mentioned thus 

far, I seem to be set for the ride of my LIFE if things go well – no puns intended in terms of 

“ride”! 

I think I mentioned one ruined orgasm in yesterday’s post? 

Well, a few hours later I had no choice but to give myself another – so “excited” do I get simply 

by looking at this lovely lady I’m talking to (and no, it’s got nothing to do with skin show – its 

all about the EYES – the VIBE!) – – and as I did so, it was just as painful as the last one, if not 

more. 

And guess what – – I was hard shortly thereafter! 

If you’ve read the subtitle of this post, you likely know – or should know – the “key” to 

maintaining a fantastic and spicy D/s relationship that benefits BOTH (or all, in some cases) 

parties concerned – and that being … ah, but you get it – and no puns intended in terms of the 

“key” either!! 

Anyway, I was telling Su that I was cleaning my floor. 

“Mop the floor”, she responded with. 

“Yours, or mine”? I asked, in as “coy” a manner as I could. 

This was met with a giggle, and nothing else. 

“I think Madam’s floor needs mopping, too”, I ventured … 

“Will you help me?” pat came the response, and despite the overly polite tone, I could tell the 

VIBE behind it was as strong as it should be … the very same vibe that drew me to this lady in 

the first place! 

“It’s my job, isn’t it, Madam?” I responded, with my own version of “giggling”. 
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“Cook is your job too!” pat came the response. 

Now, I’m sure y’all can see where this might be headed – but the key to all of this, my friends, is 

this – male orgasm denial. 

It brings to mind what Madam Pearl used to do. 

She was a lover of seafood, and I’d often be hard at work preparing shrimps (her favorite) and 

oysters for her for dinner (for us, actually, but she chose the menu, and I cooked!) – and the 

phone would buzz. 

“Servant! I’m coming home! Have water ready to wash my feet!” 

And as I scurried to get the water ready – and keep the cooking going – much like a dutiful maid 

might – I was constantly reminded of my position by an always hard, and often leaking dick – 

that was rarely, if ever satisfied! 

Sure, we didn’t do this 24/7. But what we DID do 24/7 is orgasm denial – and ruined orgasms 

galore. 

I think the only orgasm Pearl gave me in all the months we were together was the first handjob, 

but after I explained my desires to her, that stopped – and never returned despite all the begging 

and pleading from my end. 

It was ruined orgasms for me most of the time – and PLENTY of orgasms for her – and while 

that might sound incredible, it’s true – and IT is the reason our D/S relationship proceeded as 

well as it did. 

Give a man a regular orgasm, and you take away his desire to “please”, my friend. More 

importantly, you take away part of the fire that burneth within. 

Napoleon Hill correctly stated in his writings that ALL successful men are highly sexed, and are 

adpet at the art of sexual transmutation.  

While he obviously didn’t go as far as to state complete abstinence was the key, he DID say that 

“sowing one’s wild oats” is the reason most men don’t succeed before the age of 40 (along with 

the other more obvious reasons, of course). 

And it’s true, my friend. It’s true. A man’s sexual desire when HARNESSED by the right 

woman can truly propel that man to great heights of achievement – and submissiveness – and 

ruined orgasms are the #1 trick to getting this going! 
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Make his orgasms AS painful as possible – and ruined, of course! 
 

So, it was another one of those nights last night … 

Nigh vivid dreams, so vivid that the hair on the back of my arms is still standing up – HOURS 

after the dream – well – not “hours” after, but a good one and half hour later, at any rate! 

Given most people forget their dreams a few seconds after waking up, that’s something. 

That is also another reason I WRITE down my dreams for the most part – especially those which 

have a very vivid and potent message. 

I’m not going to get into dream details here, but let me suffice it to say that a) I was watching a 

movie in my dream – and reality (in the dream) played out EXACTLY the same way … and b) I 

received a “message” from an external source. 

A source that was NOT “human” – a source that was external – a source that ONLY the 

subconscious (when properly activated) can pick up on – and a source that works in ways that 

belie disbelief, wonder – and require you to suspend the same in order to get these amazing 

messages.  

And now that we’re past the esoteric stuff, it might interest you to know that I woke up with a 

massive hard on. 

It might also interest you to know that try as I might, I was UNABLE to keep said hard on in 

check. I didn’t touch it, of course – that is not my M.O. as you faithful readers know, but the 

bottom line? 

Lust took over – and before I knew it, I was erupting – except it wasn’t an orgasm. 

It was a ton of goo coming out, sure, but NOT as you’d expect in an orgasm, and each 

“ejaculation” (if I might call it that – though it wasn’t) – was PAINFUL! 

Not painful as in excruciatingly painful, but painful as in BLUE BALLS painful – as in balls 

straining at the edge, and each load of cum just made the balls ache that much more! 

I’ve spoken a lot about the benefits of ruined orgasms – both for the male and especially the 

female – and this was a nigh perfect example, given I’m “at attention” yet again an hour or so 

from that “ejaculation!” (I can’t call it an orgasm, hehe). 
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Now, it’s not been an “easy” few days for me in that regard, hehe. I’ve been encountering 

Princesses everywhere I go – and I think you recall me mentioning a business visit that was 

postponed a week or so ago? 

Well, I “fought” tooth and nail to keep the visit at the scheduled date, but the Princess that 

arranged it was having none of it, and while a deft “scolding” was on the cards (which I got, by 

the way), business wise, it turned out that I was better off obeying the lady anyway, hehe. 

I’m supposed to go on travel with her and her manager (another very interesting lady) – and just 

yesterday she informed me that … 

“There will be another Queen joining us on the trip!” 

“Another one? Oh my …!” 

“Yes, Luci” (giggle, giggle) 

“Oh, you mean Madam Luci? Madam for me, and Luci for you” (embarassed, giggle) 

“Hee hee hee, yes” 

And when you take that in context of me being the customer – and them being the suppliers – 

and the fact that “customer is always king” – and the equally real fact that in this case I’m really 

not – hey – what can I say!? 

We truly DO attract what we think about and believe in at the deepest levels and while that might 

be one of the messages the dream gave me, it’s something I’ve been saying all along anyway! 

And of course over the last couple of days I’ve reunited with a lady I met a few years ago while 

working out – but with whom for whatever reason the conversation never really proceeded 

beyond “initial formalities” as it were, and we lost touch. 

Over the past few weeks, I’ve been seeing this gorgeous damsel nigh every time I work out – at 

the least expected times, and I finally re-added her info and started talking to her – and sparks are 

flying or they seem to be, at any rate. 

And her name? 

Well, I’ll let you guess. It starts with S … and there is only ONE other lady I’ve met thus far 

(other than Princess Joanie, of course) with whom the sparks (dominant-submissive!) flew with 

such alacrity from the minute I started really talking to her. 
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No, it’s not the indomitable Sophia Bai … it’s Su … and NO, it’s not THAT Su … but … it 

might as well be! 

This lady carries an umbrella with her wherever she goes. Her skin, you see is too important to 

be touched by the “cruel sun” – and of course, her hands are too good to actually CARRY said 

umbrella …  

A long time ago, I carried umbrellas galore for Madam Carol – her of the lovely, soft feet, and 

she tutored me on how to “angle” the umbrella to protect her skin from the “changing position” 

of the sun’s rays! 

Chinese ladies are nothing but uber careful about their skin … and back to Su, I was having a 

conversation with her the other night. 

“What are you doing, Su?”, I casually asked. 

“I’m in the supermarket!” 

“Very good!” I replied, with the obligatory giggle. “Enjoy your shopping!” 

“I’m talking to a diamond merchant”, I added on, simply because I was at the time (and that’s 

another one of those coincidences – I’ve been looking for diamond suppliers,  and I believed I’d 

find one – and one mysteriously added me out of the blue the other day!). 

“Do you want to buy me a diamond”, came the pat response! 

This only after we’ve been chatting for a couple of days, and needless to say, it made that 

erection even harder … 

She’s the most beautiful. She doesn’t really like housework, but she does it. She prefers relaxing 

jobs, and she has backaches at night … And, of course, she’s extremely demanding if you get 

past the initial formalities! 

All in all, a perfect replica of Madam Pearl who I was lucky enough to serve a few years 

ago. Will it proceed this with way with Madam Su? 

Will I end up meeting Ms. Chen “in real life”? (that’s another story there!) 

So much going on – so little time to post about it – but for you femdom faithful out there – I’ll be 

sure and keep you posted! 
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For now though, it’s adios, and back to “heel” with me, hehe. 
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Can’t blame women for using men - - it’s the way it should be - - the natural 

order and the sooner the subs get it, the BETTER! 

 

I’ve been dealing with a lot of (unrelated to fetish) biz as of late, and it’s kept me quite busy for a 

while …. but you know what they say, anf what I say, don’t you? 

We can never really get away from who we TRULY are – – and who we attract into your lives – 

and indeed, WHAT as well. 

We attract that – or those things we think and FEEL about at a deep, deep level, and my chance 

meeting with “Beata” – – or Madam Beata, as I refer to her now  – was no coincidence 

either. 

She’s a business contact, granted, but she’s more than that … for now, at least, hehe. And if I do 

business with her, which I most probably will, I certainly won’t be one of the customer who 

“complain all day long” according to her. 

“If there’s a problem, I’ll kiss your feet and request you to …”  

(and I would!) 

Snicker, snicker. And before I could finish, pat came the response. 

“Yes, you have to pay – and listen to me. Thats why I hope I can find more customers like you!” 

Anyway thats a topic for another email. For now, I’ve been talking to another lady over the past 

day or so – Janet – and we’ve been discussing some interesting things. 

Now, a lot of ladies these days prefer NOT to use their real pictures online, and who can blame 

em? 

Most men look at the picture and add women – – and being that Janet’s one of the smarter ladies 

out there, she’s put an extremely attractive picture out there, and of course, men add her in 

droves – only to “get disappointed” when they find out it’s not her! 

As she rightly said though, it helps her sift through the bullshit – and find people that are 

genuinely interested in HER as a person, as opposed to just the picture. 

Now why am I saying this? 
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Well, I was talking to her about how I’ve had good experiences with Chinese girls, and … 

“You’re not a woman” she laughed. “Or I’d ask you about dating Chinese men – and men in 

general! What a nightmare!” 

And I agreed- – and why? 

Most guys never get past the initial “getting to know her” stage – and even if they try – it’s not a 

really sincere effort, and women can see past that. 

Most guys are in it for “quickies”, and what they can get out of it – while most women, if not 

ALL I’ve encountered are usually most interested in what I am – i.e. getting to KNOW the 

person first on a deep level before doing anything else! 

Unfortunately, the vast majority of men out there aren’t on the same page there – and this is not 

just me saying that – or a Chinese gal saying that – I’ve heard it from women ALL over the 

world. 

Guys – get to KNOW her first – and only then bring up anything else – BDSM included! 

Anyway, as Janet rightly said, it’s easier for me in many regards since I’m a man. For her, it’s a 

matter of sifting through all the B.S. before she finally finds someone decent enough to talk to – 

someone that treats her like a human – or (preferably ;)) puts her on a pedestal and worships the 

ground she walks on. 

That wasn’t her saying that, of course. It was me, and with good reason! 

Hey, plenty of girls around this neck of the woods put guys on a pedestal – when they don’t 

deserve to be. Truth be told, it’s far better – and more interesting – and better overall – when the 

“more sensible” of the human species leashes the male and keeps him under control – any sort of 

control – and that is a fact yours truly fully agrees with! 

“Thats why women use men – and hey, Janet. I can’t blame them in that regard!” 

And ’tis true, my friend. ‘Tis true – and if you think about it – you’ll probably find yourself 

agreeing as well to a certain extent! 
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Men’s tongues have specific purposes! 

 

So there I was, yours truly, chatting with a lovely damsel I “met” a few days ago online. 

Actually, “met” would be the wrong descriptor. As so often happens, she added me online – out 

of the blue, apparently, and we started to chat. 

She’s asked me for pictures of my dick etc before, and when I sent the first one, her comment 

was this – 

“Send it again! Your dick isn’t hard enough!” 

And although it was certainly harder than hard when I woke up – and took the picture – for some 

odd reason I’m never able to stay hard “in front of the camera, so to speak” – unless of course, 

I’ve got the right lady beside me, teasing me, humiliating me …and, well … you know the drift! 

I never did end up sending her another pic, but she messaged me today in Chinese and hilarious 

as the translation was (as I’ve often spoken about in my stories) – here is what it said – 

“You know what a man’s tongue is for, boy?!!” 

And while I added the “boy” in there, she might as well have said that too, so well worded was 

the question. 

“To lick you, of course”, I replied. “Do you like sucking dick – or being licked?” 

And her answer was predictable, of course -and I don’t think I need to mention it here, do I?! 

“OK”, I went on. “So I’ll be your bitch then!” 

Giggle, giggle, and then the response. “Alright, you can!” 

And we then got to talking about porn flicks. 

“Maybe you can watch porn with me”, I ventured. “Many men, many cocks, many lovely, hard 

succulent cock and balls ….” 

“I’ll lick you while you watch it”, I continued. “Like a true bitch!” 
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And while her peals of laughter didn’t quite “boom” through the phone, her response was proof 

enough that she was both laughing – and enjoying it – and why not?? 

Most “mainstream” porn shows men relaxed with the legs spread out comfortably as a woman – 

or multiple women service them – and yet, to me, there is nothing more arousing than the 

opposite i.e. a woman with multiple dicks servicing her – and the ones that aren’t hard enough? 

Well, their tongues have a purpose to serve – to lick feet- balls – ass – armpits – – and certainly 

that cum as well! 

It is indeed all about her, and as I finished off with “your satisfaction is the most important 

thing”, I could almost hear her nodding in appreciation with that look in her eye. 

Hmm! I own you, boy!  

Ah that look, that vibe … and this is precisely the vibe, YOU too, my friend need to cultivate if 

you would like to attract dominant ladies to you like moths to a flame. 

Believe me, I’ve spoken about how this works – and work it does – and if it can work for me 

– it’ll work for you too! 

I’ll keep you posted on the multiple cocks as well. The last time I did that was with Madam Su – 

and we ALL know what happened in that regard! 

All for now -I’m off to discuss dicks with her again. A cuck incarnate as it were, but hey – so be 

it! 
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RUIN his orgasm as much as humanly possible, and delight in doing so! 

 

Well, it’s 3:50 P.M. here in Southern China as I write this, and it’s been a heck of a day already! 

I had a great, great workout today – got in some writing earlier on during the day – and most 

importantly, engaged in a lot of MENTAL work that left me feeling on top of the world – a 

feeling naturally capped off by that “satisfied” feeling you get after a great, great workout! 

And all of this was made possible by something I write about often – and often engage in – either 

solo, or with a lady – – that being RUINED orgasms! 

This morning I had a dream – one of the most vivid I had in recent times, and several ladies 

featured prominently in it – all with that alluring red lipstick, and those lovely, painted 

fingernails … and while the dream was too detailed and times too convoluted to type out here, it 

is worth mentioning that the lovely Madam Ashley showed up in my dream, red lips full and 

inviting … 

As I “started a new life” in the dream, I woke up, feeling nigh on top of the world – and with a 

giant hard on. 

And as I started to slip back into “the unconscious” – hoping to rekindle and continue the dream, 

it happened – or rather, I made it happen. 

I thought of worshipping the lovely Ashley’s ass, and sucking cock as she laughing looked on at 

me – just like the lady did in my LAST post. 

“You’re only good for licking ass, boy!” 

“Don’t you think he’s got a lovely curved cock? He gets to fuck me … over, and over 

again …and you, in return, get to suck his balls – and beg to suck that wonderful thing 

between his legs – multiple times, just like you LOVE it, you little slut!”  

And as these words rang in my mind, my dick was semi hard – and one “jerk” was all it took. 

True, I could have jerked a few times and gotten a boner as hard as I ever have, but that would 

have defeated the entire point! 

I believe I’ve mentioned in the past that I never ever actually orgasm – a ruined orgasm is the 

closest I get, and as cum helplessly dribbled out of my flaccid cock (rapidly softening), this was 

the truest ruined orgasm I’ve ever gotten – close to being milked, or almost the same. 
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And that is exactly how a ruined orgasm should be, folks!  

When most folks think of ruined orgasm, they think of stimulating until the first “spurt” and then 

letting go – thus ensuring that the initial few spurts are pleasurable, but the rest of the orgasm is 

non existent – and yet, due to that bit of pleasure, that sort of orgasm is a PARTIAL orgasm – or 

a partially ruined orgasm. 

The feeling of sheer “emptiness” mixed in with LUST (in the mind) you get from a true milking 

cannot be replicated, folks! It takes practice, and I’ve mentioned many a tip on how to get there 

in the book on ruined orgasms, but yes, it takes practice – and yes – it’s worth every bit of 

“tease” if I might say so! 

4 hours or so later, I was looking at the same lady I mentioned the other day, and my cock sprang 

to attention – something that probably wouldn’t happened as quickly if I had “truly cum” a few 

hours ago. 

And a few flicks of the nipple were it all took – but I was so hard that THIS time I got in a 

partially ruined orgasm – no less “satisfying” in many ways though! 

And here’s the kicker – after the first ruined orgasm this morning, I had another dream – one of 

great abundance, and monetary satisfaction, and as the subconscious never lies, I have NO doubt 

it will come to fruition very shortly indeed! 

And after the second one? 

Well, you might think I’d be too tired or exhausted to do anything – but I went out and had an 

intense workout – one of the best in recent times! 

Boxers and wrestlers of yore often mention that it’s prudent to refrain from sexual activity before 

an actual fight to “maintain” the hormone levels and keep ’em hungry, and if you’re talking 

actual sex and a real orgasm, I’d agree. 

But not with ruined orgasms though! 

More than the semen leaving the body – it’s a matter of DESIRE leaving the body after a true 

male orgasm for a set period of time. 

The reverse is the case with ruined orgasms – if anything, desire is just HEIGHTENED all that 

more! 

And that’s why ruined orgasms are something I highly, highly recommend not just for you 

BDSM enthusiasts out there, but also anyone looking to spice up their sex life – and life, as well 

– in general – either solo or otherwise! 
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I’ve got no doubt I’ll be getting the third ruined orgasm of my day sometimes later this evening – 

and if and when I do – I’ll write about it sometimes. And if I break my own personal record of 

three ruined orgasms  per day – well – I’ll write and let you know as well! 
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All you’re good for is cooking and cleaning … and buying her things, of course! 

 

So, what I want to talk about now is something I’ve spoken about in the past many a times. 

That something being this – that it’s always about the MIND, my friend! It’s her thinking – and 

your thinking that really count – and get the two of you “humming” as it were (two, or more) as 

opposed to simple external looks. 

I’ve written before about how it makes not an iota of difference to me if the lady I’m worshiping 

is overweight – or not up to whatever silly standard women are expected to maintain in general. 

It’s all about her MIND – and how well she spots – understands – and SWOOPS down on the 

male submissive pysche – and that look in the eye, of course!  

That look in the eye that can only come from a thorough understanding of BDSM – and how 

both the dominant and submissive minds work. 

Lots of folks have this idea of “oh, its easy! I just have to put my feet up and he’ll come 

begging!” 

Or perhaps – – “All I have to do is say I’ll worship her and kiss her feet!” 

Well – not really, my friend … that sort of thing might attract a few idiots, but certainly nothing 

worthwhile. 

I was watching a video today on ruined orgasms (by the way, and in case you didn’t know, there 

are few, if any, more humiliating frustrating experiences for a man than to be denied orgasm – 

partially!) – – and boy oh boy, the lady KNEW what she was on about! 

Though she looked good, it was nothing spectacular or out of the world – but her WORDS were 

what really drew me in – and kept my cock hard throughout the entirety of the clip. 

Her tone was demeaning and condescending, and she laughed (with genuine mirth) at just the 

right momentswhile teasing the heck out of the poor (or should I say lucky!?) dude who was 

being denied. 

As she verbally taunted him about the size of his dicklet, one comment that stood out was this. 

Oh well! The only use you are is cooking, cleaning … and of course buying me things! 

Spending your money on a superior lady like me that you can never really have … and of 

course, I tell you what to buy!  
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Giggle, giggle, and she brought her mouth ever so close to his cock, straining at the bit, but of 

course didn’t deign to touch it with her lovely lips! 

As I looked at her soles, waving casually in the background I came in spurts – without even 

meaning to. Words, my friend – and THOUGHT is truly what does it, and as I continued 

watching the video, the lady’s eyes literally seemed to BORE into me – out of the screen as it 

were – although she obviously doesn’t know me, and I her! 

“Thats what  you want, boy! I know it!” 

And THAT knowledge – THAT look in the eye – THOSE words, or the vibe behind the 

unspoken words are what have done it for me all throughout and especially with Chinese ladies, 

who if anything are even more naturally dominant than the rest of their wonderful brethren … 

In fact, so skilful was this lady today that I was literally going “Yes Ma’am“ behind the 

computer screen – – and if there ever was a better testament to her skill (along with how many 

times I came) – I don’t know what it is! 

So the next time you hear someone say its all about looks – or “BDSM is easy” – well – you’ve 

just heard them tell you they’re a fool – and completely ignorant of the nuances of REAL 

BDSM, and what keeps us BDSM lovers coming back for more, and more and MORE! 

Anyway, that’s it for now. I’ll be back shortly with a tale about Madam Annie – a real life “boss” 

who owns a school – and her male foreign teachers do actually cook, clean, and buy her gifts on 

a whim! 

How did she come into my sphere, you ask? Well, the same way Princess Joanies – or Madam 

Sophia – or the imperious Madam Carrie – or any of the others did. 

We truly do attract what we think about at the deepest LEVELS of our being – it’s just that 

simple! 
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Get used to loving and pampering her dirty soles! If you’re a true sub, you 

should probably love her DIRTY soles a lot more than her clean soles! 
 

0  

When I talk about a foot fetish – or my foot fetish – or my love for Chinese ladies (or ladies in 

general!) and their lovely, soft feet – – the image that flashes into mind first off for most folks 

isn’t that of dirty feet – or soles. 

More foot fetishists, and indeed even male subs are very direct in stating their “preference” for 

clean soles – and while this is fine and dandy – it makes me stop and wonder why. 

To me, dirty soles on a lady have always been a turn on — but don’t get me wrong – – it’s 

not the dirt itself that does it – it’s something else!  

And to me, I cannot understand the idea of a true foot fetish without dirty feet – or stinky, sweaty 

socks – – and of course, the inevitable and utter humiliation and submission. It’s all part of a 

package, and dirty female soles are close to the top of the pecking order in that list! 

Confused? Probably. Controversial? Heck yes … but … stop and consider for a minute. 

Last night I had a dream where I was with a “girl” going to “school”. 

I mention this in quotes for a reason, of course, but as we passed by, we saw another girl sitting 

on the floor casually, her lovely legs spread out in front of her, and the soles were grimy and 

DIRTY. 

And yet she was on the phone, without a care in the world, the right leg outstretched, and the left 

tucked in under her. 

This lady was Pearl – NOT Madam Pearl that I keep talking about, but another former student of 

mine in “days gone by”. I used to teach her English, and I still remember her shorts – and clogs 

that she wore to class, and her large, unpedicured, yet oh so sexy feet – and her soles! 

She was of Burmese origin, and she was sitting there in my dream. 

The girl I was with paused, and bent at her feet – and stopped to check her soles. Of course, this 

action didn’t produce the sort of reaction it would in “real life” – but then again, it’s a dream 

we’re talking about. 

I asked her “why”. 
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And pat came her response, with a wink. 

“Her soles are dirty, that’s why!” 

And it hit me like a ton of bricks right then and there – at 4:22 A.M. in the morning, which was 

when the idea for this post came to me, and here I am now sitting out typing it to you! 

Of course she wanted to check her soles. It was my subconscious talking to me and reminding 

me of a pair of dirty soles – and without getting into how the subconscious manifests itself, here 

are a few reasons why I as a true sub and foot fetishist LOVE her dirty soles – and why you 

should too, if you’re a true male sub! 

First, remember that as I said, it’s not just about the dirt. It’s about HER, as it always is, and 

when she comes home from work, or play – or workout – feet tired and sweaty, I don’t think she 

has time to get a pedicure before showing you her feet, does she!? 

It’s the NATURAL part of it that turns me on the most – much like my exercise routine, which is 

as natural as it gets.  

She comes home, kicks her shoes off, and thumps her sweaty, dirty feet on the table like a 

true Queen – and combined with the right dominant attitude and that look in the eyes, its the 

sexiest thing ever! 

Second, every time I see a woman with dirty feet – or cracked heels, my initial thoughts are of 

“dropping down to the ground” and applying lotion to her feet – or simply kissing them – or 

simply massaging them as she laughs at me, confident in the sheer sense of power her feet, the 

lowest part of her lovely body have over me! 

This is significant – and if you don’t get it – I doubt you’re a male sub in the truest sense of the 

word. 

When Madam Pearl showed me her (by now famous) dirty sneaker sole, it was the LAST thing 

anyone would have thought was sexy – especially since nothing other than the sole was in the 

picture – but yet, it’s HER foot dirt. 

It’s her dirty shoes – her dirt – and that dirt is still higher in status than me, her slave, and both 

of us know- and recognize this fact for what it is. 

And that really at the end of the day is what makes femdom so enjoyable – two parties that are 

truly INTO it – and truly BELIEVE it! 
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Pamper her – pamper her FEET – a lot! 

 

So I had a lovely dream last night – well a mixture of dreams actually. A “hodge podge” of 

dreams if I might say so, and the central part in one of my dreams was … 

… a lovely lady, and for some reason I believe it was a lovely African American lady “dancing” 

to an adult movie on T.V. 

I was down on my knees for whatever reason, and as she danced, she put her lovely foot in my 

lap. A long, slender leg – and a lovely, perfectly shaped foot – – with the sole oh-so-perfectly 

pedicured, and the color contrast between the chocolate brown skin and her sole so stark that I 

still remember the foot vividly. 

Heck, I can almost smell her feet, and as (in my dream) she slid them over my nipples, it was 

instant hard on time! 

In Garima Madam’s bitch, the prologue mentions part of the reason why I find black cocks so 

sexy. 

I mention being at Madam’s feet – while she’s sleeping comfortably with her lover, who is in 

repose in bed with his legs spread wide apart – dick resting after it’s considerable exertions, the 

head still glistening and of course his FEET – the large, manly soles … and the color contrast 

with the dark skin! 

That is one thing, but as I worshipped this foot in my dreams, I wondered why I was dreaming of 

an African American lady as opposed to a Chinese lady. 

And then the term “pampered” came to mind – and kept coming to mind as I thought of that foot, 

and the lovely sole, and I spoke to Princess Cherry later on – a lady I’ve been chatting with back 

and forth over the last few days, a Chinese lady at that. 

And we spoke galore about pampering, and how money is indeed important for a lady to feel 

safe, secure and pampered! 

Cherry has a boyfriend, of course, but that doesn’t necessarily preclude my pampering her – with 

NOTHING in return except plenty of giggles and her feet, of course!  

We’ll see how it goes, but dreams are INDEED predictive, and the other part of the dream? 
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Well, out of the blue it just so happened that I spoke with a lady “Karina” – and while I’m not 

sure where she’s from, for some reason, that foot likely belongs to HER – and while I have no 

idea if I’ll be at her feet anytime soon – that foot sure was lovely!! 

Takeaway from all this? 

Pamper her – and pamper her a LOT – and she’ll love you – and dominate you all the more for 

it! 

It really works, my friend. 
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If she has another man, and she should - lick his ass first! 

 

A few moons ago, I was with Madam Su … you remember her, don’t you? 

If you can’t satisfy me in bed, I’ll have other men … but you can’t have other girls!  

The one lady that I’ll always remember no matter what – and it isn’t so much the lovely long 

legs – or the various hues, shapes and sizes of cocks she preferred – sometimes multiple cocks at 

one time, all night long – but her thinking! 

If you recall correctly, that was the first thing (or one of the first things) she said to me upon 

chatting with me online – and if that in itself isn’t a testament to how VIBES are what it’s really 

about, then I don’t know what is! 

So there I was in front of her and her lover, his juicy cock dangling in front of me, so far yet so 

near, his manhood starting to rise, his tumescence starting to swell in that ever so sexy manner, 

and the head, that lovely smooth black cock head right in front of me, with Su staring 

STRAIGHT at me in that lovely, dominant and most erotic manner! 

Go ahead, boy! You know you want to kiss it before sucking it!  

Truer words were never thought (at that point, at least!) – albeit not said, but words aren’t 

necessary at the best of times, as I’ve often said in my writings. 

And as I leant forward to start worshipping that lovely cock of his, she stopped me, as he 

laughed. 

“Not so quickly, boy! Show him you deserve it!”, she cackled, patting my head as  you might a 

pet dog. 

I was so infused with lust at the time that I didn’t know what to say, except gaze at that 

wondrous juicy schlong in front of me – and this of course turned her on even more! 

“Lick his ass first, boy!”  

Now this wasn’t the first time I had licked another man’s ass – but it was certainly the first time I 

had done so when commanded by a Dominant lady … and as I stuck my tongue deep, deep 

inside his crevice, probing and searching, flicking and teasing, he moaned in pleasure, and I 

instinctively took my tongue and slid it across his perennial region, lapping his balls as I did 

so … 

This, by the way is one of the most erotic things you can do to a male. 
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Many years ago, and I believe I wrote about this in Sin City Diaries – Volume #1 – I had this 

done to me, and I still remember the look on relief on the lady’s face when it was obvious I was 

going to kiss her feet after she rimmed, and not have sex with her! 

Those experiences were all “once in a lifetime” experiences, and a must read – and if you 

haven’t already – grab the book right here – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/volume-1-sin-

city-diaries/ – but for now … remember that the test of a true cuckold isn’t necessarily how well 

he sucks dick or his love (or hate) for it – but how well he SERVES! 

It’s all about serving her – and her love for cock. 

And it’s all about serving HIM – and making sure he’s as turned on as ever … but not 

necessarily because he likes it. It’s because that cock can then service her multiple times as she 

deserves, and that’s what it’s really all about. 

And to me, if it involves licking his ass and balls – I’d love to do it, and I enjoyed doing it the 

first time Su made me do it – though I must admit, that massive cock plunging in and out of her 

as she screamed in sheer bliss was what I loved the most – and this was of course one of the 

bedrocks on which that particular relationship was built! 

It’s all always about serving her – and her lovers – and that’s what true servitude – and being a 

true cuckold – is all about! 
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Think femdom – and you’ll get femdom – more than you can handle! 

 

The title of this email should come across as no surprise to regular readers of this list. I’ve often 

spoken about attracting what you really believe in at your very CORE – and today’s note will 

expound more on this. 

A few days ago, yours truly was searching for a few contacts on his Wechat. I’ve recently 

switched phones and ended up losing Madam Su’s contact – as well as Princess Joanie’s. 

I have the phone numbers, of course, but I’m talking their online ID’s etc. 

So I started the search … and I looked in places I’d never have normally – and presto – without 

even THINKING about it consciously – I found Madam Su’s contact a few days later – at a time 

I was NOT searching for it actively and in a place I’d never imagine I’d find it. 

Wondrous are the ways indeed of the Universe – if you only set those ways into motion with your 

thinking and a deep seated belief!  

I’ve often been asked how I’ve had so many femdom experiences with Chinese ladies, and 

continue do so. How I gathered all the info I put together in “A complete guide to understanding 

dominant Chinese ladies from the mainland” – and my other manuals. 

The answer is many pronged, of course, but it all starts with the thinking, my friend. 

Your THOUGHTS – your innermost and repeated thoughts are what you really attract. 

If you’re “wanting” to attract femdom, but don’t really believe in, chances are you’ll never ever 

really attract the right lady – and if you do, it probably won’t work out. 

Other hand, if femdom thoughts are there in your mind all the time, even when you don’t 

“consciously” think they are – well – femdom is what you’ll attract – and a lot of it! 

This holds true for anything in life, of course. If you truly think and believe in an abundant life – 

that is what you’ll attract! 

Same thing holds true with regard to the opposite. If you’ve been told all your life that money is 

bad – or that “attracting money easily” isn’t good – well, chances are your struggling right about 

now and are NOT attracting what you want in financial terms. 
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So in terms of femdom, and finding the right lady – it all boils down to this – your 

thinking.  

I’ve often attracted ladies from all across the globe – people I never knew existed – and the 

minute I saw their profile picture, I knew it was “meant to happen”.       

It’s that vibe – that feeling – that …ah, but you get the point! 

This morning I woke up with deep seated thoughts of sucking a dick – a big, black dick at that. 

Ever since Madam Su has been gone, I haven’t really done this a lot – or at all, to be honest, but I 

still remember the shiny smooth texture of that black cock. 

The smooth black skin. The color contrast. The large muscular haunches, and the asshole willing 

to be worshipped … before he allowed me to kiss his cock head, with Madam Su sneering on 

with a mixture of adoration, lust and dominant vibe – all in equal measure! 

I have no doubt I’ll be with Su again at some point if I really want – and once I am, it’ll be more 

of what I mentioned above.       

So last, but not least, remember that ATTRACTING isn ‘t enough. It’s what starts the process, 

but once you attract, you still have to DO the thing. 

Your thoughts start the process – but once you meet the dominant lady of your dreams, waste no 

time in telling her exactly what it is you want – crave (after you get to know her, of course!). 

Chances are that  if you’re thinking the right thing at your very core you’ll find yourself at her 

feet at no time – and you’ll remain there a long time as well! 

Think servitude – attract servitude. Think female dominance – attract it in all it’s shapes, 

forms and guises.  

It’s really as simple as that! 
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Press her head - - her shoulders - - her feet - - whatever SHE wants! 
0 

So, last night I had another one of those vivid dreams … well, not so much vivid as 

“descriptive”, I’d say. 

I was with a woman – perhaps my S/O – I’m not sure – unlike most of my dreams, for whatever 

reason I did not record this one (hint for you folks reading this – if you’re serious about getting 

in touch with the part of that you REALLY controls your life – write your dreams down!), but I 

do remember certain parts of it extremely well even now. 

When you write things down, for some odd reason it “imprints” the dream into the conscious 

portion of your brain as opposed to when you don’t. In the former case I can read snippets of 

what I’ve written about a dream weeks later and recall everything perfectly. 

In the latter case, I’ll usually end up forgetting within minutes of waking up if I don’t write 

things down! 

Such as it goes, and in my dream I was being ordered to massage a pair of feet – and do it well – 

and do it as SHE liked! 

Rub the entire foot, boy! And do the soles first!  

That one line stands out in mind as I took her shoes and socks off – and not only started the 

massage, along with a calf massage, but also RUBBED her soles – her sweaty soles – several 

times with the palm of my hand, before squeezing the entire foot with devotion and incredible 

servitude to make sure no inch of it went unmassaged – or unworshipped!  

This is something I’ve written about a lot before – and something that goes ignored often times – 

and something that I believe I’ve mentioned in the “foot massage” tip of “A complete guide to 

understanding dominant ladies from the Chinese mainland” as well. 

When she gets home – her feet are hot and sweaty – and if not sweaty- if it’s cold weather – 

they’re encased in socks and boots nonetheless. 

And there is nothing better than a human hand wiping the grime and sweat away from her soles 

BEFORE washing the feet – or massaging them. Not to mention the fact that it’s an incredibly 

humiliating thing to do for the person doing it as well …! 

And that brings to mind the “whatever she wants” part of this. 

Often times, doing other things – or massaging other parts of the body are far more pleasurable 

for a woman than simply the feet. 
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Sure, the feet are important. Don’t get me wrong. Washing her feet daily has become a ritual for 

me, and one that I truly enjoy – and so does she – but as her feet relax in that foot bath, there are 

other things you can do. 

Rubbing her head, for one – if she’s had a hard day at the office – or just to relax. 

Perhaps her shoulders – especially if she’s addicted to her smartphone! 

Perhaps her back in general – or whatever she wants at that point in time! 

I’ve often seen maids in the subcontinent do this for their “owners” – and from a fetish 

standpoint, it’s an incredible turn on. 

(I should say employers, but the Hindi term often used here implies “ownership”! Hence the 

“Paye Lagu Malkin” tagline for the Indian Goddess series I penned oh-so-long ago … ) 

One of my favorite “whatever she wants” scenarios is this – She comes home from work, tired 

and exhausted. Tosses her bag on the chair, which I pick up and put in the right place as she 

collapses into the sofa. 

She throws her legs up on the coffee table. I take her shoes and socks off (could write a whole 

tome on that, of course!). 

And as I bend to tend to her feet, the voice booms out. 

It could almost be the gorgeous Simi telling me this, but anyway … 

Sir daba!  (press my head!) – the language is Hindi, and the tone is one often used with servants. 

After a while, she’d lose interest in that, and … 

Rub my arms, boy! The left arm first! 

… and she’d hold up an imperious left arm which I’d support with one arm, and rub with the 

other. 

Ditto for all the other body parts as she’d literally yell out which part she’d like massaged – as 

the willing slave behind her did her bidding – and there are few other things that are as much of a 

turn on to me as THAT! 

In short – it’s all about her – its always about whatever she wants. 

What she wants, she gets, and it’s the sub’s job to ensure it STAYS that way! 
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She should never ever have to take her own shoes off – or put them on for that 

matter! 
 

A long time ago, during one of my jaunts to the subcontinent, I came across a roadside cobber 

mending shoes. 

Nothing that unusual in India, of course – but what caught my eye was a pair of large, broad feet 

clad in socks – light brown “toe” socks – parked right next to the man, who was sitting at “foot” 

level on the pavement mending shoes. 

Those feet – those lovely, broad feet belonged to a lady – a lady who was getting her boots 

repaired by the cobbler – and a lady who was on the phone at the time, chatting away nineteen to 

the dozen, large sunglasses blocking out the world in an oh-so-sexy manner … and of course, she 

was completely oblivious to the cobbler at her feet, or near them! 

This was near a school, so she was likely a parent that had come to pick up her kid, I thought. 

This assertion was proven right later as I walked past the school later, and saw this same 

imperious dame with a kid – and wearing those same boots that the cobbler was repairing! 

And in all of this, the SOCKS stand out in memory, and the contours of that lovely foot, barely, 

but still, visible through the socks. 

I don’t know what it is, or why, but female socks when worn by the right lady have always been 

an immense turn on for me. 

I have mentioned the Indian Goddess I met in the park – and a few other ladies along those lines 

– and the first thing that comes to mind when I see their tennis shoes is them commanding me to 

“drop down” and … 

Take my shoes off, boy. Quickly! (As I bend to the “unwelcome” task) 

I do, and … 

The socks too, boy! What the hell are you waiting for? (this said in an even more commanding, 

loud and imperious manner as the sweaty soles stare me straight in the face!)       

And when you think about it, taking her shoes and socks off should actually be a privilege for a 

male sub – as opposed to a chore! 
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I’ve mentioned before on my Twitter account that washing her feet after she gets home – and 

taking her shoes and socks off without being told to do so is one of the highlights of my 

submissive day, and it is TRUE, my friend. 

There is something every so sexy – and ever so demeaning about not just taking the shoes off – 

but her socks as well, and of course, if she stuffs those socks in your mouth as Goddess Priyanka 

exulted in doing – well – so much so the better for her – and you!       

Takeaway from all this? 

Well, simple. Her foot dirt – and dirt in general is meant to be worshipped by you. You worship 

the ground she walks up – literally – and she’s always too good to either take, or put her own 

footwear on! 

And that, my friend is that for the day. I’m out for a while – I’m going to try and calm this 

gigantic hard on I’ve got just by thinking about those pair of female feet clad in those lovely 

brown “toe” socks! 
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Control his nipples – control HIM! 

 

One of the oft-ignored parts of the male body when it comes to sexual activity – or even BDSM 

– in the West are male nipples. 

Male nipples are often viewed as nothing more than an unnecessary “appendage” – – useless, 

and with NO purpose whatsoever. Many men make the mistake of thinking that nipple play – 

even if done with a woman is “gay” – and shy away from it – at least in the West. 

Big, big mistake, my friend and one I’ve written about galore in my books and writings!  

I’ve made no secret of the FACTS that a) male nipples once aroused and treated “properly” are 

one of the MOST erogenous zones on man and b) that I’ve had more (and just as pleasurable, if 

not MORE) orgasms from nipple stimulation (not even play!) alone than anything else. 

It’s not a stretch to say that a flick of the nipples can get me hard – and ready to EXPLODE – at 

a minute’s notice, and on that note, it bears mentioning that nipple play is one of the most potent 

tools in not only the dominant lady’s toolkit – -but also a submissive male’s! 

A few years ago I was with Madam Ashley, and we were asleep in bed together. 

It was a cold, clammy winter night in Southern China, and I woke up in the middle of the night 

to take a leak – and the first thing I saw was her on her stomach, one lovely long leg extended 

out … her sole in full view! 

This is something I’ve written about GALORE in my BOTH my Chinese and Indian Femdom 

writings … and something I enjoy immensely. 

And I care not if it’s Madam Carol – or the lovely Anne – or Madam Ashley – or Garima 

Madam with her lover – the FIRST thing I do – even in the middle of the night when confronted 

with a sight such as this is to start massaging her feet gently. 

And though I was sleepy enough myself, I started to “press” Ashley’s feet. 

She woke up, giggled, and pulled me back into bed with her. 

A short while later, I was awoken again – by one of the most deliciously sexy sensations I had 

EVER FELT – even with my experiences in China – and it was Ashley playing with my nipples, 

twirling her long fingers over my nipples in a way that cannot be described in terms of just how 

erotic it felt! 

I was instantly hard, of course, and she continued her ministrations while “riding” me – – of 

course, she didn’t bother asking me what position I preferred. 
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She prefers cowgirl, and thats what she got – before being locked up, of course, but thats another 

story altogether!       

Often times, the first thing  I do mentally or physically when thinking of a woman – or 

submitting to her – is gently flick my nipples. The very thought itself arouses me, and when a 

woman does this – it’s all I can do to stop myself from dropping to my knees and kissing her feet 

and thanking her for doing it – – so submissive do I feel at that point! 

I’ve mentioned in “15 ways to give him a ruined orgasm” (which by the way is proving to be 

hugely popular!) that the NIPPLES are the key to control his orgasm and RUIN it – and leave 

him dangling, frustrated, horny and servile – like a dog with it’s tongue out, in other words. 

I’ve also mentioned, of course, that when you control a man’s orgasm – you literally control 

HIM. 

And mix nipple play into all of this, and you’ll literally be on the road to UTTER submission if 

you’re a man – and utter dominance if you’re the lady in question. 

He’ll literally do anything and go to any lengths to please  you, no matter how humiliating if you 

do this right – and all thats needed is a gentle flick of the fingers on his nipples, ladies – and 

you’ve got him -right where you want him! 

Last, but not least, many people make the mistake of thinking that some men’s nipples aren’t 

sensitive – and therefore don’t arouse the same degree of feeling when manipulated. 

Well, here is the thing – yes, that is true – but the more you play with a man’s nipples, the more 

they get used to it – and the more erotic it gets for him! 

I’ve mentioned how an ex girlfriend of mine in the States used to suck my nipples – I had 

NEVER had it done before that, and the more she did it, the more I loved it. 

And of course, that FIRST massage session in the foot massage parlor where the lovely “Liao” 

flicked my nipples expertly – – the first in one of many, many nipple play sessions I’ve had … 

and the rest … well, is history! 

I’ve detailed that history in the Sin City Diaries. Volume #1 is currently on sale, so if you’re 

interested in real life experiences from yours truly in the city he so enjoyed for many years, well, 

HERE is where you can grab it – – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/volume-1-sin-city-diaries/ 
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Many lovers, many COCKS! The more choices SHE has, the better- - and the less 

the sub does, the (even) better! 

 

A month or so ago, I noticed a “like” (one amongst quite a few) on one of the posts I made on 

my Twitter account. 

‘Twas from a lady that liked one of my tweets on findom, it was, I believe – and a lady that 

proudly proclaimed her love for cock – big cocks at that – and big BLACK cock, to be specific! 

She correctly states on her Twitter account (to men) that if they follow her – or look at her for the 

size of her boobs – then what is good for the “goose”(no puns intended, hehe) is good for the 

gander – and whose to stop her from choosing (or “preferring”) men based upon the size of their 

organs – or the color, for thta matter? 

And she’s right – she’s spot on, in fact! 

One of her quotes in particular stands out in mind (I’m quoting from memory, so this might not 

be 100% verbatim, but the sum and substance of the comment is preserved as is) – – 

You chose me for the size of my tits, bitch! Why can’t I choose men based upon the size of their 

cocks?  

Indeed, Ma’am – what is good for the goose is indeed good for the gander, and on that note, 

funnily enough I saw Madam Su a couple of nights ago – online, that is. 

I was browsing through my Wechat list, and saw her. Although I haven’t spoken to her in a 

while, the photo immediately sparked memories … many of them, and as I saw her lovely long 

legs, that lovely long black hair – and them sunglasses she loves, she came to mind. 

The tall, lovely, leggy lass I mentioned towards the end of Sophia Bai – The Sequel was none 

other than Madam Su – her of the many lovers, and her of the cuckoldress bent of mind. 

If you can’t please me in bed, I’ll have other lovers! But you can’t, boy! 

And that is but one of the comments that “stands out” – pun much intended – much like one of 

the long straight dicks she so prefers.  

Now in the book I mention above, an entire Chapter is devoted to cuckolding – where Jackson, a 

black guy with a lovely, long black dick is the lover – and Madam Su enjoys all the “attention” 

she gets from him. 
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I’ve mentioned this particular experience in Cuckold Compilations – a book you really must 

grab if you’re into the cuckold scene and not looking for “primers” – but just want to dive 

straight IN into the ACTION – but for now, there’s something so incredibly sexy about black 

dick – specifically, long black dick that it has been the choice of “dick” for all my cuckold 

stories, and continues to be so! 

I don’t know if it’s the “smooth texture” – or the skin color – or the color contrast with other 

skin colors that does it for me for black dicks – – or even the round “bubble butts” – or the 

overall package – but whatever it is – if you’re a cuckold -black dick is likely what is uppermost 

in your mind, and should be!  

The last blowjob I got (yes, I still do get ’em occasionally! ;)) was done by a lady who met me 

online – and who had a real interesting way of administering said BJ. 

She didn’t just suck the “head” of the cock. She sucked the very TIP of my phimotic penis – – 

and far from being repelled by it (“sick dick”, as some folks like to call those with phimosisi) – 

she ENJOYED the “elephant hood” – – and so did I! 

And every time I think of black cock – Madam Su springs to mind – as she plays with her lover’s 

nipples, snug in his arms, and I’m down there between his legs … sucking the very tip of that 

lovely, long, smooth black cock! 

You’re enjoying it too much, boy!  

Ah, that sneer. That lilt in the voice. That look in the eye. That overall package … Madam Su, 

you truly ARE the best cuckoldress I’ve ever been priveleged to be with – and if you were here 

right now, I’d kiss your lovely feet more than once before hitting “submit” on this one! 
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Why I love Madam’s tennis shoes and why all subs should as well 

 

I’ve written often about the Indian Goddess that I see in the park out there on a regular basis – 

and her footwear, of course!       

And as of late, I’ve been seeing another lady in the mornings in the park – an older lady – and on 

the outside, nowhere near as attractive as the Indian Goddess I’ve referred to – – but a lady that 

has the look in the eye I refer to so often, and how! 

The first glimpse I caught of her was actually her shoes. 

She’s got two pairs of tennis shoes – one greenish pink in color, and the other a purple-black 

combo – both incredibly feminine combinations, and BOTH that I enjoy taking a look at – more 

than one look – every morning while working out! 

For some reason, I’ve always been a huge, huge lover of tennis shoes on women – and this has 

been reflected in my writings as well. 

Madam Carol had the sexiest, softest pair of feet I’ve ever been privileged to worship – – and 

the way she slipped those feet in and out of her lovely pink tennis shoes was a sight indeed to 

BEHOLD if you’re a foot lover – or submissive in any way, shape or form! 

Goddess Priyanka would show up after her tennis matches, of course, and would slam her feet 

down on the table, waiting for yours truly to take her shoes off and wash those lovely feet – 

and then of course stuff her stinky socks in my mouth for hours on end – and if there’s ever a 

nastier smell than sweaty socks being put in a ziploc bag along with cheese and other “moldy 

stuff” – and then straight into your mouth, with your nostrils covered by sweaty soles – I’m yet 

to experience it! 

As for this Indian lady I see in the park, well, those tennis shoes brought several lovely fantasies 

to me the minute I saw them. 

She goes home, tired after her walk. 

“Water, boy!” she yells at the servant (no prizes for guessing who, hehe). That’s if the servant 

hasn’t met her at the door with a change of footwear, of course! 

Once she’s comfortably seated, the servant takes her shoes off, peels her sweaty socks off, and 

immerses her feet in warm water, washing every inch of those lovely feet. 
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I haven’t seen this lady’s feet, of course, as opposed to the Indian Goddess, but hey – I’m sure 

she’s got lovely feet – it’s the vibe thing at work again! 

Perhaps she’d smack on the head while I was doing this, or perhaps her friends would. 

Do it properly, boy! 

And all the while, the tennis shoes would be staring straight at me, and they’d be telling me all 

the while that THEIR status was higher than mine could ever be – or than I could ever aspire to 

be! 

Ah, the joys of the female foot – finding, and submitting to the right LADY – and female 

footwear in general. 

I could write tomes about it – and if you’ve read Cuck Central, well, there is a reason that 

Princess Joanies’s tennis shoes – the dirty soles in particular – are featured on the cover! 
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Money, boy! She owns you, and don’t you ever “effing” forget it! 
 

So, this morning I woke up “bright and early” at the stroke of 9 A.M. – which of course was an 

hour or so before when I actually and normally alight, hehe. 

Yes – unless I’m chained to the bedposts by the ears like the imperious Madam Sugar so 

delighted in doing – or unless I’m “pressing her feet” all night long as I sometimes do, enjoy and 

write about all the time – I’m usually a solid sleeper, and have plenty of dreams, and am NOT a 

morning person to say the least. 

Anyway, I woke up and rushed outside to workout – but before doing so I was talking to my S.O. 

about some things. 

And after I bade her goodbye, and told her I was going to go workout – she stopped me – with a 

crooked finger, and imperious, knowing glance that seared straight into the very DEPTHS of 

my submissive pysche … and gave me an instant hard on, and this before it even proceeded into 

anything else! 

Now the topic of conversation before this was her salon visit. 

She was going to go to the salon, and while it might not be Miss V going to the salon, her salon 

visits are just as important, and sin of all sings, I forgot to … you guessed it … hand her the 

MONEY for her visit before I left to workout! 

Of course, she could have easily helped herself from my wallet which I left at home – – but she 

didn’t. 

She rubbed her index finger and thumb in the universal “money” gesture – – as I stared at her, 

nigh mesmerized. 

My entire mind had been pre-occupied with working out – not fetish – and yet, the switch 

instantly turned on – or clicked, as it were once she made that gesture! 

And then she said the actual words. 

Money first, boy! 

And as I gave her the money and left sheepishly, sporting a giant hard on, I figured I’d write 

about it when I came back – and now here I am, telling you about it! 
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This is of course but one of the gestures that is such a turn on in a D/s scenario. Her sitting on the 

sofa comfortably, with feet up on a table, and “waving you away” imperiously from her feet with 

a slim manicured forefinger pointed straight at you, along with a strict, 

knowing, SUPERIOR gaze is just as sexy, if not more! 

And that is but one of the tricks to subtle dominance – oh so subtle gestures done just right that 

sear their way into both her and your consciousness, and emblazon the D/s seal all that more 

firmly onto your relationship!! 

Anyway, I might have been consciously thinking of my workout, but my subconscious has been 

pre-occupied with fetish, of course, as it usually is – and that is what – as I keep saying – – I’ve 

been attracting, and it happened this morning with my S.O. too. 

Last afternoon was a beautiful winter afternoon out in the park – – and I saw plenty of ladies 

barefoot on the grass enjoying sunning themselves – and showing them off to all that cared to 

look too, hehe. 

This morning while working out I saw plenty of girls clad in tank tops, yoga pants and those oh-

so-cute little pink shoes girls wear while exercising – as Madam Carol wore – and as so many 

other girls wear! 

Thats another huge turn on for me – looking at her SHOES – and imagining myself literally 

under her soles – licking the grime off her shoes – and all the while not even haven seen her 

actual feet! 

I posted a picture of Madam Pearl’s shoes on my Instagram account the other day – – quite a 

popular pic it was, and rightly so! 

Anyway, so that is what has been going on around these parts as of late. As always, remember 

that she owns you – – and that her pleasure comes FIRST – and never, ever forget the money 

part of things either or else….! 
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“You better make more money, or I marry someone else already!” 

 

A few years ago there was a “blind dating” show on T.V in mainland China – and one of the 

female participants on this show “Ma Nuo” was asked for her views on the ideal mate. 

And she uttered the “by now famous” words – – those being “I’d rather cry in the back seat of a 

BMW than smile on a bicycle!” 

These words caused quite an uproar at the time in mainland China, of course – and the woman 

became “famous” for it as well – but for someone like yous truly whose been in China for a long, 

long time (post 1980 and post the liberalization of the economy) – ’twas but normal for her to 

say that in my opinion. 

Justified? 

Well, maybe from a certain perspective – and NOT from another. 

While love cannot be bought – – is there really such a thing as true love in this world? More to 

the point, in today’s increasingly materialistic, “fake” (at times!) and demanding world, can a 

relationship truly be successful without money? 

I have often cited this example in many of my femdom writings – and ALL the women in my 

writings – – right from the lovely Ms. Priyanka – to the imperious Garima Madam – to Madam 

Carrie – the lovely Krystal – and most recently Empress Cody share two things in common. 

One being to bring the male of the species to heel in NO uncertain manner, of course. 

And the other being – their love for money, and the things it can buy them! 

So, I was talking to Madam Anya again last night, and we broached the topic of marriage – and 

of couse, paying for her shopping – and taking care of her credit card bills – she’s nothing if 

even more brutally upfront in this regard than the other Chinese girls I’ve encountered, and I 

love it! 

“You’re a true Princess, Madam Anya”, I remember saying. “You want a rich man to pay your 

bills, and serve you … and” … 

I followed this with a “giggle” emoticon on Wechat, and she responded. 
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“Do you want to marry me?” 

That one took me for a loop, I must admit! I’ve never met her – and don’t really know her 

beyond the chats we’ve had – but then again, I’ve been nothing but QUICK in the past when I’ve 

met women – Madam Pearl being but one of the examples – – and whose to blame her for 

“jumping the gun” and being even quicker!? 

After all, as I mentioned in my initial post about her, I KNEW why she added me from the 

minute she did – all about VIBES, and two minds perfectly in sync in terms of what they want. 

But I’m not rich as yet, and I told her that. 

“Maybe we should get to know each other a bit more”, I added. “And I’m sure we will slowly!” 

And Madam responded to this in a very brusque manner. 

You better make more money first! Or I marry someone else already! 

Chinglish aside, her import is very clear – and hey – whose to say it’s right or wrong? 

At least she’s honest about it like most of the other ladies I’ve met in this part of the world are. If 

you’re a man – MONEY is of paramount importance, and it’s of course not just about the 

money. 

As Madam so rightly put it, “I don’t like money. I need it. I love buying all pretty things!” 

Followed up by this, of course. 

“Do you want to buy me something pretty?” 

She’s nothing if not insistent – nothing if not gorgeous (despite her claim of being overweight) 

– and nothing if not HONEST to a T – but most of all, it’s her mind that I love – along with her 

honesty. 

And whose to blame her for choosing a man based upon money anyway? 

After all, men have their own criteria for choosing women. How many men can honestly say the 

ONLY thing they saw in their female (to be) mate was her mind – as opposed to her looks – or 

body? 

Very few, I’d say! 

As Anya told me, “most men only interested in my body!” 
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And she’s right. 

As for me, I get a raging boner every time I talk to her – despite NOT having seen more than one 

dated picture of her. It’s the mind that does it – – and the vibes too, of course! 

So if you’re looking for the perfect lady to dominate you – you better make sure you’ve got 

money – or other means to keep her in luxury as she so deserves, or else chances are excellent 

and second to NONE it’ll be a “flop show” for the most part. 

She’s a Goddess. She deserves to put her feet up and relax – and enjoy the best a man – or 

several men can give her – with no obligations to do anything other than that – and that is the 

sexiest part of it all! 
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Pay her credit cards, and her bills! Show her if you’re WORTHY! 

 

I’ve often mentioned the story of Madam Pearl, and how I met her. 

And of course, the lovely pink dress that I bought her – along with an associated screen shot for 

those of you that don’t believe the lines between fiction and reality can and indeed DO blur on 

occasion – – many an enjoyable occasion at that! 

You’ll have to crack open Submissive Musings in Mainland China – Volume #1 to see this, and 

more – but for now, it bears mentioning that what Madam was initially going to buy (but didn’t 

have the cash for) was a facepack of sorts – curiously enough MORE expensive than the dress I 

ended up buying her. 

I asked her how much it cost. 

“Why you ask me how much he cost” (and yes – we used an online translation tool for the most 

part – hence, and as I often write about the hilarious translation!) 

“Well, because …. ” 

And before I could say it, she asked. 

“You want to buy it for me?” 

Said in such a direct, honest and sexy manner – much like Princess Joanie did when I asked her 

if she liked to shop for shoes – that I couldn’t help but get yet another raging boner – and I said 

yes. 

Well ,long story short – she wanted me to buy her a dress first – as opposed to the face pack – 

and while this might seem strange, it’s not. 

She was well aware of my love for her feet and legs, and she used that dress to show herself off 

to full glory – both in front of ME and other men – and of course, it did nothing to abate the 

raging lust I had for her at that point – if anything, ’twas the exact opposite! 

And of course – I ended up buying her many more things after that – as I often say – the rest is 

history! 

Anyway, I was chatting with the gorgeous Madam Anya the other night … one of many chats. 

And when I asked her about shopping, here was her response. 
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“I did all that sort of small shopping before. I don’t really do that anymore! Now I’m more 

interested in property, investments, and … ” 

I mentioned this before, of course in a prior email. She’s older, wiser – and so she should – and 

this lovely lady isn’t satisfied with mere gifts. 

No, the overbearing theme of our conversations has been none other than her credit 

cards which “despite having no money” (as the Princess herself says!) – she manages to max out 

every time she uses ’em. 

And guess whose on the hook for it ! 

You guessed it – and hey, here’s the point – she’s actually right in a way. She always is! 

It’s better for her to choose her gift (her purchase) herself – and make her bitch buy it. In other 

words, she’s truly having her cake and eating it – and while I am not her bitch as yet – I might 

well be, depending upon how things proceed! 

I’ve written before about findom, and my thoughts on why it can be incredibly sexy … And if 

you think about it, if all a lady’s gotta do is be dominant (though yes, that vibe is what counts, 

and what is WORTH everything! ;)) – – and show you her feet – or soles – or even just a normal 

pic – and have salivating men drool over her and pay her bills – – hey, why not!? 

She deserves it and more – and as Madam Pearl was fond of telling me, 

“I send you foot pictures, boy! Now you do my shopping. Hurry up, servant!”  

‘Twas indeed one of the sexiest encounters I’ve had … and one of the loveliest, most dominant 

ladies I’ve ever met – until Anya, that is. 

She might just be THE ONE I’ve been searching for all these years – – who knows!  

I’ll keep y’all posted. In the meantime, guys – remember to always be at her feet – and remember 

to pay her bills and do her housework while she relaxes with her feet up. 

There truly is no other way!       … And remember to kiss her feet BEFORE doing any of the 

above. Paying her bills is a PRIVILEGE – not an automatic right! 

 

 

And, that is that for Volume #2. Write back and let me know how following any - - or 

ALL - - of these tips went for YOU! 
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Best,  

Mike Watson 

www.spicyanderoticfetish.com 

info@spicyanderoticfetish.com  

Instagram - @spicyanderoticfetish  

https://twitter.com/MikeWat65466269  

 

Info products by Mike Watson 
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Novellas by Mike Watson 
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25 SIZZLING, RED HOT and 

PRACTICAL FEMDOM TIPS 
   

Volume #3 

 

 

 

 

Cooking truly is the quickest way to 

being UNDERFOOT – and CONTROLLED 

like a true bitch … BOY! 

 

Mike Watson 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

Femdom scenes of the sort I (and most serious femdom enthusiasts) prefer are intense, and 

extremely “mental” in a way, and can really, really impact one’s pysche both emotionally and 

otherwise for those that aren’t used to it. Work into them with caution.  

If you have any questions (and it’s best to be safe before actually DOING it!) – ASK! My “kink 

therapy” services cover questions of this nature as well - - in short, be darn sure it’s a) SSC 

(safe, sane and consensual) and b) you KNOW exactly what you’re getting into!  

The author does not accept any responsibility for “bad experiences” or “frustration on the part of 

either party”, and so on and so forth. However, that said, all of this has been written from real 

world experience, and it WORKS!  

Some of what I write about beneath might come across as extremely controversial and “jarring”. 

So be it. I’ve always  been a huge believer in saying it like it is, and voicing my true 

opinions/thoughts based upon actual experience (life can be a great teacher if you let it!) and that 

is one of the veins this manual, as well as all my other femdom related books have been written 

in.  
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Famous Quotes  

 

“The worst of experiences can be turned, and indeed do turn into the best at times, and Madam 

Krystal, Madam Sugar, Madam Yang and the scores of other utterly lovely dominant Chinese 

ladies I’ve had the great privilege of “being with” if I might be permitted to use the term bear 

striking testament to this” 

 “There are no depths of degradation that cannot be plumbed, no humiliation too extreme, no 

punishment too severe for a servant, especially when with these lovely, dominant, demanding 

and imperious Chinese ladies, and Madam Krystal is at the very top of a most illustrious “heap” 

if I might use the term.” 

 Mike Watson, October 2017, “Krystal – the Teaching Assistant – the Second Sequel” 

 

“Servant! Turn off the light, and rub my lower back for me! I want to sleep, be quiet now!” 

 Madam Suvi, October 2017, “Mai, my lovely maid” 

“She’s a stunningly beautiful 23 year old lady from Guangxi province in Southern China, and 

can speak a little English (not a lot). She works as a generalist in one of the factories around 

here, but of course, as with most of the Chinese ladies I’ve met, she’s got but one goal in mind, 

and my legs literally melted upon looking at that picture, those large knowing black Chinese 

eyes, and that lovely long straight hair of hers … and that look, God, that look that blazed out at 

me from the word “go”! 

My God, it reminds of me a young Empress Cody, and though I’m not in the least bit concerned 

about the Empress’s age, I suppose that is another reason I bring this up here.” 

Mike Watson, October 2017 “Empress Cody – Volume #4”  

At the end of the day, true femdom can but be measured by ONE thing and one thing alone - - 

that “look” in the eyes. That knowing look. That sly titter- - that tacit acknowledgement of a 

submissive lady in HER presence, the goal being ONE - - that is to use, and manipulate for HER 

own pleasure … as it always SHOULD be.  

Mike Watson, April 2018, “A complete guide to the mainland Chinese female for the 

truly submissive male”.       
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INTRODUCTION  
 

What qualifies me to write about all this? Why did I write this, 

anyway?  
 

Welcome to Volume #3 of “Femdom Tips”! For those that have read the first two volumes of 

this most interesting series, you can skip past this section and go straight to the tips. For those 

that haven’t - - well - - grab it now - - and read on!   

I’m Mike Watson, author of over 35 femdom novellas and short stories, and quite a few femdom 

themed self help manuals which can be found on my site www.spicyanderoticfetish.com.  

I’m your average everyday guy that has been interested in Female Domination ever since I can 

remember. I’ve been writing fetish oriented novellas for a while now, and I have the good 

fortune to meet a lot of ladies that have been more than willing to enjoy my “servitude” to them 

in “real life”.  

And when I say “real life”, I mean real life.  

I don’t mean “play time” when I refer to massaging her feet (or “pressing her feet” as some 

Chinese ladies like to term it, hehe). I mean I do it for her after a hard day, and usually after what 

would be considered “vanilla” conversation.  

Or her head, back or shoulders, for that matter.  

I have a very strong foot fetish and this morphs into ALL aspects of my daily life (as well as other 

female domination related “interests”).  

Other than  my femdom activites, interests and writings - - I also find time to maintain a full 

fledged fitness business, and workout regularly - - and WRITE on fitness as well.  

Quite a full life, you might say, and that is how I like it. Never a moment that passes by idly, and 

I believe this spirit is reflected in all my writings and books thus far.  

Something I’ve often spoken about with regard to my writing is “reality mixed in with a dose of 

creative license” - - or a HEFTY dose, for that matter.  

And it’s true. While creative license has certainly been used in most of my writings and will 

continue to be used, for the most part, everything that has happened is REAL - - and the ladies 

themselves are most definitely real too.  
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So, given I’ve written a lot of femdom tales … and plenty of  “how to’s” as well (which have 

helped many a BDSM practitioner with their play / lifestyle /both), why did I write this particular 

book?  

Well, while folks enjoy my stories - - as well as the play scenes in there, stories at the end of the 

day are just that – stories.  

True, they’ve got experiences within them - - experiences a lot of subs would LOVE to have - - 

but first, one has to get to the point of having them experiences, and having them regularly (and 

with minimal effort invested in “trying” to find the right partners to do it with!).  

I’ve often  mentioned how effortless it is – and has been, ever since I can recall for me to “draw” 

femdom in all it’s wily shapes, guises and forms to me - - and vice versa, for ME to drawn to 

dominant ladies without EVER consciously TRYING! 

Why is a moth attracted to a flame? 

Why is a honeybee attracted to pollen? 

Why are men that respect women at a deeper level than just fetish/sex the ones that “get laid” all 

the time without even thinking about it or – get this – even “desiring” it? 

Why do we always “succeed” at things we rarely think about on a conscious level?  

There’s a scientific and rational explanation for all this, of course, especially the last one which 

is key. 

But the key thing my friends, is FEELING – and vibration. And THIS vibration, these VIBES, 

my friends, are what CONTROL ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR LIFE BAR NONE. 

Anyway, that is a tip right there for you - - but moving ahead, lots of folks have asked me just 

how and why it’s so easy and seemingly effortless for me to have the experiences I do.  

And while I’ve already mentioned it - - and will mention it numerous times throughout the tips 

mentioned beneath, there are those that still wont “find the secret”.  

To those people, read this manual – re-read it, and then re-read it AGAIN until it literally 

becomes a part of you, and therein you have part of the secret.  

I wish I could tell you what the secret is in plain English, but I can’t.  

First, it’s not that easy to define (well, it is, but it isn’t a one size fits all classification) - - but 

more importantly and second, me telling you what it is would deprive you of the wondrous 

benefits YOU will receive once you do some deep, deep soul searching and make the 

“discovery” your own way!  
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Third, lots of folks need to know “how” in addition to the “secret” … more how to’s than I cover 

in my books etc.  

Useful, practical workable tips that WILL (much like in my pathbreaking “A complete guide to 

understanding dominant Chinese women from the mainland) get you further along the path to 

finding the perfect match in terms of a dominant lady for you … and QUICKLY at that!  

So here goes. Dive in, enjoy – and be sure to let me know your feedback!  
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Who did I write this for? 
 

This book is for YOU if you’re  a male submissive, and …   

• Looking for tips on how to take your male SUBMISSIVE SIDE to the next level – in all 

regards – and forever! .   

• Looking for the perfect ways to not only FIND - - but attract, and keep the dominant lady 

of your dreams in regal style as she so deserves!  

o And not just find … THANK her for the privilege of finding her, and serving her, 

boy! As you’ll see, it’s indeed a privilege, not a right! 

• Someone that is looking to learn the mental tips and tricks of domination, and how to 

attract domination/submission without even seemingly “trying”.  

o This works for maledoms as well, in case you’re wondering, Sir!  

This book is ALSO FOR YOU if you’re a dominant lady, and …  

• You are interested in the MENTAL side of BDSM, and using the MIND to enhance play 

more than actual “physical actions” ever could.  

• Someone who is interested in learning more tips and tricks to further humiliate, debase, 

degrade and emasculate your “man” - - as he (she?) deserves to  be!  

o And some of these tips will work just fine for maledoms as well. I wrote this book 

with a femdom slant, and deservedly so, but domination is domination, be it male 

oriented or female … the MIND is what is most important!  

• Learning how to enjoy living life as a true Queen (as you DESERVE to be!)  - -and how 

to get there!  

o Or a king, hehe. Or, maybe just “switch” occasionally 

• Going way, way into a man’s subconscious - - and literally “dinning” home his servitude 

to her until it becomes as natural as breathing!  

• Making femdom, and female domination in general a PART OF YOUR DAILY LIFE … 

as much as breathing, eating, sleeping and farting (in his face!) is …  

And last, but not least, remember one thing – this book works equally well for M/M D/S scenes 

(or F/F for that matter).  

Sure, I’ve written it with a F/m twist, but take that away, and use your creativity - - and you can 

just as easily apply it to other (aforementioned) categories of “play” as well.  

So there is something for everyone here!  

Enjoy – and as always, keep it safe, sane and consensual!  
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Am I experienced in this personally? 

You bet I am! My current sex life involves nothing but humiliation, denial and NO orgasms, and 

curiously enough it’s done (for the most part) without my S.O. forcing it either. And yes, I’ve 

had plenty of instances where I’ve sucked cock … and plenty of instances where I’ve fantasized 

about doing so as well, and then done it.  

Cuckolding and big black cocks (or cocks of any color) are a recurring theme in my books, and 

for good reason! ;)  

On that note I’ve been meaning to update my recent adventures with Madam Su as well. Stay 

tuned in that regard - - as well as for more on the regal Princess Joanie who quite literally never 

left my dreams ever since I met her last November (Nov 2017 to be precise). 
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What you’ll learn from this book 
 

If you’re a dominant Lady …  
 

• 25 REAL world, practical workable tips on how to further debase and emasculate an 

already servile male - - or get him to the level of degradation and servility you so 

desire! 

o These tips are so powerful and so SIMPLE that they can EASILY be 

incorporated into YOUR daily life … either as a female dominant, or male 

submissive!  

o Tips that will further hammer home the value and TRUE MEANING of 

submitting to you … as you deserve, and forever! 

• You’ll learn the value of making him do simple yet humiliating tasks – daily – day in, 

and day out! 

o Indeed, if it’s dirty for you - - or humiliating - - then it’s his privilege, Madam! (or 

Sir, hehe) 

o You’ll learn that those sort of tasks are NOT what you should sully your lovely 

fingers with, Goddess! 

• It’s never about your looks, ladies, and certainly not just your feet either. Any sub that 

tells you that should be discarded ASAP, and we’ll get into why further on below!  

• You’ll also learn that it’s all about the mind, and once you control him “deep down 

inside” and either change/enhance who he truly IS at his very CORE - - then there truly is 

no turning back – either for him, or you!  

o And you’ll learn the power of driving this fact in daily. Hammering that nail of 

femdom in daily, day in, day out, night in, and night out …  

o You’ll learn why the FIRST thing you and him see in the morning – and before 

going to bed – is nigh important!  

• You’ll learn about the power of transmuting your thoughts, and how to program your 

mind to truly make what you “dream” about manifest (hint - -it’s simple!).  

o And you’ll learn that your feet – your ASS – even your FARTS … and your 

WASTE … is meant to be worshipped as coming from the true Goddess you 

are … and how to make this a part of your LIFESTYLE! 

• The value of vibes - - something you already likely know as a dominant lady, but you’ll 

learn  more on the sheer power of, and how to harness said vibes as well.  

• Your sexual pleasure is what counts, and why the MORE you get and the LESS he gets – 

the better it is for both of you! 

o Actually, the LESS he gets, the better it is … if at all!  
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o And the more you and your STUDS get … well, all the better!  

• How to get him to acknowledge that it’s always well and truly about YOU - - and you 

alone!  

o And never tolerate any dissent whatsoever … especially not backchat! 

 

o How to drive home the FACT that serving you doesn’t necessarily have to be 

pleasurable for him. It needs to be relaxing for you, and that’s what really 

COUNTS! 

• How to have him at your feet, at your  mercy … perennially!  

o Underfoot,  

o Servile, naked and SERVING! 

 

And a lot, lot more … The above is truly just the TIP (pun intended, hehe) of the ICEBERG (pun 

intended again, hehe) 
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If you’re a man …  

 

• How to take your submissiveness to new “heights” – or lows – with these practical 

workable tips that I lay out for you, in easy to read “digest” format.  

o And know that while this book was written with male submission in mind, most if 

not ALL the tips work from a female (or insert gender, hehe) submissive 

standpoint too.  

o As for new highs and lows … you’ll be experiencing both on a very regular basis 

if you incorporate what I’m advising you to in this book!  

• You’ll learn about how to truly accomplish something that most femdom/”play” 

enthusiasts don’t over an entire lifetime - - that being to TRULY enhance, sear and 

IMPRINT submissiveness to females into your very core, so that it becomes as much a 

part of you as breathing is!  

o And the power of daily REPETITION.  

o … via images, texts, thoughts, all mediums possible!  

• You’ll learn that is NOT about her feet - -it’s about the VIBES she gives off! 

o And you’ll revisit the fact that the previous two Volumes and indeed all my books 

thus far have taught you (or should have, at any rate) – that the MIND is the most 

important when it comes to BDSM and indeed femdom.  

• You’ll learn (and very quickly, if you follow my lead!) that male orgasms are meant to be 

controlled … and rarely, if ever allowed - - and WHY. You’ll also learn that they should 

always be painful, if possible! 

• You’ll learn that thoughts do transmute - -and you will learn that we DO attract what we 

think about and believe in – no exceptions to this rule! 

o You’ll also find out that you’ll attract female dominance to you (or male, if you so 

choose) with such little outward effort that you’ll wonder what exactly was 

stopping you all these years!  

• You will learn to be careful what you “wish for” - - you may just find you’ve bitten off 

more than you can chew! 

o And or enjoy, hehe.  

o And you’ll learn, of course, that the dirt under her foot is NOT the only thing you 

should be worshipping … by far!  

• Money is important, and is NIGH important to her, and you better understand and accept 

that, footboy! 

• You already know her sexual satisfaction is what counts, and the MORE she gets in this 

regard, the better it is, for both of you!   

 

And way, way more… Again, just the “pointy” tip of the iceberg, hehe (pun intended 

yes!). 
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25 Femdom Tips that will truly keep you UNDERFOOT 

forever! 

 

1. Why cooking is ESSENTIAL to true FEMDOM – and the quickest way to 

being UNDERFOOT! 

 

I’ve said in the past that role reversals, and it being all about HER is the most important thing (or 

one of them, at any rate, when it comes to TRUE femdom). And it’s true, my friend.  

It’s true, and this following tip should explain it better than “I” ever could!  

Anyway, so over the past few days, I’ve been trying my hand at some new recipes as it were. 

Some interesting, some not -so (but hey, Princess Tina ordered me to – – more on that later – – 

as well as the Indian Goddess I recently saw – – yes, another one! – – that inspired me …) .. 

An Indian Goddess that is currently wearing shorts, lying down on the bed comfortably after 

having eaten breakfast … cooked by … guess who! 

An Indian Goddess that is hot tempered, and rightly so, and lying down COMFORTABLY on 

the bed with legs spread … 

Ah, but we’ll go there later! 

Anyway, so as I was peeling garlic yesterday … a thought struck me. Big time. 

I was doing it by hand, and as the juice stuck to my fingers, and as I peeled the peels off, I got to 

thinking. 

Women cook a lot – – all the time, in fact. And even if they don’t, they’re expected to. In fact 

yours truly knows of several cases where the women cook, clean, bring home the bread … and 

cook and clean on top of all that and the man does … well .. .nothing! 

And while this may work for some people  – – I do NOT see it working long term, even in male 

dom relationships (male-female). 

Anyway, that’s not what Im talking about here. 
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I’m talking about the EFFORT that goes through into cooking … the EFFORT that goes into 

making what your S.O. likes – and avoiding what he/she doesn’t … and women, either dominant 

or not are subconsciously wired from a young age to consider all these factors. 

Even Madam Jojo, that deliciously dominant lady I met a while ago said this when I spoke about 

serving her. 

“I’d gladly serve my boyfriend too!” 

And she probably would to an extent, but is that what she really wants? I doubt it! 

Or, Princess Su … the Su I met out there in the park … 

“Cook is your job too, boy!” 

You’ll notice that women rarely, if ever ask for foot massages or anything upfront, or even 

CARE about that (well, they do, but that ain’t the most important by far!) 

As they say, cooking is the way to a man’s stomach – but it truly IS the way to a woman’s heart 

too – either dominant or submissive, in my opinion! 

A man that can cook well is a treasure for any woman and if he does it regularly, willingly, 

WELL and without complaint – – and is submissive too – – well, she truly “has her cake” and 

eats it too – and that’s how it should be! 

And for true femdom lovers, as Madam Carol once told me … 

“I don’t like cooking! My hair gets oily! My nails get dirty …” 

And so forth, although she DID cook – and work in her last relationship before she met me. So 

much for “fairness”, hehe, but I enjoyed every bit of the “unfair” part … and that’s what I’m 

writing to you about! 

It’s all about taking over female roles, or those traditionally considered female … and doing so 

with her permission while she commands, with feet up on table, as the precious, gorgeous Ms. 

Priyanka did all those years ago. 

And that Indian Goddess series is STILL my most popular series along with the Garima Madam 

series. Maybe I’ll do up a book devoted to INDIAN femdom in general – who knows! 

On that note, here is where you can grab my books on Indian femdom – much acclaimed and 

highly popular – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/compilations/mike-watson-

compilations-indian-femdom/ 
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2. Horse dongs, and more – and she deserves BOTH! 

 

Remember – her sexual pleasure is important and paramount, and the more, the better. 

Conversely, the less, if any, the best for the true male submissive!  

Saw an incredibly funny meme this afternoon – that of a young lady hanging on to a horse, no 

less. 

A cute looking horse … a brown horse, as it were, and the horse itself is “innocent” here (and 

you can probably tell whats coming next, hehe). 

And the meme was (paraphrasing) – – “the horse is cute, but honey, we know the REAL reason 

you’re with it!” 

Now, before you start jumping up and down, no, I do NOT support or condone “zoophilia” in 

any way, shape or form. 

UGH – a huge one, and I MEAN that! 

If it’s safe, sane and CONSENSUAL – yes – and what I mentioned above ain’t none of those, 

especially NOT the last. 

But anyway, as a joke, it was pretty funny. 

We’ve heard the term “horse cock”, and indeed, fetish wise, there are few things sexier than a 

long black cock pointing at you – – or a somewhat short, but THICK one, the cock head 

CURVED preferably, pointing straight at you, about to unload a massive load, the hairy balls 

contracting one last time (or perhaps those smooth shaved gonads some studs have … mmm!). 

And that was what the meme was based upon – -horse cocks. 

And SATISFYING a woman in bed sexually. 

A friend of mine was calling out another dude the other day for liking to lick ass and jerk off 

while he did it. 

Now, there ain’t nothing wrong with that, but he didn’t like having sex apparently, and there 

ain’t nothing wrong with that either, hehe. If you’re a bonafide CUCK – more power to you, my 

friend! 
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Dude was telling other dude “well, sometimes she’d like to be fucked! Maybe once a year, you 

know!” 

Now, dude #2 is a guy that steadfastly DENIES said fetish … despite there being proof to the 

contrary. I was once contacted by a lady named Josie who sent me screen captures of what this 

guy said – basically getting drunk out of his mind and contacting her out of the blue asking her if 

“she wanted servants”. 

She couldn’t figure it out initially, but of course, she did later. 

And I ain’t a woman, and hey, I get it, dudes get horny – but really – and as I wrote about before, 

if THAT is the way you’re looking to get true femdom into your life, well, you’ll get the exact 

opposite. 

Sadly, and going by the number of guys on Instagram for one who think I’m a woman and 

message me with inane requests, this seems to be more the norm than the exception. Ugh again! 

Folks – no – girls don’t want to see dick pics – or want “servants” they don’t know! Anyway, I 

wrote about this in the past, so I’ll spare you here, hehe, but that’s a PET PEEVE of mine, 

because they give guys in general – and genuinely submissive guys at that – a BAD rap. 

And in terms of horse cock, hey. 

If you don’t bang her regularly, and lets face it, EVERY woman needs a good “rodgering” – 

occasionally, or more than it, hehe. 

You need her feet, loser. Her asshole. Her ass crack. Perhaps her armipits. 

You’re her sissy. You wear the skirt. You do the cooking and cleaning … 

And that’s all good, because she gets to have her cake and eat it too … 

… and suck it too, when she’s with a real man, and amidst all the shame surrounding female 

sexual liberation, I’m here to say – that hey – females SHOULD be sexually liberated, and men 

shouldn’t. Hehe. 

It’s far better for a man to be cucked and at home, and the small percentage of studs out there 

serving their purpose, to satisfy the woman in bed – before they’re kicked out, to be replaced by 

the relationship “cuck” who pays the bills. 

There are few more things I can think of that are more satisfying, for one, than me doing all the 

above for Madam Jojo, and her being satisfied sexually by multiple men as SHE chooses, and 

no, she doesn’t necessarily need to suck dick if she doesn’t want. 
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That’s what cucks are there for, you know! 

And on that sexy note, if reading the above made you wet and gave you a hard on, well you ain’t 

seen “nuttin” (pun truly intended) as yet my friend. Click on over here to dive into Cuckold 

Compilations – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/manuals/cuckold-compilations/ 
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3. Open thy MIND, grasshopper!  

 

. . . to RECEIVING, and you might just be surprised at what you DO receive . . .  

Often times, what stops us from succeeding at anything – and in the context of these 

communications (femdom) – getting the femdom that we so CHERISH and desire (or, perhaps 

getting the male SUBMISSION that we so WANT) is not something you consciously think 

about. 

It isn’t so much how you react on the outside, or what you react to, or even your fetishes, or 

environment, or a combination thereof. 

It isn’t so much “I can’t seem to meet dominant women no matter what I do”. 

What it is, first off, all is a willingness to CHANGE – from the inside out. 

I’ve spoken about the importance of mental conditioning before, my friend, and this truism holds 

very TRUE for all aspects of life and success – – femdom included. 

We truly do ATTRACT what we really, really want – and ARE – at our deepest core … and if 

you think about the things you’ve been successful at in the past (either good or bad) – you’ll 

notice that those are the things you THINK about the most, and therefore get embedded upon the 

screen of your subconscious mind which then brings them to reality (it takes time on occasion, 

but it ALWAYS succeeds!). 

This is a truism you might as well print out and put on your wall, or laptop table, or perhaps take 

it to the john with you to read, hehe, on a daily basis, as the more you see it – the more you will 

BELIEVE IT. 

Along with this, a willingness to open thy mind is key. 

A person I know has a fetish where his girlfriend pees on him and that apparently gets him off. 

This person also often sends pictures of nudes (men!) to other guys (and this person himself is a 

guy), seemingly “jokingly so”. 

And I often wonder why he does this, of course! 

… or maybe I don’t wonder, hehe. 

Outwardly, he’s as macho as you’d expect. Perhaps not physically, but at least from his tough 

talking. 
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And yet, these are the images he shares! 

And if someone were to bring up the fact that he liked the above two things (and really, there 

ain’t nothing wrong with fetishes as I’ve often told him) – he’d not only deny ‘em, but also 

ridicule me for saying it, hehe – in other words, shoot the messenger. 

A long time ago, I spoke a girl named Janet. 

She was of the same bent of mind i.e. “those weird people that suck on toes”. 

And while I did NOT talk to her about fetish (that wasn’t even the conversation) – – she was 

constantly carping on those with fetishes, and I finally asked her – what exactly is wrong with 

having said fetish? 

I mean, lets be honest. Though I consider myself a true male submissive, sucking on female toes 

isn’t my thing … but hey, if someone likes that – so be it! 

So long as it’s safe, sane and consensual, who really cares? Who are we to really judge the other 

person? 

As Napoleon Hill once said in Outwitting the Devil, what man really knows himself? 

And hate me for saying it, hehe, but these same people are usually the ones that rarely, if ever 

achieve whatever success they’re looking for – – either in terms of relationship – or LIFE. 

And this is another reason why people fail to attract femdom, because deep down inside, 

subconsciously, they are ASHAMED of their desires. 

They are ASHAMED to admit that they like a certain thing – and this is incredulous to me. After 

all, if it’s SSC, and done between consenting adults, again, who cares? 

Sure, I don’t mean we should all expose our private lives to the public willy nilly, without 

exception. 

No (unless that’s your thing, hehe). 

But being ashamed of what you want deep down inside is a sure fire way to REPEL what you 

really want without being aware of it, my friend, and the way to address this, of course, is 

conditioning. 

Did what I say resonate with a lot of you? 

Yeah. I thought so! 
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Start by conditioning your mind, my friend – and OPENING thy mind to accept new things and 

new, boundless, limitless POSSIBILITIES. You might just be shocked at how quickly what you 

want materialize in your life thereafter! 

And on that note, HERE is the ultimate guide on conditioning for male submissives – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/for-true-male-subs/ 

While you’re at it … don’t forget to pick up a copy of the Indian Goddess books – going like 

gangbusters – right here – – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/indian-femdom/ 

Last, but not least, YES -  I’m a “wierdo”, and proud of it too, heh! 
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4. Serving Madam Jojo’s stud 

 

As she wants, chooses and deserves, and as HE DOES too!  

If you’re a male dominant reading this, you’ll love this one more than the others, hehe. But truth 

be told, dominants of any gender (even that much maligned third gender) will love it.  

As for yours truly, it isn’t about the foot or gender so much as it is SUBMISSION. But I got into 

that before on an email newsletter of mine, so for now, on with the TOPIC!  

So, last night he came to me … or THEY DID, I should say … 

In that “ethereal” period when one isn’t fully awake, and neither is one fully ASLEEP … 

“Yes of course I can have other men, boy!” Madam said sleepily ,as she relaxed comfortably on 

the bed, nothing but her feet visible poking out from under the light cover she had on. 

She was getting her feet – her soles rubbed JUST THE WAY she liked – by yours truly, of 

course. 

The bed was huge, but there was only one person in it … for now! 

“You serve me well, boy!” 

And I kissed her feet and thanked her profusely for calling me “boy”. That’s something I’ve been 

asking her to do for a while, as you may or may not know … 

“Madam, may I request something?” 

“Yes, Michael ….” (giggle) 

“Madam, please talk to me like your servant. Like a true inferior. You know, ancient days 

servants in China ….” 

My voice trailed off, but my import was clear! 

…. were treated like dirt, weren’t they, giggled Jojo. 

“You really want to be a good servant!” 

“Alright, BOY!” 
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And she smacked me one. “Now get to work, boy!” 

Said with that knowing sneer … along with a loving look and giggle and if you reading this think 

true love is not possible with femdom, well, think AGAIN my friend. 

Femdom relationships can indeed be some of the closest, tightly knit and UNDERSTANDING 

(and SUPPORTIVE) relationships ever! 

Believe me, when either party is willing to forego sex, and enjoys it, it’s a relationship that’s 

different! 

When one party is willing to dominate the other because his or her HAPPINESS lies in serving, 

and nothing else … that’s something to be treasured! 

And as for sex, well, Madam gets plenty of it – but I don’t, hehe. 

Madam often has men over … “fuck buddies”, as she calls them (or more rightly, as I “taught” 

her, hehe. She used to refer to them as just “friends” – which is something funny that Chinese 

ladies do, by the way. Even if you’re sleeping with her, you’re just a “friend” … until you get 

married or something similar!). 

I’ve often asked Madam Carol if friends cum in each others mouth’s….! 

Do they? Maybe so! I never DID get a response, hehe. 

And her stud often f**** her bareback (sorry, email filters, hehe) and pulls out just at the right 

moment. And points that lovely, sexy, LONG, smooth black cock at me before he moans, that 

primeival “aaaaahhhh” coming out JUST at the point of release, before he knows he CANNOT 

contain it any more, and as Madam watches on, eyes glazed, yet happy with that LOOK to them, 

that wicked GLEAM, he blasts a load all over my face, and I slurp it all up! 

Sometimes, I cum, and I’m ordered to polish Master’s shoes with my own cum! 

That alone is a story unto itself and the regal Princess Joanie was the BEST at doing that, but 

back to her older version – Madam Jojo … she doesn’t limit herself to any particular color of 

cock. 

White, black, Latino, they’re all OK – so long as they’re slim and have long cocks, and aren’t 

FAT and in shape … 

You see, Madam doesn’t need to be in perfect shape. Her feet are what matter, and her ass, but 

her studs do need to be in perfect shape! 
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And studs don’t get the privilege of being “friends”, as I am (friend and SERVANT, I should 

say!) 

She truly DOES know how to use men for what they’re worth, hehe, and as her latest white stud 

was pounding away at her, his long cock dangling ever so invitingly in front of me, I just had to 

bend forward and suck the head … but I pulled that lovely foreskin back first, of course, and as 

he fucked my mouth, the low hanging “fruit” … his lovely balls banged up against my chin as 

I fingered his ass lovingly, each “KY jelly” laden thrust (guess who applied it first to his ass so it 

would feel good for him!) making him moan even more. 

Before that, of course, he was sitting on my ass with my tongue working his lovely assHOLE 

and ass crack, while Madam was sucking his dick so expertly that just looking at her doing it 

made me want to cum. 

Of course that naughty LOOK in her eye didn’t help either! 

And as for how much of this is fantasy – and how much reality – I’ll let YOU be the judge, my 

friend.       

What IS real is what Princess Joanie made me do though, and a lot of that is detailed right here in 

the book dedicated to HER – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/chinese-

femdom/princess-joanie/ 

Go ahead and grab it now – you cucks out there will love it, for one! 

Also, be damn sure and check out our GROWING collection of Asian (Chinese!) femdom right 

here – –https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/chinese-femdom/ 
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5. Nazi feminism … and FEMDOM! 

Ok, so I’m gonna go out on a LIMB here, hehe. This post brought mixed reactions (to say the 

least) from some people I discussed it with on Twitter (follow me there, by the way!)   

I’m gonna go out on a limb and talk about two things – feminism and Nazi feminism – these 

being two terms that are often misunderstood, and interchangeably used – both by men and 

women (but more by men). 

Big, big mistake in my opinion, and I don’t care if we’re talking vanilla life – or fetish – or a 

combo therein. 

But before we do that – headsup! 

I was trawling through my archives on the ‘puter, and I’ve found a book – with a TWIST – a 

“male on female” twist as it were. 

Yes, that is correct! 

I’ve often said that you have to RECEIVE to understand how it truly feels (and to ADMINSTER 

successfully) a.k.a femdom (female on male). 

And the same thing holds true for the reverse – or any dynamic. So in my case, I wrote from a 

male on female perspective – – maledom as it were, and while I did NOT put this story on my 

site or any others until now – – if there is enough interest, I might just do it! 

So let me know if that interests y’all and I’ll be happy to put it up. Might give you yet 

another sneak peek into this complicated HERE mind – keeping all the principles I talk about 

normally in terms of attraction etc being completely VALID! 

There are MORE books as well … ah, but that’s for another email. 

So for now, back to the two terms. 

Feminism is something everyone knows, my friend. Equal rights, equal pay, equal everything. 

And while I’m FULLY in support of feminism, sometimes it don’t work that way in real life. 

Men are naturally expected to earn more, for instance, and while the feminists and especially the 

Nazi feminists might disagree -it’s true – nigh on TRUE. 

A lot of courts etc, for instance, will go so far as to award a woman that earns a LOT more than 

her man (ex husband) alimony. Said cases have actually HAPPENED in court, and while I’m  
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NOT in favor of this, I AM in favor of what I consider to be the natural order … with a twist, 

hehe, a FEMDOM twist! 

And what do I mean? 

Well, for a true femdom lover, everything is inverted and turned on it’s head. 

And most importantly, it’s about Madam having her cake, and eating it too! 

And that part of it is probably easy enough to understand from a fetish standpoint. 

The key though, my friend, is for said Nazi feminist to UNDERSTAND her submissive male 

properly, and LEARN what really gets him off. 

IT may sound counter intuitive, but taking the time to understand your submissive male – – or 

dominant Lady can REALLY spice up any sort of a relationship, femdom included … and if this 

understanding is there? 

Heck YES! I’d say she should be a Nazi feminist – uber feminist – and more! 

It’s always about her, and her having her cake – and eating it too – and that is what makes 

femdom so appealing, hehe. All it requires is proper communication and UNDERSTANDING – 

both of each other and your ROLES – and you’re pretty much good to GO! 

And that’s the tip - - take it for what it’s worth, and you might be nigh on surprised! 

Before I end this one, though ..  

Too many marriages end up due to sexual incompatibility, which is a real, real pity. Too many 

marriages also end up because of differences over … yup, you got it. FETISH, and FEMDOM! 

And while most people don’t realize this, these differences CAN be worked out – if both parties 

are willing.  

Where there is a will there is always a way, and there is also a THIRD party involved – that 

being yours truly. Happy to provide counseling to any of ya’ll if so needed – contact me HERE 

if so! 

Ah, and another thing I’ve found about Nazi feminists is that they’re the best at withholding sex. 

Mmm! Funny thing, these ladies actually WANT to have sex with their submissive males … and 

if that ain’t the ultimate mind bender, what is? 

For more on this check out the LAST portion of the path breaking “A complete guide to 

understanding dominant ladies from the Chinese mainland” – it may give you a clue as to 

what I’m talking about! 
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P.P.S #1 – Women are nigh on just AWESOME in general  – Nazi feminist or not! Madam, you 

RULE – Thank YOU – all! 
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6. “Paye Lagu … Malik!”  

 

Those in the know will have read about “Kendrick” and that beautiful cock of his, and MORE, of 

course (it’s really a toss up between which cock I’d suck more – my friend’s sexy, lovely cut 

knob as he lay there, semi-drunk and RELAXED, or “Master” Kendrick’s, pretty much in the 

same situation … 

(Those in the know will know about my friends sexy cut cock as well!!) 

And … since I did up a tip on it being more about the SUBMISSION AND DOMINATION – 

and the MINDSET – more so than gender, feet, or cocks (though all that is sexy as heck!) - - well 

- - I figured I’d delve more into it HERE.  

And on the topic of COCKS …  

Gleaming knobs both, except one had that yummy taste to the foreskin … mmm! If you’re a true 

cuck, and love the smell of SWEAT on a MAN’s balls … a real man’s balls, and that 

“unwashed” smell uncut men sometimes have, then you know what I mean! 

And for polished shiny cock heads, the shaft slender yet HARD, yet oh so smooth, and the 

bulbous head, the pee hole just COMMANDING me to stick my tongue in it, as my hands go for 

his nipples (I introduced him to nipple play too that night by the way!). 

He didn’t get into it the nipple play as much as I do, but it’s definitely growing on him pun 

intended! 

And that brings me to the central point of this post. 

Those of you familiar with the Indian Goddess series KNOW by now the famous line “Paye 

Lagu, Malkin!” 

That was what Ms. Priyanka commanded me to learn FIRST OFF … the first words I ever learnt 

in the Hindi language as it were, and the most meaningful until now in many regards! 

For obvious reasons, but “Malik” here means Master … not Mistress, as the other word refers to. 

But it’s equally sexy, and that brings me to another central point. 

When it’s a foot fetish accompanied by TRUE MALE SUBMISSION, or perhaps even female 

subs … is it the SOLE that turns on MORE than the foot itself? 
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And more importantly, which is sexier? Madam’s foot, with the sneer in the eyes, or Master’s 

broad soles … with a cock dangling on a set of balls as he looks down at you, preferably with 

Madam in his arms? 

Preferably with Madam stroking his cock as you suck his toes, kiss his legs, do everything a true 

male sissy should, would, and does … 

Or, you pressing Garima Madam’s feet while the other set of soles just stare at you silently, 

perhaps with a slight kick or two occasionally, or the reminder to get him another cold beer! 

Personally, I’d say it’s the SOLE – and the SUBMISSION that is more of a turn on than the 

actual FOOT or the gender of the person, my friend. 

It depends, of course, but I believe any true male submissive would agree to this. 

It’s about worshipping the LOWEST part of her body – and HIS. 

It’s about providing him or her with EXQUISITE pleasure as only oral can provide, and 

INTIMATE exquisite pleasure that you, the provider will never, ever, be privileged enough to 

get. You may get a rough hand stroking your cock before Master jumps back as you spurt to a 

semi-ruined orgasm (remember that? Hehe) – or you may get Madam raping you as you deserve 

to, sissy, as you keep leaking cum! 

Or, you may just be locked up and hurting and never get release, while he does – and she of 

course does too! 

THAT to me is the real sexy aspect of all this, my friend. 

Last, but not least … gender apart, it’s incredibly sexy to call HER master too … why? 

One, role reversal. 

“Madam, you’re the man, and I’m your woman! You wear the pants, Madam. I should be 

faithful to you, but you can enjoy your sexual life with other men, and come home to a loving 

cuck, Madam!” 

Need I say more than that? 

And two, more importantly, this is often what they say in the Hindi language to both men and 

women – – or at least, they did in feudal times (and unfortunately, I’m pretty sure that is 

continuing in some parts of the country even today). 

So that’s my take on it. It’s not so much the gender, or even the DICK, or the FEET and SOLES 

– it’s the submission that really turns me on. 
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Submission, servitude and CRAVING … for more of the same, and that to encapsulates true 

femdom so well! 

And before I end this tip, and by the way, don’t get me wrong. The theme of this site is NOT 

“male domination” – it’s female domination, but what is really sexy is working men into it with 

the express consent and according to the desires of your Goddess, my friend. THAT is how you 

become a cuck, providing you follow the cardinal rules laid out right here – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/manuals/cuck-central/  

Oh, and if you haven’t been able to meet your dream Goddess as yet, you likely haven’t been 

implementing the tips I’ve taught you a “A complete guide to understanding dominant ladies 

from the Chinese mainland” … 
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7. Property of Mistress Jojo … and more!  

 

Last night was an interesting one indeed! 

I tossed and turned till about 5:30 AM or so (after getting to bed around 2 – don’t ask!) – – and I 

just couldn’t sleep for whatever reason. 

It wasn’t because I didn’t workout or had a otherwise physically “slow” day – or mentally, for 

that matter. 

It was because … every two minutes, my hands were automatically drawn to my nipples, and my 

mind to femdom … all the more so after I saw a pair of feet – or soles, I should say – and those 

belonged to the Vietnamese Goddess I haven’t yet met – but plan on doing so very soon! 

And I’m sure the plan will work out. We’ll see, but for now, more than her, one name for 

whatever reason kept popping up in mind – along with those EYES – those lovely DIRECT eyes, 

with that look in them. 

Those eyes with that look in them that PIERCE through to the bottom of you, the submissive 

male, almost instantly … those eyes, that as with Princess Joanie a few years back, more than 

anything else, caused me to add her on WeChat a while back (and then I forgot about it – but 

Madam added me back – and how!). 

And the exact same thing happened with Princess Joanie, of course, easily and by far the most 

DOMINANT lady I’ve had the privilege of being with (and chronicling, of course!). 

So as I sit here in my sleep deprived state with a glass of tea (sometimes Madam doesn’t prefer 

coffee, so…!) here are my thoughts (and this is precisely what went through my mind every two 

seconds last night). 

First, the email I sent out about is femdom an ADDICTION? If you haven’t read that, now might 

be a good time to do so … 

And second, a few words kept popping up in mind. Those being (initially) owned by Madam 

Jojo, but somehow, and for whatever reason, “Property of Mistress Jojo” sounds more apt! 

Especially when it’s written on my back in large black letters! 

I still remember our conversations. I haven’t spoken to her in a while after our last “argument” 

(not major), but here is the gist of it 
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“I am kind of a work animal! So I expect my boyfriend to be free for me when I’m free!” 

“Madam, of course! You’re the boss, and … actually, it feels more like I’m your girlfriend, and 

you’re my man!” 

Giggle, giggle, giggle. 

And it’s true, of course. Madam goes for regular back massages as is her wont, RIGHT and 

privilege and the best part is begging to rub her feet as the girl rubs her back, both of them 

laughing at me, and Madam SUPREMELY confident in the knowledge that SHE matters – and 

that is that! 

Have you read the part about “I’m a lazy girl”? 

Or, “Madam, can I rub your feet while she rubs your back?” 

Those emails will probably provide more insight into the story, and they’re posted on the blog 

for posterity as well, so if you didn’t read them then, do so NOW! 

And the crux of all this – last night – here is what I want to DESPERATELY tell her, and likely 

will once I meet her in Shanghai (and hopefully kiss her feet in public like I did with Princess 

Joanie, and if you’ve been to China, you’ll notice that this sort of thing isn’t as uncommon as it 

might seem!). 

“Madam, you can plug my ass!” (Taken from the imperious and gorgeous Madam Pearl, but the 

sum and substance remains the same!). 

And of course, lock me up, Madam. With the key tied to those lovely ankles of yours maybe in 

the form of an anklet … so you OWN me, “lock”, stock and barrel – pun well and truly intended! 

And my nipples, of course …Madam, please pinch, torture, or otherwise “peg” my nipples …  

And for those useless balls of mine, maybe a whack or two, as Princess Joanie did so 

often … ! Just to remind me of my PLACE in our relationship …  

“Madam, your boyfriend exists to serve you. A man’s place is always under a woman’s 

foot, and in our case, I should recognize that YOU are the boss, the superior lady, and the 

one that wears the PANTS in the relationship”. 

And most of all, along wth all this, I wanted to kneel in front of her as she pinched my nipples 

hard, or perhaps flicked them, or perhaps gave me a ruined orgasm and then ordered me to rub 

her feet as she snored like a Queen … and many other things! 
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Or perhaps watch as Madam sucks – and fucks – and sneeringly so – a REAL MAN – a REAL 

STUD – while her sissy watches on, leaking furiously … and maybe gets the privilege of being 

raped later too, hehe. Now that would be an experience … servicing Madam orally, while her 

stud violated me as is his RIGHT! 

That massive cock tearing into my innards … That incessant leaking, those RECURRING P 

spot orgasms … why would a submissive male EVER want a real orgasm…?!  

Madam Jojo, you truly ARE the best! 

And come the day when I can have the honor of you writing “Property of Mistress Jojo” on my 

back – I’ll be glad to “spread the word” about and show the entire world! 

And that was what happened last night, and since it’s been buzzing around in my head since the 

morning, no better time than NOW to bring it to you. Hehe. 

Back soon with the next tip!  

Oh, and before I forget, boy       - you can read all about Princess Joanie right HERE – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/chinese-femdom/princess-joanie/ 

I haven’t yet dedicated a book to Madam Jojo, but it’s in the works! “Joyce, the ultimate Queen” 

is the next one on the list and that should be out … well, soon, but I’m not sure. In the meantime 

though, worry not.  

There’s plenty of Chinese femdom for you to browse through and BUY right here – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/compilations/chinese-femdom-compilations/ 

Oh, and if you’re a fan of Indian femdom, and lovely Indian ladies that use EVERY trick in the 

book to keep the male, especially those of us that are European or otherwise “Western” at heel, 

then what we’ve got is just the ticket for you – – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/indian-femdom/ 

And I just had to say this before I end …  

 Those EYES, oh, Goddess, those EYES of yours … ONLY Princess Joanie could match that 

LOOK, that inborn DOMINANCE, done oh so well, and oh so EXPERTLY – and naturally! 
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8. Is femdom an addiction? And how you can use THIS “here tip” to turn 

into the perfect “toy” for her …  

 

It’s the best addiction ever, actually in many ways, so much so that I’m missing the boss lady as 

I type this, hehe.  

What do I mean? Well, let me explain!  

As I got a message from Madam Annie today (remember her??) I was nigh delighted – because I 

hadn’t spoken to her in a long, long time. 

This regal boss lady – or one of them, hehe – is usually always busy with work and kids, so we 

don’t speak a lot, but when we do …can we say FIREWORKS? Hehe … 

And as I messaged her back, I asked her how she was, and how work, life and everything else 

was. 

No response as yet, but I’m sure she’ll reply when she’s free, and I’ll keep you posted. But for 

now, I just thought of a question that popped into my mind, and that many people have 

“accused” me of in the past (well, not many – – but a few serious “ex’s” have). 

There’s been a lot written about how femdom – findom – or any such kink can turn into a nigh 

on addiction and take over your LIFE – quite literally. 

I’ve read TRUE stories of Findommes literally contacting their subs asking them to take their 

money back – so they could have money to buy – get this – FOOD for their families (and no, that 

ain’t on my friend – regardless of how sexy it might sound at the time!). 

Fantasy is fantasy, and reality is reality. There is always a fine line in the sand, but does that ever 

get blurred? Can it? 

I’d say heck yes! 

To me, femdom is more than just an “addiction”. 

I’d say it’s who I am (at a certain level) deep deep down inside (any wonder why I attract 

femdom to me like moths to a flame??) – – and it’s not just something you can “turn off”. 

Do you remember the First Blood movie series? 

Stallone did a pretty good at the first installment after it all became “popcorn munching” (but 

still fun in a way, hehe) flick time … but at the end of the first movie, he goes off on a tangent in 

some sort of an indecipherable rant (sort of) … saying “you don’t just turn it off” when his 

mentor and friend literally begs him with him to put down his weapons and stop the carnage. 
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From that point of view though, what Stallone said was understandable. You don’t just mould a 

person into something and then ask ‘em to turn the switch off. It just ain’t happening, my friend. 

Fast forward to First Blood – part III and (and I’v ementioned this in the sequel to the Indian 

Goddess series) – – Trautman and a far more “mature” Rambo find themselves face to face as 

the former tells Rambo – 

“We didn’t make you this fighting machine. We simply chipped away the rough edges. The 

sculpture was always there! 

You’ll always be tearing away at yourself until you come to terms with who you really are – a 

full blooded fighter, and ..” 

To this, Rambo responds “Not any more! I don’t want it!” 

“Too bad! You’re stuck with it!” 

“…until you come full circle”. 

Now, for those familiar with the movie, you’ll notice that I messed up the order of the dialogue a 

bit, but hey, you get the point. And it rings true. 

And point is this – femdom doesn’t necessarily have to be taken to giddy limits to continue being 

a SAFE and worthwhile addiction for both men and women! 

You do NOT need to sell off your house and car to pay your finDomme (but yes, she does 

deserve it!      ) 

You do not need to bend down, or kneel and kiss your wife’s feet EVERY Time she comes 

home. 

And conversely, for women, you don’t have to have the femdom thing going 24/7 – – and 

indeed, the allure would fade in that case. 

But as far as it being an addiction goes? 

Well, it’s more than an addiction, hehe, I’d say – at least for me, and I suspect for many others 

around the globe. It’s MORE than an itch that can be scratched occasionally. 

It’s part of YOU, if you’re doing things right – and you can’t just turn it on and off on occasion! 

And that’s key to attracting femdom (or submissive males if you’re a woman) to you in all its 

shapes, forms and guises. And that key can only make itself available if you are 

CONDITIONED right. 
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I speak about the importance of repetition and conditioning a lot in my posts, and there is good 

reason behind this. 

And if you want to get started on YOUR conditioning journey today, well, then “A complete 

guide to understanding dominant ladies from the Chinese mainland” is where you’ll want to, and 

SHOULD start! 

And HERE is where you can get this little ditty my friend. 

Do remember, too, to check out extensive Chinese femdom collection right HERE – – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/chinese-femdom/ 
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9. “A girl can’t just press her foot!” … it’s a privilege to serve her, and even 

be PERMITTED to be NEAR her feet, footboy! 

 

“Why not? Queens have servants to press for them, don’t they? Like servants, maybe … 

*shy*” … 

Followed by a picture of HER in a swimsuit, showing her back, legs and of course FEET, and 

looking gorgeous, despite her two kids trailing along. 

“The one you’re talking to won’t be jealous, wont she?” 

Bear mind in all this is being translated from Chinese to English. I’m typing verbatim, hence the 

crazy English …. But, wait! 

Let me back up. I never did tell you the story, did it? 

Okay, here goes (oh, and Madam is 29 and no, despite people often telling me in a mocking 

manner “you prefer older ladies” – age does NOT matter when it comes to TRUE femdom!). 

Actually, they’re right. Often times I prefer older women, simply because they’re more confident 

and naturally DOMINEERING (Think Madam Jojo!) … but that doesn’t mean I have an age 

barrier to whom I talk to, or potentially have the chance (privilege!) to serve. 

Princess Joanie was all of 22 years of age, and I’ve dedicated not one, but THREE books to her, 

and that alone should tell you a TOME, my friend. 

And back to the story – – a girl added me out of the blue on WeChat today. 

That probably sounds familiar to those of you on my list as well as those of you that read my 

stories hehe. We attract without even trying … and we attract effortlessly that which we really, 

really want and know we can get anyway, and therefore get MORE of, and femdom is no 

exception to this rule! 

And she’s Miss Xie Wangyun– or “Miss Xie”, as I’ve been calling her! 

This 29 year old beauty likes to wear high heels and shop for wine. No surprises there, hehe. 

And as I asked her (after she sent me a picture of her doing just what I mentioned above) if her 

feet hurt, the above conversation ensured before she giggled and said she was used to it. 
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There is more, and I’ll reveal more later (including the part where I offered to buy her wine – – 

but didn’t say it directly as yet! Madam Andy, anyone??), but for now … 

… Feet, for whatever reason can be a giggly and “delicate” topic for many girls, but especially 

those in China, my friend. 

For whatever reason I’ve found that girls in China will willingly send you pictures if they like 

you – sometimes even n-ood-es if you get my drift, hehe, but when it comes to feet? 

They’re ALL shy, and even Princess Joanie was at the start, but on the other hand, see their 

wechat moments (walls) and they’re usually choc-a-bloc full with pictures of makeup – – of their 

hands and FEET mostly! 

They KNOW their feet are attractive, and they KNOW when a man asks about their feet – there 

is a reason! 

And it’s not so much being a loser as some girls in the West, perhaps might say outright (and 

they wouldn’t necessarily be wrong!;)). 

Its about them really knowing what gets a submissive male ticking – – and knowing 

subconsciously that they added the RIGHT person (in this case). And knowing, of course, that 

said male will SOON be at heel – one way or the other! 

And that’s how it should be for true female dominance, my friend, and that’s why mainland 

China is the best place to be for said brand of dominance! 

From Madam Carol (why you want see my feet!) to Ms. Sophia (I have strong feet! Not elegant!) 

to Princess Sophia Bai (my feet are ugly!!) … they ALL know … and KNEW … and that’s one 

invaluable tip that if implemented right (note – I mean do it RIGHT) will get you more femdom 

than you even imagined possible without even trying! 

And before I end and just so you KNOW, Madam is sleeping now, and I figured I’d take the time 

to write to you. She said “Cai Xukun” will get me if I don’t, and I have NO idea who that is (or 

even what, hehe). If you do, by all means, please do let me know! 

Last, but NOT LEAST, if you’re a foot fetishist, you’ll nigh ENJOY the tales I have to relate 

when it comes to mainland Chinese women. Is it any wonder then that the sales graph just keeps 

RISING on Amazon? 

 Hehe … Go ahead and grab a few of my books right here – and let me know how you like ‘em 

–  honest reviews always appreciated! 
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10. “Then buy me a dress!”  

 

One for the ages .. well and truly, and if you’re a findom fan in way, shape or FORM, you’ll start 

leaking as you read this. Or you should, and if you don’t – you’re NOT a true femdom/findom 

lover, hehe.  

So as I wrote the last tip (and as I sit here copiously LEAKING, hehe), all those old memories 

came flooding back … quite literally, as you’ll see later on in this tip! 

Princess Joanie, those lovely LARGE luminous black eyes, those KNOWING eyes, that femdom 

that was oh-so-natural to you, and the findom too – which was possibly even more natural for 

her! 

And how it all happened, and after I wrote the last email to you, I decided that Princess Joanie 

would be the next book that I put out, and as I type this, I’m about halfway through the book. 

Given what happens when I’m in the flow – well – expect this book out within the next few days 

at most, if not earlier! 

And as for the topic of today’s email. . . 

This was back before I had ever MET Madam – or Princess, as I liked to call her, but she had 

already woven a web expertly around me, and I was – in a word – SMITTEN. 

Joanie was the only thing on my mind all day – quite literally! 

The Venus Fly trap done almost CLOSED, my friend, and as I got a bit “antsy one day, it all 

happened. 

I don’t know if I told you about the Chinese lotteries that Madam pushed me to participate in 

with her, as a partner. Of course as a partner, but guess who the lions share of the spoils would 

go – although that was not agreed upon beforehand, she knew it deep down inside! 

And the vibe she gave off communicated that so well, even if Joanie herself didn’t know it. 

She was – is a natural at this! 

And guess where – – or to what if I may say so – – the remainder of the spoils would go to, hehe. 

Anyway, we were losing money left right and center in the lottery and prudence took over, at 

least for me, and I backed out. 
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And although I didn’t expect it and did NOT understand it, Joanie was pretty understanding 

about it. 

“It’s Ok! It’s not your game!” 

But the subconscious drives us, my friend, and so it was driving her to acquire a docile SLAVE – 

a slave she had hooked from that FIRST NIGHT I added her – and she knew it, of course. 

It was just a matter of REELING the fish in, and as I begged her the next day to buy her a pair of 

shoes, the cat was out of the bag. 

I couldn’t take it any longer! I had been wanting to tell her for so long, and I finally did. 

“Madam, you have such beautiful feet! Madam, your feet are the most beautiful in Southern 

China. I’m so lucky to be talking to you!” 

I still remember those exact words, all these years later, and it STILL gives me a massive hard 

on. Joanie’s eyes, her FEET, her soles, her asshole, even her farts, Madam, I remember it all! 

“Madam, is your foot size 36? Or 34?” 

“Why? You buying me shoes?” she promptly asked, and NO lady has ever been this direct about 

as Princess Joanie has! 

And later that night, I chose some shoes for her, a collection – various prices etc, and sent it to 

her. 

Her response? 

“It’s autumn now! Why are you buying shoes for summer?” 

The “boy” was left unsaid, but …! 

Come to think of it, she was right. I was buying based upon my own choice for those sexy legs 

and Goddess like feet, but Goddess had other, more sensible ideas! 

And then … 

“I don’t want shoes”, she said abruptly. 

“But Madam!”… I said, fearful I had upset her. 

“Madam, I’m so sorry! Madam, please allow me permission to search for more shoes for you … 

Madam…” 
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She cut me off. 

“I want a dress!” 

And here, I asked her if it was a long dress or short – fervently hoping it was the LATTER. For 

what it’s worth, Chinese girls love long dresses, but I for obvious reasons don’t, … 

And … 

“Long!” 

“But Madam”, I said, attempting to salvage the situation. “I want to buy you a gift, Madam, I … 

“ 

And a few minutes of online groveling went on while she IGNORED me. 

And finally. 

“Then buy me a dress!”  

And then …crickets. 

And that was said so powerfully that even though they’re just words, calling them mere words 

will NOT do justice to them! 

I still get a hard on every time I think about it all those years later, and though the selection of 

dresses she sent was out of my means at the time, I took the plunge – committed – trusted – and 

bought it – and the rest as they say is HISTORY – truly so – detailed in the upcoming book soon. 

Princess Joanie is the ONLY one to whom TWO different books have been detailed (I don’t 

mean a book and then a Sequel). I mean Humiliation Central (she was a natural at that) – – and 

Cuck central (again, she’s a natural!) … and then now the Princess Joanie book, which is a book 

as of now, but will likely also extend to a Sequel the way I see it. 

So it’ll end up being three books, hehe. 

You’ll want to be on the outlook for that … and as for now? 

Well, if what I said whets your appetite – then go ahead and browse our collection of Chinese 

femdom right here my friend – – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/compilations/chinese-femdom-compilations/.  

And of course, here is where you can grab Cuck Central – an immensely popular book – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/manuals/cuck-central/ 
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And for as actual cuckold EXPERIENCES – here is where you can grab a compilation on those 

– – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/manuals/cuckold-compilations/ 
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11. Beach femdom  

 

So, I just saw a picture of a gorgeous, lovely lady relaxing on the BEACH … in a swimsuit, not a 

bikini, but the sheer happiness on her face says it all. 

Sunshine, good weather, fine sand … and the finest woman, or one of them (but aren’t they all 

fine?? Hehe) RELAXING as she’s meant to … 

And no, she wasn’t an Asian lady, hehe. That’s what I keep saying in my book on attracting 

dominant females – – while the book is geared towards Asian females, the rules therein do NO 

apply just to Asian or Chinese females!! 

Anyway, I was reminded of the gorgeous Princess Joanie, my friend – and if you recall, the first 

time I met this lovely damsel online was at around 2 AM on a winter night in Southern China, 

while I was furiously tossing and turning, trying to get femdom out of my head (but of course, 

not succeeding, hehe – until I gave up and made it a practice to think femdom anyway at the end 

of each night – and at the start of each MORNING! Hehe…) – – and I saw HER. 

That lovely face, young yet CALCULATING eyes, the SNEER on her face, understated, yet 

knowing … and most of all, that dominant vibe this young, gorgeous and sensous female from 

Southern China (with the loveliest feet, I must say and that didn’t hurt!) gave off melted any and 

all resistance I might have to initially sending her a Hi, and I did so. 

Of course, I did that after seeing pictures of her on her Wechat moments … which is the 

equivalent of a Facebook WALL. 

On the topic of Facebook, curiously enough, I saw a young lady today that is the exact same as 

Princess Joanie in terms of VIBE – a lovely Vietnamese lady, and my finger was instantly drawn 

to the “add friend” button. I have no idea if Madam will add me back – – Princess Joanie did so 

the next morning – – but let’s see! 

She is just as beautiful, if not more. She is young (age doesn’t matter, of course, hehe). And most 

of all, and most importantly, she’s got the VIBE – – I can feel it across the pictures I saw! 

And anyway, so Princess Joanie’s pictures were of her relaxing on the beach in NOT a short 

swimsuit – with her friends, all NOT in bikinis. 

In fact the top halves of their bodies were covered, which to most “normal” males wouldn’t even 

warrant a second glance, but these ladies don’t want normal males, hehe. 
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They want footboys – and SUBMISSIVE men – that KNOW that when they greet a woman – 

they don’t look ‘em in the eye – they look at their feet, and be submissive about it! 

OK not initially, but you get the drift. 

And Madam often posted pictures of herself on vacation, and on the beach … relaxing as is her 

wont, and guess who paid. 

That part is NOT fiction, of course … but what comes next may be the Watson brand of fiction 

where fiction is blended in with more than a healthy dose of REALITY … or it may be REAL. 

100% REAL! 

You decide, my friend – – the book ain’t out as yet, so I’ll let YOU decide!! 

Princess Joanie often lay face down on the lovely beach in Hainan (a beach paradise indeed in 

Southern China) under a beach umbrella, while she ordered yours truly to massage her, of 

course. 

I’d be rubbing that beautiful ass – back – entire body with suntan lotion … and of course, I’d be 

pressing her feet and getting her drinks from the wine cooler situated very conveniently right 

next to her. 

She likes Bacardi – – I still remember! 

Often times when the beach was deserted, as it often was (And this is something Madam Susan 

made me do too), she’d make me lick her ass – and for fair bits of time as she moaned, enjoying 

the sunshine and the extra ministrations – and the alcohol! 

Often times, the liqor would make her FART – right in my face, and I think we covered that too! 

And a lot more … but NO, she wouldn’t allow ME to wear sun tan lotion – or oil, and my back 

would turn red, and blister badly often times. 

And when I mentioned it, Madam would just laugh at me, and tell me to shut up. 

“Go in the ocean, boy! That may cure them!” 

And she’d often actually force me to go into the ocean for a while, and the sheer agony as the 

salt water hit those blisters … well … it has to be experienced to be felt! 

Was nothing compared to the agony Miss Yang perpetuated on my balls, of course, but this was 

a different sort of agony – way more humiliating – and way more long lasting! 
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And as for if that’s fantasy or fact … YOU DECIDE! I can actually still feel the skin peeling off 

my back as I write this, hehe, and I thank Madam Joanie profusely for it. 

IT was worth every minute, Princess, and I hope you’re still relaxing and safe, no matter where 

you are at this point! 

Last, but not least, if you enjoy trips down memory lane such as this, then you’ll enjoy Sin City 

Diaries, written in similar mode, and now in a COMPILATION format – pick it up right HERE – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/compilations/sin-city-diaries-compilations-volume-

1-3/ 

Don’t forget, too, to browse our ever increasing collection of Chinese femdom – right here – –

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/compilations/chinese-femdom-compilations/ 
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12. Madam Sugar, and the FIRST thing I saw every morning … as I should!  

 

… was her lovely, royal SOLES … and why? Because its about repetition and conditioning, and 

one of the best ways to do that is to see what you WANT – either in your mind’s eye or in front 

of you the first thing when you wake up in the morning - - and the last thing when you go to bed!  

And why?  

Let’s find out! 

I’ve spoken about Krystal a lot, haven’t I, in these emails and my writings in general? 

Ooops – – that’s Madam Krystal, I know … hehe. I can still feel the cold, unforgiving STEEL 

around my balls, and the ice she applied to them thereafter (actually, that was Madam Yang, an 

even more domineering and SADISTIC Princess – Queen, I should say, if there ever was one!). 

And while dominant and sadism is something you can read about – I should say EXPERIENCE 

galore in the “Krystal – the Teaching Assistant” series … be warned – some of it is over the top, 

hehe, and the humiliation – well – on a different planet altogether! 

And I wouldn’t have it any other way. 

But amidst all this, I’ve omitted to write about Madam SUGAR a lot, and I’ll do so today! 

I’ve already mentioned how I met Princess Krystal (she doesn’t mind Princess, hehe) that first 

day in English class at Happy Giraffe, and the shenanigans that happened during the class, and 

later. 

Sometimes I wish I could go back and change things. Maybe I should NOT have allowed the 

class to laugh at Madam when there was confusion over her name! 

But every time I think that, I bring myself back to reality. I wouldn’t have it any other way, and 

neither would my sorry BALLS, hehe. 

I loved every minute of the domination, and bringing it to YOU in written format and hey, 

Madam Sugar was the lady I met right after my dose of classes for the day – an imperious indeed 

lady from the get go – and I could TELL by the look in her eye that she HAD it in for me from 

DAY ONE. 

And subsequent events proved that to be true, as I’ve written in the book! Hehe. She was 

instrumental in getting me ultimately fired, which proved to be a blessing in two ways … one,  
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because I hated the job, and two, because it gave me more time to devote myself to my true job, 

serving Madam Krystal and her cohorts, hehe. 

And in terms of the FIRST thing I saw every morning, you ask? 

Well, Madam loaned me out to Sugar for a while, and she came up with the most devious and 

painful ways I’ve ever been “femdommed” (is that a word, hehe) – even more so in many ways 

than the traditionally sadistic Ms Yang. 

Ms Yang did things that were painful but you’d expect, while Madam Sugar did the exact 

opposite. A cornucopia of true femdom as it were, and what did she do? 

Well, she suspected me of not “pressing her feet” all night long once. Actually, I think I did it, 

but she suspected me of falling asleep (at her soles, don’t get me wrong!) and the punishment 

was SWIFT in coming. 

The next night, she draped a blanket over herself (A/C was running full blast) and made me squat 

on my haunches Asian style (in itself a torture for many people, hehe, that position is anything 

but easy to get into, not to mention HOLD for hours). 

It can be done though, and I was lucky Ms. Priyanka trained me well in that regard! 

And she tied a solid string to both my ears – – the base of my ears to the bedpost – – a string so 

tight that I couldn’t move my head more than an inch if even that. 

Reminded of me of REAL slavery not so long ago when plantation masters would make errant 

slaves wear heavy metal rings around their neck for DAYS on end (and not take ‘em off even 

while sleeping). Gazdooks! 

And as the hours passed by, I’d stare at her soles, which would laugh at me – and talk to me, of 

course. Ms. Yang and Madam Sugar are the two ladies that really imprinted the “talk to her 

soles, boy” truism deep, deep down into my subconscious, and how! 

And the first thing I saw, aching neck and shoulders and all, even if I fell asleep were her FEET. 

Her Soles. Her ROYAL soles, and that’s how it should be! 

These days, I’m waking up to a photo of the Vietnamese Goddess I mentioned a few days ago. 

That posture, those legs, those SOLES, those creamy SOLES, and of course she’s a lady of the 

night as well – double “arousal” if there ever was one! 

Will I meet her in reality? Time will tell, of course, but the mind can bring anything into concrete 

form that it can IMAGINE, and it’s never failed me as yet, so … 
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Anyway, point of all this? 

That the FIRST and last thoughts you have during your day often set the tone for your day, and 

what HAPPENS during your day. I’ve written about this a lot before, and this tip is but more 

proof of this. 

More on that later. For now, it’s adios … I’ll be back soon with tip #13. 

Before that though, if you’re into true Indian Femdom, you really MUST check out our Indian 

femdom compilation page right here – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/compilations/mike-watson-compilations-indian-

femdom/ 

Serving an Indian Goddess is by far the most popular book I’ve got on Amazon. And good news 

for you is that you can buy it right HERE. No need to click away – right HERE is where you 

gotta click, and it’s YOURS! 
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13. When the BOSS becomes the BITCH …  

 

Ah, that magical … and INVOLUNTARY (yes!) power exchange …  

So in my writings, I’ve waxed lyrical about ladies of the night, submitting to them (even when 

they LEAST expected it, hehe) – letting them take my money without doing what they were paid 

for – humiliating me – and so forth. 

Am I crazy? 

Well, what else is new. Hehe. That’s what the average person would say, but that’s not what 

people IN THE KNOW would say – and certainly NOT Mike Watson “from the U.K.” who 

showed up as a BOSS in India … and ended up becoming nothing but (and less than) Garima 

Madam’s bitch shortly thereafter! 

The story of the young sales girl that literally took me in hand, and put him at FOOT – with 

some of the most humiliating tactics ever, including making him (a white male) serve domestic 

help (arguably the most downtrodden amongst many) “class” in India … and GROVEL before 

her. 

In the Prequel to the story, she makes a cocky Indian manager – a GENERAL manager, no less 

GROVEL before her – and pay for the privilege of doing so .. or else! 

And while Garima Madam fleeced him of everything she had – – and taught him a lesson he 

would NEVER forget, this email isn’t about that – it’s about something related. 

The boss becoming the bitch. Indeed! 

Sex workers are one of the most looked down upon workers in China (despite their often high 

pay etc) … and to be DENIED the same by a woman that’s given the same, and smilingly done 

the most “disgusting” of things with other vanilla men … but NOT with you, well, isn’t that a 

huge turn on, my friend? 

To me, it’s more of a turn on than being dominated by a “regular” gal – not that THAT isn’t 

good, hehe, as Madam Sophia … and perhaps the imperious Ms. Priyanka would say! 

But to me, when the boss becomes the BITCH adds a different power dynamic to the equation. 

You’re in control – – or seemingly so. 

YOU can fire Garima Madam anytime, but you’d never DARE to – and you’d never WANT to! 
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And the young girl with no skills other than femdom, the BEST skill she’d ever need with men 

… wins over a man more than double her age, earning way more than she could ever hope to … 

and all with that attitude, that LOOK in the eye that spots male submission from a country mile 

… .and of course, those feet, and the general DOMINANT VIBE! 

The same applies to the ladies of the night I talk about. 

They used me … the customer … seemingly the boss, and made their lives easier – – not just 

once … but twice. 

And at the end of the day, isn’t that what TRUE female dominance, or femdom is about? 

It’s about her having her cake … and eating it too … and if that means you lick a call girl’s dirty 

feet as she laughs at you and fleeces you for money (you paid for sex, but … ) … well … then, if 

you’re a TRUE femdom lover, this should turn you MORE than anything else! 

And the thought of other men’s cocks enjoying what you paid for (while she didn’t, but still let 

‘em!) … and you LICKING said area, and more … and being denied what you paid for (and 

more – think blue balls!!) … well, there is NO better turn for a true CUCK than that, hehe. 

When the boss becomes the bitch, as they say … and it truly IS a turn on if you’re a true femdom 

lover! 

By the way, in case you did not know as yet - here is where you can pick up the immensely 

popular and HIGHLY acclaimed Garima Madam series – – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/indian-femdom/garima-madams-bitch/ and 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/indian-femdom/garima-madam-the-prequel/ 
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14. The pair of soles that brought me to a semi-ruined orgasm last night 

 

And more on mental conditioning and it’s sheer importance.  

So there I was, lying in bed. It was around 1 AM or so, and I was doing so (after a good dinner, 

hehe) that I often do when in bed – that being practice what I preach in terms of mental 

conditioning. 

Often times when I go to bed, I’m so pre-occupied with work, the next day’s goals etc that I do 

NOT think about femdom at all – – not unless I’m pressing Madam Pearl’ waist like a servant 

would, of course … 

And often times, while I DO think about my goals etc before lopping off to bed (an immensely 

powerful practice, I’ll tell ya right now) … I think about femdom in some way, shape or form 

after that – if I haven’t already, that is. 

It could be being a cuck. It could be cooking seafood for Madam Pearl. It could be listening to 

Madam Susan put me down, and so forth … Could be anything, really, so long as the “tap tap 

tap” repetition principle that the great Claude Bristol mentioned in the Magic Of Believing and 

that I mention in my books is used to ingrain FEMDOM another notch or so deeper into my 

subconscious mind. 

Again, I’ve just given away another very powerful tip for free – – something I normally only tell 

paying clients or mention in my books. Have at! 

Anyway, being my goals involved Vietnam, I was researching said country on the Internet. I’ve 

never been there, and want to go, and will – – watch this space for more! 

And I was trying to find out which areas would suit me most – when I saw a picture of a 

Vietnamese girls online – or many, actually. 

They were massage workers, and if you’ve read Sin City Diaries, or followed me in general, or 

have read my books … in fact, even if ALL you have done is read my world famous “Owned by 

Madam Aa Ling”, well, you KNOW my fascination with ladies of the night and massage girls in 

general, hehe, and I don’t mean them “doing their job” if you get my drift! 

There is something so special about being dominated by a lady from the above category. That 

look in the eye, that naughty look of “I know what you want”, borne out of sheer EXPERIENCE, 

and when she DOES know, that tweak of the nipple, the ensuing giggle, and the underlying vibe 

of “The other men get the goodies, boy, but you’re  just even more of a tool than they are to 

further my income in the easiest manner possible!” 
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And so it goes, hehe. Truly one of the sexiest in terms of femdom and so forth … And last night, 

as I looked at a bunch of massage workers in Hanoi, Vietnam, ONE stood out. 

Nothing special to look at, but she was wearing a short black dress, legs shown to great effect, 

and of course them eyes, them EYES, that look in the eyes … and those lovely Vietnamese 

soles! 

I’ve written about how China used to be (specifically, the city I refer to as Sin City) used to be 

the best place in terms of finding ladies from above categories, in all the interesting “categories” 

we know so well, but I feel Vietnam is taking over now (don’t get me wrong though – in terms 

of general femdom, china is STILL the best place to be!) … and that’s another reason I want to 

go there, hehe. 

As I did what I often do, play with my nipples and DENY myself thereafter something told me 

tonight was going to be different. 

I imagined her, with her feet by my side, giggling with that “look in the eye” as she played with 

my nipples. 

And perhaps insert a lubed (oiled) finger in my ass. 

“That’s what you want, boy! I know it!” Snicker, snicker, all the time looking at those lovely 

soles and legs, and that look in the eye, the whole shebang (pun intended!). 

OR perhaps … the other lady I’ve mentioned (from the barber Salon) in Sin City Diaries. The 

one that didn’t know what I wanted, and was annoyed about to having to a touch a foreign 

devil’s cock and that suddenly realized. 

“Ohhhhhhh! You want my soles, boy!” (accompanied with another look of derision and 

annoyance!) 

And I flicked my nipples expertly, as I’ve been well trained, but instead of stopping … I kept 

doing it. 

I did NOT touch my dick. 

And then I abruptly stopped, using a technique from the world famous “15 ways on how to give 

him a ruined orgasm – and keep him GROVELLING for MORE!” 

I thought nothing would happen. But last night was different, as I said! 

And cum blasted out of my penis – except not quite. 
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“Ah…” I moaned in ecstasy, but just for a little while – – and although I didn’t “spurt” a lot, the 

amount of cum was mind boggling anyway, and I cupped my hand as if by reflex, as the lady 

(world famous by now too, I’m sure!) in the brother did all those years ago. 

And as I looked at the cum, and then went to the bathroom to wash it off, I understand how she 

felt. So sticky, and took me a while to wash it off. 

And I wasn’t sated, of course. That’s the beauty of P spot orgasms, or ruined orgasms – you can 

KEEP going if done right. 

And although this was a semi-ruined orgasm in that I did “come” at least one spurt, it wasn’t a 

full orgasm by any means. Sort of like the most inventive sub orgasm I’ve mentioned in my 

emails before – you’ll have to read that one if you haven’t already! 

And then I tossed and turned before finally falling asleep around 4 AM. 

Someday, I’ll meet her – in fact I KNOW I will. 

I can FEEL it. 

Nothing is impossible for the willing MIND. No goals are too lofty, no aims too high … 

whatever the mind can imagine, the mind truly can achieve, and truer words were never spoken 

by the late and GREAT Napoleon Hill! 

By the way, ss I did this, I kept chanting a phrase, something that has been INGRAINED in me 

by the lovely Ms. Priyanka, and something I’ve never forgotten. A phrase in Hindi … and while 

obviously China and Vietnam do NOT speak the language – vibes are what count!  

Hehe. Not to mention that the girls there find foreign devils speaking foreign languages in “a 

deep voice” exceedingly SEXY … 

As Ms. Priyanka taught me, then. Paye Lagu, Madam … and it’s something I might well make a 

TITLE of one of my books down the line. Watch this space for more! In the meantime, be sure to 

check out the Indian Goddess series right HERE – you’ll love it! 

Paye lagu, malkin. Paye lagu!  
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15. She farted straight in my face … as a matter of ROUTINE! 

 

If true femdom appeals to you, then what I’m about to tell you NOW – truly will! 

A long, long time ago, Ms Priyanka had a large pizza for dinner … an extra large pizza that I 

paid for, with all the toppings. 

As yours truly was made to lose weight at that point (I wasn’t exactly fat, but I wasn’t trim and 

in shape either … Madam needed her slave to be in SHAPE!) … I got – – you guessed it, the 

crusts, and being she was in a feisty mood, the crusts were thrown to me as I crouched in the 

Asian squat position (a real killer if you’re used to Western style toilets if you get my drift!!) … 

an exercise in itself, as it were. 

Anyway, that’s not the least of her feistiness by far, as you’ve read in the Indian Goddess series. 

And as the Sequels to this (still, for a reason, as I’ve said before!) MOST popular book of mine 

show … the above could barely be classified as feisty, hehe, given what went down next. 

But anyway, she had a solid meal, and she was rested. 

You know, right? The feeling you get after a huge meal on an empty stomach. 

A dark day … or night … or afternoon with clouds outside, perhaps rain imminent. Or perhaps a 

hot, hot night with the A/C on full blast inside … 

Whatever it is, you know the feeling …. You want to do nothing but SLEEP, much like a tiger 

after a meal does. 

Digest the meal, except if you’re Ms. Priyanka, you obviously had your servant lick your ass for 

giggles before you slept, hehe. 

Of course, ass worship is something I’ve gotten so used to since then that it would be wrong to it 

was only her that had it done, hehe. 

I can probably smell feet … and musty asses (both male and female, hehe) on my tongue right 

now (if that doesn’t make sense, smell via tongue, I understand, but ‘tis what it is, my friend!) as 

I am typing this – in fact, I CAN taste them too. 

And Ms. would often make me do this ,and the first time I did it in the morning (as you toilet 

slaves will read about in the Sequels) … she farted. Right in my face, hehe. 
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And as I tried desperately to control myself and keep my tongue in (for those not in the know 

Madam was  a tad constipated, and my oral ministrations in the morning not only felt GOOD – 

but also helped her GO afterwards), Ms. laughed – half contemptuously, and half lovingly, if that 

makes sense. 

Lots of “if that makes sense” huh? 

Again, ‘tis what it is, and true femdom can be as loving, if not MORE than a regular relationship, 

my friend. 

You really get to know the other person and (what matters) his/her MIND inside out … better 

than the person themselves in some cases, and that ain’t an exaggeration whatsoever! 

And as she farted in my face and I slowly got used to it, I was reminded of my true place all the 

time, my friend. 

Less than the dirt beneath my feet and less than the toilet paper I used to wipe her ass every 

morning, and thank her for it. 

A thing to be used and abused for her pleasure – and most importantly, that my pleasure lay in 

just that – offering myself as a sacrificial lamb (in more ways than one!) to HER! 

At the end of the Sequel, a SHOCKING thing was going to happen. 

I ended the series there, but I might just pick it up again in an epilogue if there is enough interest, 

hehe. Let me know, and will do! 

In the meantime, onto the “CURRENT” … and my $6880 product, or was that $6,880.00, hehe. 

Or was it $68.88? 

Hehe … true femdom is indeed priceless, my friend, and on that note, I’ll leave you be – for 

now! 

Oh and Here is where you can pick up a copy of the Indian Goddess series … 
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16. “No backchat, boy!” … whack!  

 

You’re there to serve … not to be seen (preferably, unless it’s in a humiliating, servile position 

hehe) and definitely NOT TO BE HEARD! 

Another tip and a real life example will address this more, but for now ..  

So, as I was getting my S.O. green tea today, I started to snicker. 

While Madam enjoys green tea, milk tea, and pretty much all forms of tea except the one yours 

truly enjoys which is BLACK tea (hong cha, in Chinese aka red tea) … she usually always never 

finishes her tea before I offer her some. 

Or, she’ll finish hers, and hold her cup out. 

“More tea, boy!” and though it’s said in a very jocular manner, you’d think she was ordering it at 

a restaurant, hehe. 

Often times she’ll ask for tea in that manner, and today I predicted her request (demand??) 

BEFORE she asked. 

Always the good slave, is yours truly, but I made ONE mistake. 

I giggled – – or snickered while pouring the tea. Madam had not finished her tea, and gulped it 

down before returning to her video game … something that these lovely ladies love to do 

apparently. 

But not before mentioning the following in a very jocular yet confident manner. 

“No backchat, boy!” 

And the words ring out in my years as my own tea lies UNDRANK, and I sit here writing this to 

you! 

Anyway, on the topic of video games, Madam Alexa played for like 10 hours yesterday – – at a 

stretch apparently from what she is saying. Something that has been quite BEYOND me, no 

matter how much I try … 

And what I told her was this. 

“Try not to play for so long, Madam!” 
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“Do some exercise. Jump rope or something. Get the blood flowing, as it were…” 

Well, shes been exercising apparently from what she says, but the most pertinent point to our 

conversation was when I told her this “No sub to rub your neck now, so …” 

This lovely lady is currently in between subs, and definitely not “pursuing” subs either. She has 

it on point, if it happens it happens, and the way she thinks about it is the way I DO – and that is 

probably why we are chatting now anyway, hehe. 

And back on topic – that’s just another example of how to integrate femdom into your daily life, 

and do so without being overly “blunt” about it. 

The slightest of words, the littlest of actions, the most “trivial” and “casually said” words … all 

can weave MAGIC, as you know, and that’s the beauty of true femdom! 

And that’s that for this TIP. I’ll be back shortly … I’m off to make MORE tea now for Madam! 

To summarize, then –  

 No backchat is ONE of the rules mentioned in my pathbreaking “A complete guide to 

understanding dominant ladies from the Chinese mainland”, a book that will have YOU 

attracting femdom to yourself like moths to a flame. Get it right HERE, my friend. 

And before we end, here’s something that might be of interest ..  

Sometimes my S.O. will just up and bang her cup on the table, kind of her equivalent of “tinkling 

the bell”, hehe, if you get my drift. All so sexy, and reminds me of the time I’d press Madam 

Anne’s legs at night … wake up to get her water in the middle of the night … and bring her tea 

in BED in the morning, hehe.  

TRUE femdom as it were and I enjoyed every bit! 
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17. “Behind the long legs, there is determination. Behind the foot, there is … “ 

 

So, I just saw something on WeChat that made my THERMOMETER – or the internal one at 

any rate go up a few notches, and no, I ain’t referring to the temperature notification which says 

that tomorrow will a few degrees warmer than today! 

I’m referring to the gorgeous Madam Portia, and a video she posted on WeChat. 

I think I mentioned before that this lady was into pole dancing? 

Yes, I did … but if I didn’t, well, here it is again. 

She is into pole dancing, and those long legs, and that lovely ass, and that LOOK in the eye was 

what initially drew me to her on Wechat , and we started talking (well that, and she has a way 

with numbers that resonates perfectly with my thoughts too, hehe). 

Anyway, that’s ancient history, and so is the part about rubbing her legs at night, and she 

giggling that it “disturbed her”. That’s all been covered before in this email newsletter, hehe! 

(If you don’t recall that part – check out the blog – all posted there!) 

And today, as I saw a video from her posting her pole dance, with her as part of a troupe, all with 

lovely LEGS (her the loveliest though, hehe) my dick instantly AROSE, and I messaged her, as I 

did a few days ago when she posted a picture of HER lovely foot – shod in a lovely high heel – a 

black high heel, that I later reposted on Instagram, hehe. 

She hadn’t replied that day, but today, as I translated what she wrote beneath her video, it came 

to this. 

“Behind the legs there lies determination, a fierce will power to IMPROVE … “ 

Improve? 

Upon dominating the male of the species? 

Improve upon being an even more DOMINANT and imperious force of NATURE than Madam 

already IS? 

Improve upon them slaps? That lovely look in the eye? The sheer DOMINANCE, albeit 

sometimes indirect … 
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So many things, and when I asked her, and mentioned what I just have in the subject line of this 

email, her only response was cryptic and of course, remember, she never has to answer anything, 

so she didn’t! 

“Your Chinese is very good!” and nothing after that. 

I didn’t deny this, of course. 

“Only when I see a pair of legs in front of me, Madam. Motivation!” 

And while that was my response, and I obviously meant FEMALE legs, don’t be fooled. 

She knows FULLY well I don’t know how to read Chinese, but am translating. 

She’s doing the Chinese gal thing and waiting for me to message her back … and run after her. 

Perhaps do what I did with Madam Pearl, hehe, that being to offer to buy her make up masks 

(facial masks actually, I believe) and not just offer -BEG. 

I still remember Pearl asking me curiously. 

“Why do you want to hold my bag, Michael” (when she was shopping, and I was with her, 

before the talk of BDSM came up – and you potential BDSM newbies – note THIS – bringing up 

sex or BDSM right off the bat is a bad, bad news in a vanilla relationship, and even more so 

BDSM). 

Which is why it’s rule #1, or one of the first rules at any rate in my book on attracting female 

dominance to you in all its shapes, forms and guises … 

And later, with a giggle,”why do you want to buy him for me?” (him is the Chinese – English 

translation. Hilarious, I know!) 

And the rest is HISTORY, as they say! 

Will it pan out that way with lovely lady Portia? 

We’ll see – I’ll keep you posted! 

In the meantime, don’t forget to pick up the first Volume of Submissive Musings where I detail 

findom in detail, and also EXACTLY how it went down with Madam Pearl, hehe. You will NOT 

want to miss this – here is where you can grab it, my friend. 

And as far as the book on attracting femdom to you willy nilly, in all its shapes, forms and guises 

without even trying, HERE is where you can get this book. Do so NOW! 
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So ..in summary … again!!  

Behind the long legs, there is an ASS … preferably with my tongue in it, and preferably a 

SWEATY one. Preferably a set of balls pounding away at her too – not mine! 

 And underneath the foot – well – I don’t think THAT will take much guessing, hehe! 
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18. Disdain, dominance and DISGUST – the three “D’s” of true 

DOMINATION! 

 

The three D’s of domination, I should say … or perhaps femdom … or ALL Domination! 

I think I should say what I said first, i.e. the three D’s of domination because guess what – – they 

apply to ALL forms of dominance – – be it sexual or “vanilla” – – or femdom – – or male dom 

… or f on f domination … or any combo thereof, hehe. 

Whether you have an useless cock or not is NOT the point here, hehe. IT’s domination … female 

domination, and if there is one thing that turns me on the most about all this, it’s something I’ve 

mentioned before – the VIBE – and the look in the eye, my friend. 

As I lay in bed for a brief while this afternoon, resting between bouts of writing for my other 

businesses, my mind was ever active, as always. 

That’s one thing with me. I could be sitting quietly, or lying down on the bed or otherwise 

seemingly outward relaxed, but my mind is rarely if ever at “rest”, hehe, and I mean that in a 

good way. 

To me, femdom is relaxing – more on that later – and so as I idly flicked my nipples once, guess 

whose face – and eyes came into mind. 

Madam Jojo, of course! 

Those piercing eyes, that stern yet confident demanor, and that attitude of “I’m always right, 

boy! No matter what!” 

(even if she is indeed WRONG, hehe, she’s never wrong -she’s always right!) 

And of course, that attitude of sheer DISDAIN towards men – – yours truly in particular, hehe. 

And as my dick arose (didn’t take but a minute, and the familiar pleasure passed through my 

entire body as I touched my oh-so-sensitive sissy boy nipples, hehe) … THAT lady came to 

mind. 

Which one? 

Well, the one that I mentioned in Sin City Diaries … The lady that once gave me a massage, 

accepted money for a hand job, and believe it or not … wouldn’t so much as TOUCH my dick, 

hehe. 
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If anything, she reared back VIOLENTLY when I guided her hand to my nether regions, and 

while most clients would have up and left without paying, for some strange reason I did NOT. 

And I jerked off myself, and as I came, she shot her head back, as if to say “I don’t want any of 

that nasty jizz landing on me, BOY!” 

And she might as well have said it, so potent was the VIBE. 

And so hard was my cock, hehe, that I did NOT do what most normal customers would have i.e 

demand a service for which I had paid. Not only that .. I returned next time, and then again, 

giving Madam plenty of business anyway, strange as it might sound. 

It’s all about her, and it matters NOT if a lady of the night holds you in utter disregard and 

DISDAIN, hehe. 

That’s the fourth D right there. Hehe. 

And of course the lady who sucked my nipples and then looked at my cum with an expression of 

sheer DISGUST … I’ve covered that one before, of course, so won’t get into it again, but it bears 

mentioning here, hehe. 

And so it goes. The three D’s …or the four D … and I could probably think of a fifth and sixth 

as well, hehe. 

Until I do though – well – THAT is what turns me on the most – and probably you as well – 

about any form of dominance – – real dominance at that. 

And that, my friend, is that for today. To find out what TRUE dominance feels like, you’ll want 

to attract TRUE dominance to YOU. And the way to do that is by implementing the tips I teach 

right HERE. 

And for tales of true FEMALE dominance from the Indian subcontinent – – an immensely 

popular theme these days (perhaps the COVID19 “lockdown” in India right now has something 

to do with it? Pun intended, and NOT, hehe!) – – go HERE. 
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19. Lazy is good! 

 

Something that turns me on immensely (and indeed the vast majority of true subs and femdom 

lovers is this – the way femdom turns EXPECTATIONS on it’s head, and then some! 

It’s always all about her and having her cake and eating it too, and the subs loving it. 

And that’s what makes it so interesting for me, but often times, even dominant LADIES have a 

hard time grasping this concept (well, or least many of them do, hehe). 

When I first started chatting to the lovely Madam Jojo (I should say IMPERIOUS Madam Jojo, 

whose always right no matter what – both vanilla and non-vanilla, if you can believe that!) … 

this was something that really, really stood out. 

Madam kept saying one thing with a giggle. 

“Really? But I’m a lazy girl!” 

Note, of course, that Madam used the term “girl” – and if you’ve spent any time at all in 

mainland China you know that it’s always a toss up (even in vanilla terms, hehe) in terms of 

calling a lady Madam – or girl – or lady! 

To us Westerners (or those of us that are GLOBAL citizens – truly such) this may be surprising, 

even shocking to a degree. 

I mean, as I tell ladies (girls, sorry, Madam!) in mainland China, Madam is simply a polite way 

to refer to a lady! And it is, hehe – – with a twist in my case, of course. 

But in Chinese (when that word translates apparently) it means “wife” or “partner”. 

I know, I know. TIC. This is China! 

And of course, the battle over calling her a girl or lady. 

If she’s a lady, she assumes I mean she’s too old. If she’s a girl, she assumes she’s not being 

respected (as much as she should, hehe). 

And calling married ladies Mrs isn’t permissible either, as the regal Miss Summer proved a 

couple of emails ago! 

They’re always young, beautiful and “Miss” … and that’s the way it should be in true femdom. 
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This morning I came across a photo of “Angel”, a girl from Shanghai (part time lawyer no less – 

man, I wonder how I meet all these lawyers?? Hehe) who I’ve briefly spoken to in the past, and 

Madam has a picture of her in LESS than ideal shape – eating an ice cream no less – and writing 

a “lazy summer day” below it! 

Or spring, perhaps, it was. 

Now for the average person, this photo wouldn’t be of any interest whatsoever, my friend. 

But for me, immediately, something sprung if you get my drift, something that Princess Tina has 

NOT caged as yet, hehe. 

And I immediately wrote “Lazy is good!” 

I don’t know what her response will be, but it should be interesting. I sort of suspect she’ll agree 

– but let’s see! 

She’s a lady, by the way that added me out of the blue from some group and keeps demanding 

that I send biz her way. 

Without even meeting her … without knowing a THING about her (she refuses to answer 

questions or provide credentials) 

Hey, what can I say. It’s TRUE – and it’s REAL life, not PLAY – and that’s another thing that 

makes it so damned interesting! 

And if you want to attract these sort of occurences, and lovely dominant LADIES into your life 

on a REGULAR BASIS, then get started by picking up the COMPLETE course on HOW to do 

just that, my friend. 

Go HERE, and grab this course – and to close - - Madam, please BE LAZIER! I love it, and so 

do you!  
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20. “Even my phone thinks you’re a Princess, Madam!” … and more on the 

sheer importance of MENTAL CONDITIONING 

 

So as I was discussing a topic this morning with the awesome, imperious, stately and 

COMMANDING Madam Jojo – – an issue completely UNRELATED to sex or fetish, by the 

way, something funny happened. 

I was discussing the intricacies of legal processes in China (long story, but NOT one where I’m 

involved, so all good there, hehe) – and as I was going to ask her about “legal process”, this is 

what happened. 

I typed out “legs Princess” instead of legal process. 

And though “l” is not capital as I sit here writing, the “P”sure is! 

“Even my phone seems to want to call you Princess”, I gigged away like a true sissy. 

I don’t know what Madam thought, of course. We’ve been having a few minor disagreements as 

of late, but never ever on femdom, of course. She’s always the boss, and that’s the END of it! 

Hehe. 

But it’s interesting. I’ve written before on other blogs etc about how SMART dumbphones are 

getting in terms of predicting what we write – and THINK. 

Ever notice that your phone browser mysteriously pops up the very same thing you’ve been 

thinking about – – or perhaps researching on the desktop a while back? 

Well, I have – and I bet you have as well, and while cookies and tracking code have a lot to do 

with it, who knows. 

Maybe the network of computers are finally starting to TRY to RIVAL the ONE computer they 

can NEVER EVER beat, or come close to it. 

That being the human MIND. 

The human mind is the most  magnificent computer ever produced, and will never be beat, hehe. 

I don’t think we’ll ever develop a super computer that comes even close to producing even a 

tiniest fraction of the results the human BRAIN can produce, my friend, and when it comes to 

femdom – nigh astonishing results, day after day, month after month, and year after year! 

It has all got to do with that topic I talk about so often, of course. 
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Conditioning – – done right – – is how you attract dominant females to you – – or situations 

involving the same- – WITHOUT even trying! 

Madam Jojo. Madam Joyce. Princess Krystal. The regal Madam Su. And of course, the 

imperious Ms. Priyanka (by the way, for whatever reason, the Indian Goddess series seems to be 

flying off the shelves as of late – – well worth a look, me thinks!). 

You attract what you really, really want at your CORE, my friend, and if you aren’t experiencing 

results like I am – well – – you ain’t doing it right. 

And that’s that for now. Yet another tip on mental conditioning, and while your phone might not 

become a slave, hehe, but YOU SURE CAN – and with LESS effort than you think – if you 

follow the steps laid out in my pathbreaking manual on it. Here is where you can grab this power 

packed little ditty – – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/for-true-male-subs/ 

On that note, don’t forget to check out our INDIAN femdom collection right here … 
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21. “Madam, please try this! You’ll have feet like butter” …  

 

Slaveboys, listen UP!  

So, a long, long time ago I was in the Indian subcontinent – – with my then partner (at the time) 

,and we were outside a foot massage salon no less. 

No, wait. India (and the subcontinent) doesn’t do foot massage salons. That’s mainland China – 

by far the LEADER when it comes to both foot massage – – and dominant ladies, and they do it 

the best, my friend. 

You, the customer recline on a comfortable sofa like a KING (both male and female customers 

obviously, so I should ROYALTY, hehe) while the masseuse (either one or two depending upon 

your preference) perches on a tiny stool in front of you … made to hold tiny bodies, or bodies 

with NO fat, but a lot of the Asian massage workers I’ve met aren’t that skinny (Liao, her of the 

Sin City Diaries – Volume #1 being a very notable example, and there are many others), and 

watching them perch uncomfortably on that stool while tending to your soles staring them in the 

face … 

Well, it makes for great femdom if the sub is the one doing it – – but from a non femdom 

perspective, sometimes it doesn’t seem that great for the worker administering the massage! 

Especially if she’s kneeling in front of the customer which used to happen quite often way back 

in the day as well. Truly an Emperor like (or Empress like, I should say) treatment if there ever 

was one! 

Anyway, morality and feelings aren’t the topic of this email and neither is anything related, hehe. 

This email is about butter soft feet, and we were actually in front of a SALON in India – which 

offered pedicures for women. 

And as my S.O. accepted the pedicure, the guy doing her feet piped up. 

“Madam, why don’t you try this new treatment?”, he said, holding up some new form of lotion 

or something. 

“It’ll make your feet soft as butter!” 

He meant the soles mostly, of course .. 

“Madam, ise try kijie. Makhan jaise per ho jayenge!” 
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And that’s what he said in Hindi, the local language in those parts, and for those familiar with the 

Indian Goddess series, you’ll pick up the drift of what he meant – – at least in terms of feet, 

hehe. 

“Makhan”, for the uninitiated means butter. 

Now he probably meant mostly the soles, and he was probably NOT in femdom – – probably 

nothing more than a good salesman and a great employee – – but the point – and that line – 

stands! 

There is something incredibly erotic about asking – preferably BEGGING – to massage her feet 

– except either with oil or lotion (special lotions!). 

Madam Carol did this so well. I still remember her telling me to do her RIGHT foot more. After 

all, that was the driving foot, and that needed more attention with those special, sexy smelling 

lotions she had for her feet. 

Took her but less than a minute to fall asleep as I massaged her feet, so I must have been doing 

SOMETHING right! 

The Pakistan Goddess I referred to in the “Off with you, boy!” email had the right idea too. In 

that clip (that I referred to in that piece) her servant girls were massaging her feet with oil, and as 

the old wizened lips issued the command, the VOICE was strident and commanding, and 

CONFIDENT – like Madam Jojo’ s – – anything but OLD! 

And last, but not least, when it comes to feet, how can I forget Madam Pearl, hehe. 

I bought her a jar of Vaseline “aloevera” lotion initially for her feet, which she giggled and 

accepted. 

But little did I know of these things then, in terms of the PRODUCTS ladies use, and little do I 

know, hehe. 

What does a footboy know? All I know is that I’m there to serve her like royalty – and make the 

lowest part of her body – her feet and soles – – look – -and feel buttery SOFT and oh-so-

appealing – – and as for the lotions – well, Madam bought (or should I say she told me to buy, 

hehe) them and “threw” them at me during her nightly massages. 

“This one for waist, boy!” 

I can still hear that lovely sexy voice … 

“Servant, turn off the light! I’m tired, and want to sleep!” 
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And on that inspiring note indeed, I’ll leave you be. Madam can sleep – and I’m off for my daily 

duties, hehe. 

And for you findom fans out there – and fans of Madam humiliating you and making you BUY 

her things – well – read about how Madam Pearl did it – right here – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/submissivemusings/ 

Humiliation Central is another immensely popular book in our collection. Check it out right here 

– https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/manuals/humiliation-central/ 

Oh, and the TOES are an integral part of the foot, and while administering pedicures obviously 

need to be tended to, and what does one do with the toenails? Throw them away? Or … ? 

I don’t know – – but Princess Krystal certainly did – – and what she did was the STUFF OF 

LEGEND, my friend. Oh boy, that white skirt, that first day … and those elegant lovely legs. 

Read more about it right HERE —https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/chinese-

femdom/krystal-the-teaching-assistant/ 
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22. We don’t want to see your dick, footboy!  

 

Oh MY! 

This morning as I Idly browsed through my Instagram profile, and looked at the tons of likes, 

comments etc on my posts – one in particular stood out (pun intended! Hehe). 

It was a lady whose ID I’m obviously not going to present here (for very obvious reasons!) that 

liked a photo I posted … a photo I love myself, and though I generally do NOT spend much time 

on Instagram or social media other than Wechat (hey, of course I spent time there – Princess 

Joanie knows that – so does the lovely Carol – and Madam Ann …and of course, perhaps the 

one and only and BEST of them if there ever such a thing – Madam PEARL!). 

They’re ALL superior, and all the BEST – I don’t know how to choose one, hehe. I was 

presented with that option WAY back in the day when I visited house of ill repute (before I 

realize my orgams had a better purpose – – to be DENIED – – if at all, hehe) – – and my first 

thought upon looking at the girls brought before me wasn’t so much to “judge them”, but to think 

how they must be feeling, paraded around like “things” on a nightly basis. 

Perhaps that’s why I kissed Madam Aa Ling’s feet that first night, hehe. 

Perhaps that’s why (as I detailed in Sin Cities) – I let the “lady of the night” humiliate me (albeit 

indirectly) in a way she never would have other male clients (I don’t think she would have, 

hehe). 

And so forth. Now note I didn’t feel “sorry” for them as they weren’t being forced into anything 

– they were making money – probably more than what I was making at my expat position back 

then (and that’s saying something back in the day!) – – and given the laws of supply and demand 

they were literally going NIGHTS without customers … but hey, I’m getting carried away. 

Let me just suffice to say that lady of the night or not – – she’s still a Princess and a Goddess – – 

as she should be!       

And now, on with the tale. 

I don’t know if I told you about the time Madam Pearl actually allowed me an orgasm – – back 

when we first started “dating” (if you can call it that!)? 

Well, after I bought her the (by now famous, hehe) RED – and SHORT skirt – that she showed 

off her lovely legs to such great advantage in, it was just too much for me to handle (in terms of 

NOT orgasming) and Madam picked up on this. 
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And though I did everything to try to get her NOT to allow me orgasm, she did anyway, albeit in 

her OWN style. Hehe. 

“You may do now, boy!” she suddenly piped up, while giggling in between. 

“But, Madam, are you sure??” 

“Yes, I’m sure! I want to chat with you … and I want you get relief!” 

At that point, she didn’t fully understand the concept of relief without relief, hehe, but she 

KNEW it deep down inside, but at that point she wanted something which pretty much all ladies 

want – that being a REAL person. 

Believe it or not, that female Domina you’ve been lusting after WANTS a REAL person more 

than anything else, my friend – and that is ONE reason it’s one of the CARDINAL rules on “A 

complete guide to understanding dominant ladies from the Chinese mainland”. 

And my fingers have gotten weary of typing this, but I’ll do so anyway. It ain’t just to understand 

dominant Chinese ladies (though YES – as I’ve said, mainland China is by far the best place to 

be in terms of true femdom!) … it’s ALL ladies. 

And so, as I came (didn’t take long at all, mind you!) – I sent her an audio note with my “moans 

and groans” … and my cum, of course. Hehe. 

“Your voice is so sexy”, she noted. 

And a short while later.  .  . 

“Honey, I want to tell you something. “ 

“Whats that, Madam”, I asked. 

“I just block this man!” , she said, Chinglish full to the fore as it were. “He sent me the nude 

picture!” 

Nothing new to me, of course, to hear that. I’ve written about this before – – and I mean every 

word – – the vast multitude of guys that send women dick pics – – usually UNWANTED ones 

… are nothing but “losers that can’t get laid”, hehe. 

And this was evidenced by the screenshots the lady I’m talking about (the one I saw on 

Instagram this morning) posted on her wall … a “gym instructor” sending her nudes (and he 

didn’t even look like he’ ever worked out a day in his life, but back to it!). 

So Madam blocked the dude … and this brings me to my central point. 
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Sure, Madam saw MY dick. In fact, and I haven’t mentioned it in the Submissive Musings 

Volume dedicated to HER – that was often a topic of conversation with us as she’d talk about 

how my dick was “bigger than her last boyfriends” (although he was big too, according to her). 

Which of course didn’t matter either way to me. She did, and her dominant MIND – and that 

look in the eye did – but again – back on point. 

Madam doesn’t want to – or need to – see your dick, footboy (and by the way, that last term is a 

PRIVELEGE – – not an automatic right!). 

I cannot – in fact, I’ve lost touch of the number of – idiots that add me on Instagram thinking I’m 

a woman and message me out of the blue with nudes, video calls etc. That’s something I’ve 

blogged about in the past as well, and it’s something that annoys the heck out of me so I can just 

imagine how the ladies must feel when men do that to them right out of the blue. 

Guys – if they don’t know you – they want to see YOU, first off. They want to see a real 

PERSON. They’d like to know how you THINK. 

All decidedly unsexy for most guys, but believe me, true femdom IS about the mind (as is true 

submission ) and thoughts truly ARE things … and that’s just as simple as it gets. 

Dicks, or lack thereof are a distant LAST – and distant, and last both left town hehe. 

Wallets come towards the front of the queue of course, but that’s a tale for a different times – – 

once I seek permission from Pearl to reveal what happened “afterward”, hehe. 

And before I end this one, if you haven’t already, make sure to check out our collection of 

Chinese Femdom compilations right here. Great value for MONEY – make sure and check it out 

NOW! 

Oh, and just remembered – this lady threatened to expose the said lunatic for who he IS, hehe- – 

a lunatic. Was enjoying reading that thread .. a lot! Hehe. 

In short, she wants to see what she wants to see. NOT what you want to show her, boy, and the 

quicker you learn that, the better! 
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23. Miss Summer’s pink slippers … and the effect they had on me, and still 

do!  

 

Today’s post is one I’ve been meaning to write about for a long, long time and one that brings 

back fond and very recent memories as well. 

Of my last neighbor, no less – – hehe. 

NO, I’m NOT talking about the glorious, imperious and GORGEOUS Miss V, her of the beauty 

salon right next door, and pile (gaggle, actually!) of ladies shoes right outside my apartment, 

something that I just had to take a look at every time I walked past, hehe. 

This is about Miss Summer, my next door neighbor, a gorgeously DOMINANT and middle aged 

Chinese lady originally from Northern China, but in “my neck of the woods” for years as it were. 

And I should probably write a book on her too, hehe. In fact she is (in her own words!) looking 

forward to “Miss Summer’s pink slippers”, and while I haven’t quite managed to “break the ice” 

(or should I say get the ball rolling, hehe) on that one, lets first start with a blog post on it! 

So one fine day, I was returning home from my workout. 

It was around 11 AM or so in March, and before this I was doing what I normally do NOT do, 

that being to work out later on in the day for whatever reason – – something that doesn’t really 

suit me – – and I switched back to the A.M’s that fine Saturday morning (actually, it was muggy, 

but anything that reminds me of Summer is gorgeous and fine, to be honest!). 

And as I clambered up the steps after my workout to my apartment on the 5th floor, I saw a petite 

and attractive looking lady opening the door next door. Until that point, for whatever reason, we 

had NOT met … 

And as I saw her, our eyes matched, and I felt something. Not quite domination, but I felt IT – it 

was there – – albeit not so DIRECTLY communicated with some other ladies as I’ve met, but 

now that I think of it – – it was there. Oh yes, it was! 

“Hello!”, she said. 

“Oh, hi!” I responded, smiling at her. She WAS indeed attractive, I noticed, and she had small 

petite feet, the toes painted a shade of red, the fingernails at that point NOT painted … 

“Are you a teacher?” she asked me out of the blue. 
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Now, the question didn’t quite stump me. Us foreign devils are often thought of as just teachers, 

and nothing more. Madam wasn’t to know, of course, of my hatred of teaching English in China 

(well, I should say dislike – not “hate” – that’s too strong a word) – and while the normal 

question is “whats your job” to which I reply with “why”, Miss Summer asked in a different 

manner.. 

… in a very cool and assured manner, and I grinned back. 

“Just sometimes, but not really for the most part. Why?” 

Well, turned out she needed an English teacher for a Sunday class, and turned out the pay was 

good so I accepted it (pretty much because she was my neighbor, not so much the pay). 

And as I took her WeChat, and added her, I noticed it. 

Something that I had noticed for a while, but hadn’t really paid attention to – – a pair of cute 

little pink flip flops – – with a nice little simple PATTERN on them! 

Almost like Goddess or should I say, Ms, hehe Priyanka’s flip flops all those years ago, right 

down to the SIZE, and the petite nature of the lady … almost like this was a Chinese version of 

Ms. Priyanka, who UI haven’t seen for donkey’s years now. 

Life does indeed bring us full circle. As Steve Jobs once said, and as I noted in the beginning of 

the sequels to the immensely popular Indian Goddess series, “You can’t connect the dots looking 

ahead. You can only connect ‘em looking backwards!” 

Sage indeed, and as I taught my first class for the lady, and she paid it, I thanked her. 

“Thank you, Madam!” I think I said. 

And she smiled at me. 

“You can call me Summer!” 

And then she continued, pointing at her colleague. 

“This is Madam … “ she went. “But you can call me Miss Summer” , she said, and so knowing 

was the look in her eye, so PIERCING the stare, and so ATTRACTIVE was she that I found 

myself nodding knowingly as well. 

“OF course! Madam is always young!” I said, doing my version of a giggle. 

And from then on, those pink slippers have always been in my mind, even when she bought new 

ones a few months later, and supposedly gave the old ones to her 14 year old daughter. 
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Sometimes they’re kicked over casually. Sometimes they’re gathering dust outside the shoe rack, 

and it was all I could do to stop from cleaning them off … 

… and thinking about those lovely, petite FEET that wore them, or that USED to wear them …. 

And while I’ve often thought about asking Miss Summer to sell me the slippers, I haven’t really 

had the guts to do it as yet. 

More to the point, with her, it’s business as well as friendship, and it’s never a good idea to mix 

biz with pleasure, or is it? 

Well, it happens on occasion – – such as it did with the ravishing Princess Krystal, who literally 

“had” me the first day (afternoon) I walked into Happy Giraffe!! 

That’s an email for another time, but in case you can’t wait – – fret NOT – – the entire tale, and 

then some is detailed in first THREE books – and then TWO sequels. Or the other way around, 

perhaps. Hehe. 

Whatever it is – you’ll want to get your hands on this series ASAP. Do so right here, my friend. 

And that’s that for now. I’ll keep you well and truly posted on how it goes with “Miss Summer’s 

pink slippers”, hehe! 

Oh, and FWIW, we are no longer neighbors, but I do miss seeing her. I do miss those pink 

slippers, and that cool, confident knowing demeanor. The helpful nature. That lovely curly black 

hair. Those lovely eyes. I could go on and on here, of course! 

Oh, and I mentioned the Indian Goddess series up there, did I not? Here is where you can grab 

THAT series – another must read – – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/indian-

femdom/serving-an-indian-goddess/ 
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24. The pink slippers where it ALL started …  

 

Those pink flip flops. Madam Priyanka (NOT her real name, by the way) – or should I say “My 

Ms.”. 

That sneaky, sexy, conniving LOOK in the eye, that SPARKLE in the eye ,and that LOOK in the 

eye … and that FOOT on the table, sole evidently clear as she watched a move with yours truly. 

She was relaxed indeed in the darkened room, and I was anything but, although I seemed like I 

was! 

Make believe does NOT work most of the time unless you’re good at it, and though I think I was 

back then, the ONLY thing I wanted to do at that point (movie be damned) was – – as a lot of 

lovely Chinese ladies never tire of telling me – press her feet – and her back an shoulders too, 

preferably! 

Both at the same time, or in turns …! 

And more, hehe. 

And those beautiful feet belonged to a 19 year Indian Goddess who … ah, but readers of the 

series KNOW what happened … and as they say. You never forget your first love, do you? 

And the same way, you never forget your first crush (or perhaps your first love was your first 

crush, or vice versa). 

Most of all, you never forget your first Goddess – much like you NEVER EVER forget the first 

time you sucked cock, hehe. 

And many other things, but while this isn’t a treatise on “first things or times you never forget”, 

I’m saying this to bring up the fact that the “Indian Goddess” series is by far the MOST popular 

book I’ve got out there – despite the VAST BULK of my writing being done with Chinese girls 

as the “star casts” of the book! 

Despite the fact that this, and the Garima Madam series are the only two real Indian femdom 

series I’ve penned. 

And despite the fact that I was still somewhat “callow” at the time I wrote the Indian Goddess 

series (well, not in terms of my writing, but the formatting etc … all superfluous, but sometimes, 

the little things matter – hehe). 
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Callow in terms of knowing to do my own thing – and not necessarily go with a publisher … but 

no, I don’t regret the decision one damned bit. They’re great guys, but nothing compares to 

going it on your own – and the travails that come with it, hehe. 

The “Indian Goddess” series, as MOST of my books, if not all was written in the flow, and is 

REALITY more than anything else. Mixed in with a healthy dose of creative license – – but YES 

– Madam Pooja, for one WAS the “overweight” and seemingly “old” air hostess in Air India … 

and NONE of that mattered to me, even when she was beside the gorgeous young Priyanka. 

Her mind matters – and nothing else, when it comes to true femdom. Not her looks, not her body, 

not her anything else … the mind, and the KNOWLEDGE – – or her being secure in the 

knowledge that she lords it over you – and that she is always superior – and the  VIBES, of 

course! 

Vibes are what enable everything, and that one fateful night when I met her outside the library in 

the Southern United States … well .. little did I know that night – – and the pink flop flops she 

wore that night would change me in ways I couldn’t even IMAGINE at that point! 

And for those interested – HERE is where you can read about it – – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/indian-femdom/ 

OK, my friend. That’s the trip down memory lane for now. Ill be back again later – – but that’s 

probably why this series is the most popular. 

Because it’s real – not any more or less than the other books and experience I’ve written about, 

but also the FIRST – and as they say, we never forget … ah, but we went there, did we not?       

Last, but NOT LEAST, along with Indian femdom, here is where you can browse our very 

extensive collection of Chinese femdom – – https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/books/chinese-

femdom/ 
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25. “Get to work, boy! Stop eating my head!”  

 

That look, and VIBE - - of sheer, and true ANNOYANCE … and irritation (and disgust too of 

course – all in heaping and equal measures) on her part, and if there is ONE tip, I repeat ONE tip 

that is worth the investment you made in this book – it is THIS ONE.  

So, a while ago I wrote a post about her ordering you OUT – – in a state of sheer and GENUINE 

annoyance, as well as the knowledge that you’re nothing but the dirt beneath her royal feet – a 

post that was received very well indeed. 

(and something that was said for good reason – slaves don’t backchat – or not do what they’re 

told, or else!) 

Slaves exist to SERVE – and OBEY, and on that note, I was reminded of yet another imperious 

Pakistani GODDESS I once saw on T.V … when my S.O. today made a remark while we were 

eating lunch – – that she had cooked – – an awesome lunch if I might say so! 

And while we ate, I made a comment in passing. 

“Am I overeating, Madam”, I asked. 

“Don’t eat my head!” was the response (and this is translated from Asia speak to English if you 

get my drift hehe. It basically means not to annoy someone …). 

“Finish your food!” 

And on BOTH occasions, she didn’t say “boy”, but she might as well have – and though the 

remark was made in passing and HAD NOTHING AT ALL – I repeat, NOTHING at all – do 

with conscious femdom, subconsciously, the VIBE was something else altogether, and the same 

as … 

… You got it – the Pakistani actress on T.V. – – a young and gorgeous woman getting her feet 

massaged by a SERVANT – – a middle aged female maid – – a clip widely available on the 

Internet by the way, and well worth a look for you foot fetish and femdom fans alike. 

The maid had the temerity to back chat at some point, and though Madam was years younger, 

she put her in her place -QUICKLY! 

Reader of “Serving an Indian Goddess” will feel a sense of déjà vu as I write the following 

words so here goes – – 
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“Sir mat kha! Per DABA!” 

That’s Hindi for you folks out there that don’t “get it”, hehe. I didn’t a lot of times with Ms. 

Priyanka, and along with a few whacks to the head, THESE words stuck in my mind, hehe – – 

and still do. 

Whack to the BACK of the head … ! 

And it rings so true if you’re a true femdom lover! 

Madam doesn’t need to be happy when talking to you, or even satisfied. And even the latter is 

true, well, it’s her duty and PRIVELEGE to remain unsatisfied and demand more and more – – 

and the reverse is true for the male submissive. 

And when accomplished by the right vibe … oh BOY! 

That annoyance, coming straight from the heart … KNOWING, and subconsciously so that 

you’re LESS than the dirt beneath her feet – – and there is NO better feeling than knowing just 

that as a true male submissive! 

Do you agree? 

Let me know – – and on that note, I’m out – – that’s it for the third volume. Let me know how 

any or all of these tips went for you - - I’m all ears! 

Oh and … as I finish this one, Madam Jojo would be another lady to bring up at this point – but 

the lady that TRULY encapsulates ALL of the above traits, and MORE – – is Princess Joanie – – 

her of the most beautiful feet in Southern China, but more importantly MIND. And here is a 

book dedicated to just HER, and HER alone – – 

https://spicyanderoticfetish.com/manuals/humiliation-central/ 

 

 

Best,  

Mike Watson 

www.spicyanderoticfetish.com 

info@spicyanderoticfetish.com  

Instagram - @spicyanderoticfetish  

https://twitter.com/MikeWat65466269  
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